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IT WAS A LONG, STRAIGHT, PRISTINE STRETCH OF TWO-LANE 
highway somewhere along the eastern edge of New Mexico. I was
driving a 12-cylinder Jaguar owned by someone I would never meet,
a drive-away car that a buddy and I were delivering to New Jersey. 
(We had promised to spend a week on the task, driving only during
daylight and never exceeding the speed limit, but we intended instead
to do the whole trip in a nonstop push. Beware entrusting your 
precious high-performance vehicles to kids no more than a few
years out of college.) The road felt like it had just been built—it was
perfect and utterly empty and it encouraged speed, and at one point
I nudged my dozing friend and said, “I think I’m going faster than
I’ve ever gone in a car.” I’d barely crested 100 mph.

“See how fast you can go,” he said.
Hey, I was 24. The only car I’d ever owned was a baby blue

1976 Pontiac Grand Prix that I bought used in ’86 for $500. These
aren’t excuses, but they are explanations. It was a V12 Jaguar; I had
to see what I could do with it.

And so, after a brief, adrenalized burst of remarkably smooth 
acceleration, I set my own personal land-speed record: 143 mph,
which is when it occurred to me that if a cow came wandering
into my headlights, we would all be vaporized. Bottom line: illegal,
irresponsible and absolutely irresistible.

Fully testing the limits and performance of a truly well-
engineered machine is an elemental urge that many of us cannot
(and wouldn’t want to) resist. In assembling this special issue,
my first as Editor of POPULAR SCIENCE, the magazine’s editors,
writers and artists have projected many different futures for 
the automobile—futures that will be forged largely by the some-
times competing, sometimes complementary claims of environ-
mental necessity, resource scarcity and the march of technological
advancement. But we never lost sight of the fact that cars are among
the most marvelous machines that we are lucky enough to have 
under our personal control. Which means that along with the zero-
emission eco-cars and the gridlock-busting networked pods and the
safety-enhancing robo-cars there will, we figure, always be a place for
a street-legal supercar whose thrill-minded owner (or some feckless
delivery-boy surrogate) can push up to a mind-blowing 350 mph.

Let’s just hope the cows stay out of the way.

MARK JANNOT 
mark.jannot@time4.com

FROM THE EDITOR

Full Speed Ahead

mailto:mark.jannot@time4.com
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Watch out for that car! Red liiiiiight!!! We’re all gonna DIE! Nobody likes a backseat
driver; still, BMW, Lexus and other carmakers are busy building and testing robotic
ones for installation in new and future models. We asked PAUL HORRELL (left), the
consultant editor at BBC Top Gear magazine, to strap his British backside into a few
of these early-gen control-freak automobiles—cars that brake, accelerate and never,
ever speed, with barely an input from the presumably inattentive driver (page 80). 
“I wrote this story because some of the stuff it foretells fills me with foreboding,” says
Horrell, an admitted speed demon who once sent a Lotus Elise spinning into a plowed
field while on a test drive. Illustrating the fussbudget car of the future was a snap for
artist JEFF SOTO (right), whose paintings regularly feature mechanatronic creatures.
Says Soto, “The idea came to me immediately. I focused on the computer in the car
and turned it into a robot.” While he likes the idea of a self-driving car (“If I were go-
ing somewhere scenic,” he says, ”I’d love to sit back and watch, let the car drive it-
self”), Soto had one quibble with funneling so much effort into automobile autonomy:
”All that’s fine, but where’s my flying car?” [For the answer, see page 184.]

In his essay on the future of the automobile (page 61), 
Los Angeles Times writer DAN NEIL envisions a time when 

morphing vehicles would zip through tubes under cities
whose freeways have been converted into green spaces.

Neil, who won a Pulitzer Prize this year for his car criti-
cism, also predicts that drivers will become “one” with their
rides, connected directly through a semi-organic interface.

To generate our foldout graphic on page 97, writer AARON
CLARK sifted through an Everest of data on everything from

airbag theft to roadkill stats. Clark, who has worked in such
strenuous environments as Sierra Leone and National Geo-

graphic Adventure, wasn’t overwhelmed by the task—but he
was shocked at how fuel-inefficient the modern car is. “Most

SUVs get worse gas mileage than a Model T,” he says.

“The trouble with photographing things like TVs,” says
CHARLES MASTERS, who took pictures of the latest rear-
projection TVs for the What’s New section (page 24), 
“is that they’re these huge reflective objects—and they
keep getting bigger. It makes it hard to get a good shot.”
Masters, who started out as a food photographer, has
contributed images to W and Surface.

POPSCI assistant art director JOSH MCKIBLE illustrated two
of our futuristic car designs, the RUV and the GreenCar
(pages 74 and 78). McKible began his career welding
large kinetic sculptures out of steel. That experience got
him interested in how mechanical systems work, and it 
informs his flat (think airplane-seat-pocket emergency
cards) graphic illustration style.

http://www.wd40.com
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How Much You CARE 
I wish I had known about your
competition for the updated CARE
package [“The 2004 POPSCI Design
Challenge,” July]. I have worked 
for three years as an architect/
urban designer in California. 
Initially, I was struck by how
happy the consumers of a certain
sort of lifestyle were, and then it
hit me: Ignorance is bliss.

With no awareness of anything
outside of their own world, they
operate under the illusion that 
they deserve this slice of heaven 
on Earth—that, in fact, God has
blessed them with McMansions,
SUVs and gated communities. 

My CARE package would be to
drop a special virus that would
bring to them the complexity that
is naturally occurring in most other
human habitats worldwide. It
would show them where they fit in
the context of the world and teach
them about history and ecology. In
short, it would burst the bubble
that has given a sector of our popu-
lation a sense of entitlement to a
lifestyle that is unsustainable by
any reasonable measure. 
Tom Marble
Los Angeles

As an engineering major, I delight
in reading POPSCI, but as a politi-
cally active student, I have grown
tired of all the America-bashing I
am surrounded with. When I saw 
that one of the finalists for the 
POPSCI Design Challenge was the
“21st-century propaganda deploy-
ment” design [the satirical “PAL of

the USA” project], I was outraged. 
This is hardly an innovative design
compared with the others shown, and
I am disappointed that a tech maga-
zine can’t keep its political agenda out
of its content. To even show this de-
sign is a mockery of POPULAR SCIENCE

and a blemish on its reputation.
Marc Montgomery 
Fort Collins, Colo.

Nuts and Bolts, or Just Nuts? 
I found Stephan Wilkinson’s story
[“Project Porsche,” July] fascinating
and a nice combo of Zen and Porsche
nuts and bolts. I have taken similar
journeys with my ’84 Carrera and 12
other Porsches, as well as with XK120
and E-type Jaguars. I enjoyed reading
about the journey and of the specific
insanity of sportscar restorers. 
Ray Lancaster
Las Vegas 

The author of “Project Porsche,” while
providing very little in the way of
real information on restoring a
Porsche, did in a very few paragraphs
admit (too proudly, I might add) to
driving an unregistered, unlicensed
car without insurance and without
his own license on a public road.
Later he also threw in forgery and
use of the assets of a publicly traded
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POPSCI Prized
Congratulations on winning the
2004 National Magazine Award
for General Excellence. Your
magazine got this award the old-
fashioned way—you earned it. For a scientifically inept
and technologically challenged Average Jack like me,
POPSCI does a stellar job with everything from 
the illustrations and photography to the fascinating
and easy-to-understand writing. The hard work and 
dedication of your staff is clearly evident in the fin-
ished product. Thanks for a magazine that’s truly a joy
to read, cover to cover. This recognition is well deserved.

Dave Hoffee
Noble, Ill.

In the What’s New section of the July
issue, we reported that the Sony
Qualia 017 MiniDisc player uses 
the company’s new Hi-MD format. 
In fact, it is a standard MD model.

CORRECTION

mailto:letters@popsci.com
mailto:fyi@popsci.com
http://popsci.com
mailto:syndication@popsci.com
mailto:LETTERS@POPSCI.COM
http://popsci.com/subscribe
http://popsci.com/subscribe
http://popsci.com/manage
http://popsci.com/manage
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_FROM THE BLOGS
Last month, over 350 Web logs
linked to popsci.com. A sample:

Headlines_
Sugar prevents cavities? OK, so not 
at the moment. But some ingenious guy 
has figured out how to make it a reality. 
POPULAR SCIENCE had an article this month
[July] on how a company has patented 
a swab of bacteria that will protect your
teeth from sugar. A dream come true for
me, since we all know I have issues due
to the amount of soda I drink. I need to
find this man and bow at his feet.
posted by Rae Hoffman
Cause I Like to Hear Myself Talk
causeiliketohearmyselftalk.com

company for personal use. It is a sorry
state when your magazine supports
such irresponsible articles. It is bad
enough that this blustering attitude
reflects that Wilkinson feels it is 
acceptable to violate any laws that 
he sees as inconvenient, but by 
publishing that trash, you send a 
bad message to young people about
facing legal and ethical questions. 
Bill Thorne
Kansas City, Mo.

Stephan Wilkinson responds: Ziff Davis
is not a publicly traded company.

Smarten Up to Slim Down
I find Dr. David E. Cummings’s com-
ments regarding obesity [“Headlines
from the Future,” Headlines, July] to 
be rather preposterous. Cummings 
implies that the only way to avoid or
treat obesity is through the use of 
expensive medications. It does not
take drugs or money to avoid or treat
obesity; it takes knowledge and 
self-awareness. This “drugs are the 
solution” style of thinking is so preva-
lent that patients feel powerless over
their own health. I believe this is 
contributing to many of the health
problems of today—not just obesity
but adult onset diabetes, heart disease
and high blood pressure. For a physi-
cian to suggest that obesity is out of
the patient’s hands and can be beaten
only by using expensive drugs is 
absurd and irresponsible.
Steven Limbert, MD
Marshfield, Mass.

http://causeiliketohearmyselftalk.com
http://www.rbrc.org
http://popsci.com
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What’sNew

NO NEED TO SHOUT
A BREAKTHROUGH CELLPHONE HEADSET
THAT KNOWS WHAT YOU’RE TALKING ABOUT

Drunk-dialing your former girlfriends from a noisy bar just got intelligible, if not
intelligent. A mobile-phone headset from Aliph debuts a noise-suppression system that
its designers say can drown out a weed whacker. Jawbone ($150), due this fall, uses a
digital signal processor (DSP) running proprietary algorithms to scrub background noise
from your outgoing calls. What’s unique is its voice activity sensor, a rubber node that rests
against the cheek and picks up vocal vibrations through your jawbone. This crucial
stream of data—are you talking or not?—when analyzed in conjunction with data from
the two microphones, helps the DSP calculate a precise digital map of the noise. It then
compares this against everything it hears, and removes the din before shipping out a
clean signal. The upshot: Jawbone makes a more informed call about what is noise and
what is voice. As for the decisions you make, you’re on your own.—ERIC HAGERMAN

A SOUND ACCESSORY
A belt clip houses the

processor, which analyzes
three streams of data 

500 times a second to
identify noise.

THE SPEAKEASY
Jawbone’s 15-gram ear-

piece/boom is spring-
loaded to seat the voice

sensor against your cheek.
A port in the stainless-steel

casing allows one mic to
detect background noise.

The unidirectional
voice microphone
is set at 90
degrees to the
noise micro-
phone to help
separate data.
jawbone.com

A unique sensor trans-
lates vocal vibrations

from your jawbone into
binary data.

POPULAR SCIENCE SEPTEMBER 2004 21
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A

This category encompasses a range of technologies and offers the best price-to-quality ratio for
large-screen TVs. The two best options are liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) and digital light process-
ing (DLP), both of which use microchips to create an image that is bounced through a magnifying
lens onto a transmissive screen. There’s no danger of burn-in, but on the downside, the lamp needs
to be replaced every five years or so, and that can cost several hundred dollars. The optics take up
some volume, but these TVs are far less bulky than a CRT, and newer sets are getting thinner in
order to compete with flat panels. Manufacturers are framing screens in thin bezels and concen-
trating the optics in the center, literally crimping the edges of the set. In the 42-to-46-inch range,
you can save hundreds of dollars or more over an HD plasma TV; in the 60-inch range, thousands.

REAR-PROJECTION MICRODISPLAYS

Samsung HLP4663W DLP
46-inch picture, 13.5 inches
deep. No digital tuner (it
requires an add-on unit, cable
box or satellite to get a high-
def signal). 1,280 x 720 lines.
$3,200; samsungusa.com

YOU KNOW YOU WANT A
BIG SCREEN. NOW WHAT?
SORTING THE DATA ON THE LATEST DIGITAL TVS

Replacing your TV today is more complex than buying a new PC—and
a lot more expensive. You can still get a CRT set, but typically not with

the size and sharpness you deserve. The myriad digital technologies address
every pixel with a precision and clarity befitting a large-screen, high-definition
picture. First decide which type best suits your needs: rear projection, front
projection or flat panel. Native resolution is no longer a limiting factor; now
you can find the superlative 1,080-line picture in any of these technologies.
Next you’ll face a series of choices about key features. Here’s a step-by-step
guide that’ll have you back on the couch in no time.—MICHAEL ANTONOFF

Philips Cineos 
44PL9523 LCoS 44-inch

picture. Includes DTV
tuner. 1,280 x 720 lines.

$3,000; philips.com

STEP1
CHOOSE YOUR TECH

http://philips.com
http://samsungusa.com
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Integrated models are no longer junky white
boxes meant for countertops. An outlandish
option: the humongous 82-inch Mitsubishi
WL82925 rear-projection LCoS TV. It can
display a lush resolution of 1,920 x 1,080
pixels, and it comes with a 120-gigabyte
hard-drive recorder, a multiformat memory-
card reader for showing digital photos, and
great speakers. $21,000; mitsubishi-tv.com

Panasonic PT-AE500 LCD 6.4-
pound projector. Three 1,280 x 720
LCD panels effectively display 2.76

million pixels. Brightness: 850
lumens. $2,500; panasonic.com

Your TV can receive a wireless high-def sig-
nal from an external tuner, which gets rid of
the video and audio cables—an aesthetic
bonus worth considering for a wall-hanging
plasma. Our pick: Samsung’s HPP5091, a
50-inch wireless HD plasma that accepts a
802.11a signal from up to 30 feet away.
It has a resolution of 1,366 x 768 pixels.
$13,000; samsungusa.com

If it’s a true cinematic experience you’re looking
for, you’ll need a spacious, dark room and a

front projector pointed at a big screen. You can
scale the image as large as your wall allows,
though typically at the expense of resolution

and brightness. The disadvantage is that you
have to completely seal out light, which tends to

discourage casual TV viewing. You’ll need a
DTV tuner to receive programs and an audio

system to hear them. The best deal in front pro-
jectors is an LCD model because it’s a mature
technology; for high-resolution models, you’ll

save money over DLP or LCoS models.

FRONT PROJECTORS

Some new TVs sport a slot for a cable access
card that replaces the set-top box. This first
generation of cable cards won’t support an
interactive program guide or video on
demand, but they’re nice if you have a flat
panel with nowhere to put that box. One
good option: Panasonic’s TH-50PX25U/P
50-inch plasma, which has 1,366 x 768
pixels of resolution. $8,000; panasonic.com

THE REAL DEAL

C
FLAT PANEL
Still the TV technology that generates the most
buzz, plasma is appealing thanks to its consis-
tently bright picture—no need to close the
shades—wide viewing angle, and improb-
able thinness. (You can also get an LCD flat
screen, but they don’t come in the large sizes
you can get with plasma.) Unfortunately,
plasma can’t show black as darkly as a CRT
or DLP, and there is the potential for burn-in,
when a bright, stagnant image becomes per-
manent. New models (including the LG at
right) imperceptibly shift images a few pixels
at a time to lessen the likelihood of this hap-
pening. Plasma is the most expensive tech-
nology available. Don’t be fooled by big-
screen models that cost much less than
$3,000; they won’t contain enough pixels to
display anything close to high definition.

LG DU-42PZ60 42-inch screen.
Includes tuner. 1,024 x 768 pixel
resolution. $3,500; us.lge.com
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STEP4
THE KITCHEN

SINK, 
YES OR NO?

STEP3

WIRELESS,
YES OR NO?

STEP2
CABLE-CARD 

READY, 
YES OR NO?

http://panasonic.com
http://panasonic.com
http://samsungusa.com
http://mitsubishi-tv.com
http://us.lge.com
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SAVE YOURSELF SOME DRAMA
BUYING A PVR? WAIT. DECIDE ON YOUR GUIDE
BEFORE YOU GET LOCKED INTO A BOX.

TiVo may be the best-known brand of hard-drive TV recorder around, but it’s certainly not the only one. Two other biggies
warrant consideration: ReplayTV and, now, the latest incarnation of TV Guide On Screen, coming out this month. First you

need to figure out how plain or fancy a personal video recorder (PVR) box you want—from a rudimentary, freestanding hard
drive, all the way north to a souped-up version with an integrated DVD burner. But the biggest decision is what sort of program
guide you want to live with. Once you get the PVR, you have to foot the bill for the program guide itself, unless you go for a
model equipped with TV Guide On Screen, which is free. (TiVo also has a free service, but it’s rudimentary.) It doesn’t quite have
the chops of TiVo and ReplayTV, though it can search and sort HD channels and tag HD show titles. Below are our favorite new
PVRs, one for each type of service, and a chart that’ll help you choose the right electronic program guide.—GARY MERSON

THE STACK-UP

HR10250 DirecTV
TiVo Recording time:
200 hours standard
definition, 30 hours
high-def. Can record
two shows at once.
$1,000; tivo.com
ReplayTV 5532
Standard-definition
recording only (up
to 320 hours).
$800; replaytv.com

LG LST3410A high-
definition PVR Comes
with TV Guide On
Screen. 120 hours
standard, 13 hours
high-definition.
$1,000; us.lge.com

TIVO REPLAYTV TV GUIDE ON SCREEN
• Cost of service $12.95 a month, $299 lifetime; $12.95 a month, $299 lifetime Free

DirecTV: $4.99 month,
free for high-level subscriptions

• How guide data is transmitted Satellite for DirecTV; otherwise, Landline or broadband Cable or broadcast antenna
landline or broadband

• Duration of guide, in days 10 to13 11 to12 8
• High-definition-capable Yes No Yes
• Available PVR configurations HD satellite, SD satellite, SD freestanding HD freestanding, DVD recorder/

freestanding, DVD combo player, TV with hard drive
• Best quality playback available 1080i HDTV 480 progressive SD 1080i HDTV
• Stores live programming Automatic Automatic Manual
• Skips commercials 30-second increments Yes No
• Can recognize/ignore reruns Most shows Certain shows No
• Tracks shifts in scheduling Yes Yes No
• Records two shows simultaneously Yes (with DirecTV) No No
• Keyword-based recording Yes No No
• Recommends programs Yes No No
• Lists shows in recording queue Yes No Yes
• Sets up recording via Web Yes Yes No
• Finds programs by title Yes Yes Yes
• Broadband-compatible Yes Yes No

http://tivo.com
http://replaytv.com
http://us.lge.com
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Takes a load off your lower
back and your feet
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DO YOUR HOMEWORK
THE KEY TO OUTFITTING AN OFFICE
THAT’S WORTH WAKING UP TO

Working from home has its good points
(typing in your skivvies), but there’s no one

to call if your chair breaks or you want more
RAM. Our suggestion? A preemptive upgrade.
Put that retro office chair with no padding on the
curb and junk your 1997 Gateway already—it
can’t withstand another revamp. We’ve put
together the ideal home office, starting on this
page with the essential building block—your
chair—and continuing on the next with equally
innovative hardware.—ROBERT E. CALEM

The seat’s angle can be
adjusted to between 0

and 70 degrees. The
height range of the seat,

regardless of the pos-
ture, is 5.5 inches.

Seatback height ratchets up 
and down, with a range of 5 inches, 

relieving stress on the lower back.

GAS IT UP The Stance has three hydraulic gas
cylinders to control seat height, seat-to-back
angle and kneepad angle. A fourth cylinder

assists during seat-to-back angle adjustments.

Footrest supports legs, helps
to properly align spine

Evenly distributes body weight
to emulate zero gravity

Alleviates pressure on
buttocks and tailbone

1 3 42
FORWARD TILT SITTING KNEELING NEUTRAL RECLINED STANDING

THE SETUPWhat’sNew
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HealthPostures designed the
Stance angle chair so that you
can assume a virtually unlimited
range of stress-relieving posi-
tions, including a “neutral” 
posture, halfway between sitting
and standing, which simulates 
a zero-gravity effect by evenly 
distributing body weight. At 85
pounds, it’s a bulky beast, but
you can take comfort in its dura-
bility. $1,500; anglechair.com

THE CHAIR YOU WEAR

http://anglechair.com
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Keep a remote eye out
for the FedEx guy with
Motorola’s HMEZ1000 home monitoring and control system.
The starter kit includes a wireless camera, USB controller and
software. You can buy additional cameras, appliance controls
and motion sensors that link to the base station. It sends alerts
through your PC to your cellphone, pager or e-mail address.
$250; motorola.com/broadband—R.E.C.

Make way for desktop clutter with the IBM Think-
Centre S50 Ultra Small, IBM’s smallest desktop PC
ever (3.3 x 10.2 x 11 inches). It weighs just 13
pounds, yet its steel frame can support a 67.1-
pound, 22-inch CRT monitor. The thriftiest config-
uration has a 266GHz Intel Celeron processor,
256MB of RAM, a 40GB hard drive and a CD-
ROM drive. $900 and up; ibm.com

THE SETUPWhat’sNew
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REBUILD YOUR DESKTOP
INNOVATIVE TOOLS THAT TURN YOUR
WORK NOOK INTO THE CORNER OFFICE

In an LED optical
mouse, an image

sensor reads
reflected light to
track movement.
But dark or pat-

terned surfaces blur
some of the light,

skewing accuracy.
So Logitech created

the wireless
MX1000, the first

laser-powered
optical mouse. It’ll

work on nearly any
surface (except clear

or mirrored ones)
because returning

light remains sharp.
$80; logitech.com

With the HP OfficeJet 9130
printer/scanner/fax/copier
you can scan a document, type
in an e-mail address on its 
pull-out keyboard, and zip it
directly to the recipient (it has a
built-in Ethernet card). It’ll print
double-sided, and dual proces-
sors let you scan or fax while
printing. 22.6 x 18 x 18 inches.
$1,000; hp.com/business

Ditch the dorky shutter glasses
and try the Sharp LL-151 3-D
display. Press a button and the
15-inch, 1,024 x 768 LCD moni-
tor switches between 2-D and
3-D views. In 3-D mode, a “par-
allax barrier” screens the pic-
ture so that different patterns
reach your right and left eyes.
The brain sees two images and
interprets the disparity as depth.
$1,500; store.sharpsystems.com

LASER GUIDANCE

WHO’S 
WATCHING YOU?

KEY FUNCTIONS

FRESH PERSPECTIVES

SPACE SAVER
Tiny electric motors in the telescoping, extruded-aluminum
legs raise and lower the desktop of the Sonoma Series Prem-
ium workcenter from WorkRite Ergonomics. It can extend
from 24.25 inches to 51.5 inches at a rate of 1.7 inches per
second—not too shabby. $1,725; www.wrea.com

ELEVATE YOUR PERFORMANCE
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Tint 
and Toss
Dutch Boy 
Ready to Roll
>> Get your
paint in a 2.5-
gallon plastic
resealing con-
tainer with a
built-in roller tray,
and forget about
the cleanup.
$36–$46; 
dutchboy.comLaser-Level 

Light Show
Zircon Qube System
>> The motorized base levels itself and powers modular magnetic
cubes that project laser lines or dots so that you can square up
whatever you’re hanging or building. $110; zircon.com

Flexible Flyer
VrROOM ZOOM >> The carbon-
fiber frame on this remote-control
airplane makes it light enough to 

safely fly indoors. It comes with
one replacement

Mylar wing. $40;
flight-factory.com

Wait Watcher
Mares Nemo >> It’s the first wrist-
watch diving computer to imple-

ment the algorithm behind a new
decompression philosophy, which
recommends a fast descent and a

deep stop to stymie the bends.
Resistant to 150 meters. $600;

nemo.mares.com

THEGOODS
2O SERIOUSLY HOT PRODUCTS THAT (ALMOST) SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES

Space at 
the Table
Tivoli/Sirius
Satellite Radio
>> Dial in weak
terrestrial broad-
casts, thanks to
Tivoli’s hallmark
gallium-arsenide
tuner, or listen to
a satellite station
on this tabletop
radio. Uses Sirius
programming.
$300; tivoli.com

Backseat
Driver

Intec Wireless
Racing Wheel

>> The first
2.4GHz racing

wheel frees you to
drive recklessly

anywhere within
30 feet of your

console. Analog
steering and

pedal action yield
realistic feel. Xbox
and PS2 (shown).

$70; inteclink.com

White Delicious
Apple AirPort Express >> Jobs’s latest
white rectangle is an 802.11g base sta-
tion that plugs right into the wall. Audio
and USB outs make it a print server and
music streamer too. $130; apple.com

Fashionably Late
Sony Network Walkman NW-HD1
>> Sony’s credit-card-size entry into the
audio jukebox wars, though conspicu-
ously overdue, is the world’s smallest
20GB hard-drive player—and the first
with shock protection. Native support 
for ATRAC files only. $400; sony.com

Chip Shot
Fujifilm Finepix F450 >> Fuji miniaturized a 5MP
camera (it’s 2.9x 2.5x0.8 inches) by stuffing several
imaging functions onto one chip—not a first, but
well done. Boots in two seconds. 3.4x optical zoom,

XD memory. $400; fujifilm.com

http://zircon.com
http://nemo.mares.com
http://www.tivoli.com
http://apple.com
http://sony.com
http://flight-factory.com
http://inteclink.com
http://fujifilm.com
http://dutchboy.com
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Ear Apparent
Oticon Syncro Hearing Aid >> The first hearing aid to use AI
can make real-time adjustments that simultaneously tweak noise
filtration, speech detection and volume. Price set by audi-
ologist; oticon.com

Nerdular Networking
Texas Instruments TI-84 Plus Silver Edition >> The first 

calculator with a data-shuttling USB jack, it lets you link up with 
other calcs or transfer data to a PC. $130; education.ti.com

Change Is Good
Bolle Krait with Modulator Lens
>> Go from glades to glare without
sacrificing visibility: These snow
shades are the first red-tinted photo-
chromatic goggles. Why red? It
boosts contrast. $70; Bolle.com

THE GOODSWhat’sNew
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Sand Up
Black & Decker Dragster >> The
small front roller on this six-amp
sander gets into tight spots, and
the flip-up hood exposes the top of
the belt so that you can, say, grind
the gum off the underside of a
desk. $70; blackanddecker.com

Serenity
Now!
Bang & Olufsen
BeoCom 2 
>> Machined from
a single piece of
aluminum, this
2.4GHz phone
looks good and
sounds better: New
Age composer 
Kenneth Knudsen
wrote the spacey
ring tone.
$1,050;
bang-
olufsen.com

Moving Pictures
Archos AV420 >> This
20GB video jukebox can
rip video directly from a TV,
cable box or satellite. Use
the Yahoo program guide to
schedule recording ahead
of time. 3.5-inch LCD
screen. $550; archos.com

Sound 
Reasoning

NHT Xd Speaker
System >> This 800-
watt system’s digital

signal processor
widens the stereo’s

sweet spot by ensur-
ing that the tweeter,
midrange and sub-

woofer don’t pro-
duce overlapping

frequencies.
$5,500;

nhthifi.com

Nice Slice
Rowenta Jasper Morrison Toaster

>> An optical sensor inside gauges
your bread’s color when you

put it in and monitors it to ensure
perfect doneness. The motorized

mechanism keeps toast from being
launched. $135; rowentausa.com

Super Sonics
Philips SBCHD1500 >> Unlike

other wireless surround-
sound headphones, these

transmit over radio waves.
The result: a 165-foot

range that travels through
walls. Stereo, Dolby Digi-
tal and DTS compatible.

$600; philips.com

Shock Stopper
Koncept Smart Shutter >> Keeps curious kids from getting electrocuted. 
How? A spring-loaded shutter inside the socket opens only when both

plug blades are inserted simultaneously. $3 an outlet; konceptech.com

The Midas Touch
Brinks Touch and Open Fire
Safe >> A biometric lock rec-
ognizes one master finger-
print and nine additional
users but also works with a
PIN. Use the override key if
its batteries die. Survives an hour at
1,700ºF. $400; siscoproducts.com

http://education.ti.com
http://Bolle.com
http://blackanddecker.com
http://www.bangolufsen.com
http://www.bangolufsen.com
http://archos.com
http://oticon.com
http://rowentausa.com
http://nhthifi.com
http://siscoproducts.com
http://konceptech.com
http://philips.com




ARTIFICIAL
MALEVOLENCE
ESPN’s new gridiron game
lets you crush your friends
when they’re not even there.

Playing football videogames 
is most fun when you’re pitted
against your friends. For those
of you who no longer live in a
frat house, though, finding an
opponent whenever you get the
gaming jones just isn’t practical.
But now there’s ESPN NFL 2K5
($20 for Xbox and PlayStation2;
espnvideogames.com). It
creates computerized versions
of your friends, saddled with their identical sorry style of play, so in
their absence you can practice beating up on them.

The virtual identity profile (VIP) system on 2K5 acts like an omni-
potent scout, observing your friends’ instincts and learning their tenden-
cies. It remembers what plays they call and in what situations, and
monitors how they play after the ball is snapped. Do their running
backs rely on the juke or a stiff arm? And how’s their timing: early 
or late? The VIP algorithm records this information by means of an
invisible grid below the ballhandler. When an opposing player closes
in, the algorithm uses the grid to measure the distance and direction
between the two players. It catalogues this information, and when it
mimics your friend, it taps into the database to learn that, for instance,
he stiff-arms on average one tenth of a second late, but only when the

tackler is coming from the left. It’s almost like playing
against your pals, minus the odor coming from the
next seat over.—MICHAEL MOYER
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DOUBLE WHAMMY
Will Nintendo’s touch-screen tech really fly with button pushers?

Having sold more than 21 million Game Boy Advances since 2001, Nintendo holds
the portable-gaming market in the palm of its hand. But when the company announced

this spring that its new handheld console, the DS, has two screens, gamers were 
confused. On paper, the DS smokes the Game Boy, doubling graphics quality

(to 64 bits) and packing 4 MB of RAM (versus an anemic 128Kb). Other
goodies: dual 32-bit processors, 802.11b Wi-Fi and a built-in mic. The
head-scratcher is that one of the DS’s three-inch backlit, TFT LCD screens
is touch-sensitive. How will games use this hardware? In one of the few

examples to date, Metroid Prime: Hunters, a player drags a stylus across
the bottom screen to move a character and taps to shoot; the top screen

shows a map. But stylus-tapping is awkward for gamers used to mashing
buttons. “Nintendo will have to temper the touch-screen novelty with

actual game play,” says Zelos Group analyst David Hu. Translation: We
need more software to go with the curious hardware.—ALEX PORTER

MOVE OVER, DEEP BLUE
NFL 2K5 learns how players
react and mimics their style.

MADDEN NFL 2005 The big
news for the king of football

games? EA Sports finally
agreed to let Xbox Live carry

its data, so you can play 
Madden on an Xbox, online. 

Madden NFL 2005, $50, avail-
able now for Xbox, PlaySta-

tion 2, Gamecube and Game
Boy Advance (GBA is $30).

CSR ANNOUNCED the
next generation of Blue-
tooth. Chips with the new
BlueCore4 protocol—more
miserly and three times as
fast—will be released to
cellphone makers this fall.
IN LEICESTERSHIRE, En-
gland, commuters can
send a text message with a
code from their bus stop
and get a reply with the
coach’s arrival time.
MICROCHIP TECH-
NOLOGY announced the
world’s smallest micro-
controllers, the first to come
in six-pin packages. Their
size and cost-effectiveness
will allow more-sophisti-
cated electronics in dis-
posable applications, such
as pregnancy tests with 
a yes/no LED.
CODECSYS has built soft-
ware that uses the ideal
compression rules for each
video frame, thus reduc-
ing bandwidth. This will
enable smart phones to
display full-frame, full-
motion video.
THE BRITISH MINISTRY of
Defense has developed
electric armor for its tanks:
metal plating connected to
a highly charged capaci-
tor. An incoming RPG will
burn through the outer
layer, triggering current
strong enough to vaporize
ordnance.
SAAB is considering an
“Alcokey” as a 2005
accessory: a key fob with
a built-in breathalyzer 
that kills the engine if the
driver has exceeded the
legal drinking limit.
WIRELESS NETWORK
signals can bleed through
building walls, tempting
hackers. Workers at the
British defense contractor
BAE put some spare
stealth-bomber skin on the
walls and found that it
blocks Wi-Fi.
XTREME ALTERNATIVE
Defense Systems hopes to
unveil this month the 
Stunstrike Hat-Trick, a non-
lethal crowd-control can-
non. It produces an electro-
magnetic path that directs
a jolt of artificial lightning
strong enough to stop a
vehicle—or an entire
crowd.—STEPHEN F. MILIOTI

http://espnvideogames.com
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CRIME
SEEN
BY ROBIN MEJIA

AT THE INTERSECTION OF 
SCIENCE & CRIME

BRIAN ANDRESEN TURNS TO A
refrigerator in his laboratory and

pulls out a Plexiglas tray full of vials.
Each vial holds an extract of human 
tissue: heart, liver, spleen and other
organs. Twenty trays hold samples
from exhumed bodies, one tray for
each corpse. The tall, soft-spoken
chemist leans over and points to a chart
inside a bound lab notebook. “I got a
positive on the muscle for this patient,”
he says, indicating a plus sign. That
means the vial for that muscle tissue,
like several others in the fridge, con-
tains poison. Together they’re proof of
a series of murders.

The vials are stored at Lawrence Liv-
ermore National Laboratory’s Forensic
Science Center, a classified-research
facility located about an hour’s drive
inland from San Francisco. The center,
which Andresen founded and where
he still regularly consults despite being
officially retired, is a crack forensics
unit for hire. Scientists working there
take on cases that have stumped other
agencies—cases such as that of a hos-
pital employee who may or may not
have been killing patients.

Respiratory therapist Efren Saldivar
is now behind bars for six murders
identified by the vials in Andresen’s
fridge, but he played a cat-and-mouse
game for years with police in Glendale,
California. First he confessed to killing
dozens of patients but gave no names
and explained that the killings were
designed to look natural. Then he said
he’d made the whole story up. Without
physical evidence or even names to go
on, the police were at a loss to figure out
which statements were true.

Hospital murders are notoriously dif-
ficult to prove. “Many, many patients

die in hospitals. How do you identify
which ones [were killed]?” Andresen
asks. Hospital deaths aren’t usually
reviewed by a medical examiner, and
even if they were, a standard toxico-
logy workup wouldn’t test for obscure
non-narcotic hospital drugs, the ones
most likely to be used by someone in 
Saldivar’s position.

“No local lab had the capacity to
deal with a case like this,” says former
police sergeant John McKillop, who led

the investigation of Saldivar. “We were
in uncharted territory.”

In search of help, McKillop contacted
a series of experts, who eventually
referred him to Andresen. Saldivar had
hinted that he’d killed patients in a
number of ways. Andresen told Mc-
Killop that at least one poison Saldivar
said he had used—Pavulon—might be
detectable in the bodies of his victims.

Pavulon is the commercial name for
pancuronium bromide, a synthetic

Fate or Foul Play?
Chemists Solve the Case
A hospital staffer thought he could kill patients without leaving
a trace. A supersensitive new toxicology test proved him wrong. 



http://www.bestbuy.com
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steroid that mimics the action of
curare, an extract from a South Ameri-
can vine that is used as an arrow 
poison. In very low doses, Pavulon has
beneficial uses: For example, doctors
can use the drug to overcome a
patient’s gag reflex and insert a breath-
ing tube. But in larger (though still
very small) doses, Pavulon can kill. “It
would be the most frightening death,”
Andresen says. “If you get injected
with it, it makes it so the muscles can’t
move.” Your lungs would stop working,
but you wouldn’t be able to signal for
help. Your death, when it was discov-
ered, would look natural.

Chemists like Andresen need a 
license from the Drug Enforcement

Agency to buy Pavulon. But at many
hospitals, staffers can easily pick it up
off a cart or shelf. Hospital administra-
tors keep a close eye on drugs that em-
ployees might steal for recreational use.
But drugs such as Pavulon, despite be-
ing lethal, are often not well guarded.

Experts agree that Pavulon is one of
three or four drugs favored by so-
called “angels of death,” or hospital
killers. That’s partly because of easy
access but also because Pavulon poi-
soning is hard to spot. When Andresen
signed onto the case, the drug had
been studied only in live volunteers,
using standard blood and urine tests.
Figuring out how to detect it in long-
buried victims presented a series of
problems, from identifying unusual
deaths after the fact to getting permis-
sion to exhume bodies to actually teas-
ing the drug out of rotting tissue.

One of the biggest obstacles for An-
dresen was proving that his test results
weren’t simply an artifact of how a
body was prepared for burial or how it
subsequently decomposed. “I spent a lot
of time with pig livers perfecting the
technique,” he says, recalling 16-hour
workdays that left little time for grocery

shopping. “I would go late at night to
Safeway. I’d sort of have the smell of
death; people would let me go first.”

Andresen discovered that he could
extract Pavulon from pig livers using
polystyrene–divinyl benzene, a poly-
mer that was originally developed 
to detect chemical-weapons residue 
in body tissues. The polymer didn’t
work well as a weapons detector, but 
it turned out to be good at isolating
Pavulon from an organ purée. Once
Andresen had perfected his extraction
technique, he tested not just the organs
of exhumed hospital patients but also
soil from near the caskets and every
type of embalming fluid that had been
used on the bodies.

Without all these controls, toxicology
tests may provide misleading evidence.
In one Florida case, police hired a pri-
vate lab to check for poison in the body
of a woman who had been buried sev-
eral years earlier. Kevin Ballard, a senior
scientist at National Medical Services in
Pennsylvania, found succinylmonocho-
line in the woman’s embalmed tissue.
Succinylmonocholine forms when suc-
cinylcholine—a drug similar in effect
to Pavulon—breaks down. Based on
this evidence, Bill Sybers, the dead
woman’s husband, was convicted of
murder. Later, however, the Florida
First District Court of Appeals over-
turned the conviction, noting that 
Ballard’s lab had not done adequate
testing to ensure that the succinylmono-
choline hadn’t formed as a result of the
embalming process or decomposition.

A few months later, National Med-
ical Services advised the court that the 
test for succinylcholine poisoning 
was no longer considered reliable, but
it was too late for Sybers. Although he
insisted on his innocence, he was sick
with lung cancer and so had already
accepted a “plea of convenience” that
reduced the charge from first-degree

murder to manslaughter, with a sen-
tence of time served.

In the Saldivar case, Andresen used
two methods to verify that the sub-
stance he had extracted from the
exhumed bodies was indeed Pavulon.
First he screened the samples with a
gas chromatograph–mass spectrome-
ter, a standard piece of lab equipment
that can detect the telltale signatures of
the drug’s breakdown products.

To confirm that screening test, he
teamed up with Armando Alcaraz, a
fellow chemist at Livermore’s Forensic
Science Center. Alcaraz ran the sam-
ples through a triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer equipped with a high-
performance liquid chromatograph. A
half-million-dollar, chest-high piece of
equipment, it can read the chemical
signature of an entire molecule. This
second test showed that Pavulon
itself—and not just its breakdown
products—was present in the samples.

The work led to a renewed confes-
sion from Saldivar and provided a map
for other toxicologists investigating sus-
pected Pavulon murders. Andresen
received his first request for help while
he was still on the Saldivar case. “In the
middle of the night,” he recalls, “I got 
a call from Poland.” He gave some 
pointers to officials who suspected that
ambulance drivers were using Pavulon
to kill patients en route to the hospital.

Unfortunately, it’s quite likely that
criminal investigators will be able to
put Andresen’s technique to use again
soon. Graham Jones, the chief toxicolo-
gist in Edmonton, Alberta, confirms
that Saldivar-type hospital murders are
not uncommon. “I could probably
come up with about a dozen in the past
ten to twenty years,” he says.

“You’re going to see more of it,”
Andresen predicts. He suggests that
hospitals should be more careful about
storing drugs like Pavulon and that
drug companies should add tracers to
their products. If would-be killers
knew that a quick screening method
was available, Andresen says, “I think
they would be much more reticent.” ■

Robin Mejia has written about forensics
for the L.A. Times and New Scientist.

CRIME
SEEN 

It would be the most frightening
death. Your lungs would stop working, but you
wouldn’t be able to signal for help.
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NASA MEETS HOLLYWOOD

Stuntmen snag fragile
samples from space.

BREAKTHROUGH PHYSICS
Quantum computing:
closer than you think?

RED HOT SQUIRRELS! 
An ultrastealthy defense
from the animal world.

FUTURE NEWS Say good-bye
to your desktop PC. 

SEPTEMBER
2OO4H E A D L I N E S

Discoveries, Advances & Debates in Science and the World

AVIATION 

LIFTOFF FOR
SPACE TOURISM? 
Burt Rutan’s vision of private spaceflight rockets beyond the X Prize. 

On June 21, Burt Rutan’s 
innovative manned rocket,
SpaceShipOne, touched down
in the Mojave Desert after a
historic trip into suborbital
space. Pilot Mike Melvill flew
the rocket to 328,491 feet, just
barely punching out of the
atmosphere. After touchdown,
as the craft was being towed
before a crowd of 27,000 spec-
tators, newly crowned astro-

naut Melvill sat astride his
spaceship holding a sign 
that read “SpaceShipOne,
GovernmentZero.”

If the flight does indeed
mark the beginning of non-
government-supported space-
flight, what comes next?
Assuming Rutan can fix the
control glitch that sent Melvill
veering dangerously off
course, few people doubt that

the 62-year-old aviation vision-
ary will take home the Ansari
X Prize, a $10-million purse
reserved for the first civilian
team to launch a three-person
craft into suborbital space
twice within a two-week peri-
od. And though Rutan is play-
ing coy, he and his financial
backer, billionaire Paul Allen,
have dropped intriguing hints
of their post-prize plans.

Since joining forces, the
duo has made it clear that
their vision goes beyond win-
ning a prize. “We hope to
engender a commercial, sub-
orbital business,” Allen said
at the June press conference.
One NASA study has found
that 1.3 percent of Americans
would pay $100,000 to ride
into space and that many
more would fly at $10,000 
a ticket. Serving those clients
would entail making space
launches much cheaper than
they are today (Dennis Tito
paid $20 million for his trip
into orbit)—and that, Rutan
explains, is the goal of 
SpaceShipOne.

A profitable commercial
space plane, however, will
need to haul more than just
three passengers. During the
June press conference, Rutan

TICKER /// 06.10.04 COMEBACK CURE GENE THERAPY TRIALS ON SEVERE COMBINED IMMUNODEFICIENCY DISEASE, OR SCID, A HARD-TO-TREAT CHILDHOOD ILLNESS, RESUME IN >

FLYING HIGH IN MOJAVE 
SpaceShipOne soared into space—
and history—above the Mojave 
Desert in June. The feat made the 
Burt Rutan–designed craft the first
civilian plane to reach suborbit and
gave a much-needed boost to the
fledgling space tourism industry. The
plane’s radical design [1] can easily 
be scaled up to hold more passengers,
says Rutan (in yellow shirt), who
embraced SpaceShipOne test pilot
Mike Melvill [2] after the landing [3].

1

32
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alluded to a second-generation vehi-
cle that would tote more tourists. 
“It makes an enormous difference to
fly 6 to 10 people,” he noted. Space-
ShipOne incorporates a scalable
design that could balloon in size
without necessitating significant
changes to its shape. Such a craft
would not only be larger but would
fly higher than SpaceShipOne, to
give more “time to unstrap and float
around,” Rutan says. Frank Macklin,
an engineer at SpaceDev, a company
that built components for Space-
ShipOne’s hybrid rocket, says it’s 

feasible to build a rocket motor large
enough to power a suborbital bus.

But Rutan wants to offer customers
more than just zero-G floating. “I
don’t think orbital travel makes sense
if you stay in the spacecraft—you
have to go to a resort hotel in orbit,”
he said in June. Reaching the speeds
needed for orbit would require build-
ing a small, cheap and cramped trans-
fer van rather than a roomy tour bus. 

That task won’t be as easy as scal-
ing up and strapping on a bigger
motor. Paul Czysz, an aerospace engi-
neer at St. Louis University, points
out that going higher means going
faster, and more speed equals more
heat. Orbital space travel is a “big,
big, step,” he cautions. “It takes 70
times as much energy to get up, and
the current design would never make
it in one piece.” In addition to pricey
thermal protection, an orbital van
would also need a fully automatic
control system for stability in space,
and a multistage rocket booster.

Nobody, least of all Rutan, is talk-
ing about how much time and
money these craft would take to
develop. “Sometimes he’s brilliant,”
Czysz says. “But sometimes there are
practical things that turn round to
bite him.”—BILL SWEETMAN

THE U.S. AND EUROPE AFTER A 22-MONTH SUSPENSION /// 06.15.04 CELLPHONES BUG OUT AN INTERNATIONAL GROUP OF VIRUS WRITERS CALLED 29A HAS CREATED THE FIRST

ORBITAL SPACE TRAVEL IS A “BIG, BIG
STEP,” CAUTIONS AEROSPACE EXPERT
PAUL CZYSZ. “IT TAKES 70 TIMES AS
MUCH ENERGY TO GET UP—THE CUR-
RENT DESIGN WOULD NEVER MAKE IT.”

[

What does it feel like to rocket 62 miles above Earth? Realistically
speaking, most of us will never know. So we asked Mike Melvill,
test pilot for SpaceShipOne and the first guy to hang out in suborbit
without government support, to tell us about his historic trip in June.
The experience followed the emotional trajectory typical of any seri-
ous amusement-park ride: boredom, gut-wrenching fear, awe, more
gut-wrenching fear and, finally, relief. Still want to spend your life
savings on a joyride to space? Tickets to board a Rutan-designed
commercial spaceship could go on sale as soon as 2010.

ADVENTURES IN AVIATION

ORBITAL THRILLS
So you want to be a space tourist? Buckle up.

2 SEPARATION
7:50 a.m.: SpaceShipOne detaches from the
mothership, Melvill fires its hybrid rocket

motor, and the craft climbs skyward. “The motor
lights flick on and I get three horizontal G’s, followed
by four vertical G’s. It’s very disorientating. You feel
like you’re falling on your back. You’re near Mach 3,
faster than an M-16 rifle bullet, and you feel like if
you do anything wrong, you might really hurt your-
self. Even if a good pilot got in that thing, without
training he’d be dead when he lit the rocket.”

1TAKEOFF AND ASCENT
Mojave Airport, 6:47 a.m.: Carrier craft White
Knight totes SpaceShipOne up to 50,000 feet.

Melvill: “There’s little for me to do, so it’s a pretty
lonely time. At 43,000 to 44,000 feet, we start
going through the checklist. We make sure that the
cabin is properly pressurized and that the specific
trim settings are ready.”

White Knight

Mojave Airport
Mojave, California
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COMPUTER VIRUS TO SPREAD BETWEEN CELLPHONES. THE BUG, CIRCULATED IN A CONTROLLED LABORATORY SETTING, WAS SUBMITTED TO ANTIVIRUS SOFTWARE COMPANIES AS >

3 HANGTIME
7:52 a.m.: Near
the top of the

boost stage, Melvill runs
into serious trouble when
a trim motor fails. 
“I lit the motor, and the
spaceship rolled 90
degrees to the left by
itself. I stomped on the
pedal to correct the
motion, and then it went
90 degrees right. I really
thought it was all over,
but luckily I popped out of
the atmosphere. After
that, I took out some
M&Ms and just let them
float in front of my face. 
I could see the curvature
of Earth, and the low
clouds over Los Angeles
looked exactly like snow
on the ground.”

4 REENTRY AND LANDING
7:57 to 8:15 a.m.: With the plane’s
wings feathered upward for sta-

bility, Melvill drops down to 61,000 feet
and then glides it into a smooth horizontal
landing. “I was afraid on the way down.
The noises are different. The breeze going
by at Mach 2.9—3,100 feet per second—
sounds like a roaring hurricane. I was hold-
ing the controls centered and hoping that

the damn thing wouldn’t fall apart. I
was so glad to set down without

breaking anything.”

Suborbital space
TAKE IT HIGHER?
SpaceShipOne’s Mach 2.9 maximum
speed may seem fast, but the craft
will need to hit Mach 25, or 17,500
miles an hour, to reach orbit. The
extra push will require a more pow-
erful fuel system than the one that
now boosts SpaceShipOne. And
keeping the ship from incinerating
during reentry will require a pricey
heat-resistant shell.

747
10 km

SPACESHIPONE
100 km

SUBORBITAL TOUR BUS
145 km

ORBITAL VAN
360 km

SPACE STATION
400 km



SYMPHONYMICROPHONELIVING CELLS

Cell drops

THE POPSCI OPINION POLL
BASED ON 2,686 RESPONSES POSTED
TO POPSCI.COM FROM 6/5 TO 7/12

THIS MONTH’S
OPINION POLL:
WOULD YOU
PAY $10,000
FOR A ROCKET
RIDE INTO 
SUBORBITAL
SPACE?

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
POPSCI.COM

LAST MONTH
WE ASKED: 
GENE THER-
APY COULD
HELP INJURIES
HEAL FASTER.
SHOULD WE
BAN IT FROM  
ATHLETICS?

[NO]

68%
[YES]

32%
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A PROOF OF CONCEPT /// 06.16.04 NOTE TO NASA: CHANGE! PRESIDENT BUSH’S MOON TO MARS COMMISSION RELEASES ITS FINAL REPORT, WHICH URGES NASA TO IMPLEMENT >

Walk into Jim Gimzewski’s UCLA laboratory, and the first thing you’ll notice is
the music thumping out of the speakers. It’s a New Age–y, rustling kind of
melody punctuated by a rhythmic drumbeat. You can’t quite dance to it, but it
has its own hypnotic allure. The musician? A five-micron-long yeast cell. And
the tunes are the extremely amplified vibrations emanating from within the
cell. “If you were to shrink down to the cell’s size, it would be like holding a
transistor radio to your ear,” Gimzewski says. A nano-scientist, not a biologist,
by training, he stumbled upon the faint tunes while testing an ultrasensitive
probe designed to image cell surfaces. Whenever he touched the probe’s 
nanometer-size tip to the outer edge of a yeast cell, the tip would begin 
vibrating. On further study, Gimzewski realized that the probe was acting 
like a microphone, picking up about 1,000 vibrations per second from the 
cell. Interesting, sure, but does the noise serve a purpose beyond entertaining
curious scientists? Gimzewski suspects that sick cells may sound different than
healthy ones. If that’s the case, he says, nano-acoustical sensors could one 
day help doctors diagnose disease.—SAM JAFFE

SONIC BIOLOGY

A SYMPHONY BENEATH YOUR SKIN?
One scientist turns up the volume on cellular chatter.

43,480 Total amount, in square miles, of highways, streets, 
parking lots, roofs and other so-called impervious surface 
areas plastering the contiguous U.S.

44,994 Total area, in square miles, of the state of Ohio 

38,020 Total area, in square miles, of wetlands in the contiguous U.S.

1,000 Total area, in square miles, of metropolitan Chicago

60 Percentage of that area covered by impervious surfaces

7,703,353 Estimated miles of road in the contiguous U.S. 

10,000 Miles of new road built every year

84 Estimated percentage of the land area in the contiguous 
U.S. within one mile of a paved road

1 MILLION Number of new single-family homes built annually 

$480 BILLION Annual amount spent on construction in the U.S.

PERSPECTIVE

PAVING PARADISE 
Scientists map the kudzu-like effect of sprawling concrete. 

SOURCES: Christopher Elvidge, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Geophysical
Data Center; Hashem Akbari, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Pacific Biodiversity Institute; 
U.S. Department of Energy
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MISSION OF THE MONTH

CATCH SOME RAYS  
Will NASA’s exotic shipment from space land safely? 

On September 8, a 420-pound
capsule will plunge meteorlike
into the upper atmosphere at
more than 6 miles a second. 
A large parachute will then
slow it down to a gentle 10
miles an hour. Finally, to keep
the delicate ceramic plates
securing the 10-microgram
cargo inside from breaking on
landing, a helicopter flown by
Hollywood stunt pilots will
hook the craft midair by its
parafoil and lower it gently to
the desert floor in Utah.

What cargo gets such royal

reentry treatment? No less than
rare samples collected from the
sun—and the first extraterres-
trial shipment brought to Earth
since 1976. For the past three
years NASA’s robotic Genesis
spacecraft has been in orbit
930,000 miles from Earth,
catching billions of atoms and
ions from solar wind. “The
solar particles are in the same
chemical proportions as the
original solar nebula,” says Gen-
esis’s principal investigator and
geochemist, Don Burnett, refer-
ring to the primordial cloud of
dust and gas that birthed the
solar system some five billion
years ago. Scientists say the
particle samples will help them
better grasp how planets and
other celestial objects formed.

What happens to the $260-
million mission if the test pilot
botches the retrieval? “We
never miss,” insists Roy Hag-
gard of Vertigo, the company
coordinating the midair cap-
ture. But just in case, Haggard
will employ a backup helicop-
ter. With more than 5,000 feet
of descent to play with, each
pilot will have the opportunity
to take several swipes at the
capsule before it hits dirt.

Once the team safely deliv-
ers the Genesis canister to 
the ground, it will be spirited
from the Utah desert to the
Johnson Space Center in Hous-
ton. There, in a special clean
room one floor below NASA’s
half ton of moon collected dur-
ing the 1972 Apollo missions,
amazed planetary geologists
will open their 10 micrograms
of sun and begin unraveling 
the mysteries of planetary 
formation.—WILLIAM SPEED WEED

>

SAMPLE RETRIEVAL, BOND STYLE
A PARAFOIL WILL SLOW DOWN
THE GENESIS CARGO, BUT NOT

ENOUGH TO KEEP ITS CONTENTS
INTACT UPON LANDING. STUNT

PILOTS WILL HOOK THE CHUTE MID-
AIR FOR SAFE HOME DELIVERY.  

SWEEPING CHANGES, INCLUDING THE PRIVATIZATION OF ALL UNMANNED LAUNCHES INTO EARTH ORBIT /// 06.25.04

http://www.campebay.com
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>HERCULEAN POWER RESEARCHERS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE CREATED AN ÜBERLASER, DUBBED HERCULES, THAT IS 50 TIMES AS POWERFUL AS ALL

Pit a California ground squirrel against an ambushing rattlesnake, and you may be surprised by the defense.
The rodent squares off, flails its tail, kicks up sand, even bites. But its most covert weapon has escaped the

eyes of scientists—until now. Researchers at the University of California, Davis, have discovered that the squirrel’s
tail actually heats up during battle, radiating an infrared signal that can send rattlers slithering. “This is the first
instance of an animal deliberately producing an IR signal—and one that seems to be selected for a communicative
function,” says UC Davis animal behaviorist Aaron Rundus. All warm bodies emit IR radiation, which animals sense
as heat. But the ground squirrel’s tail normally stays the same temperature as its body, even when flailed at other
predators, such as gopher snakes. The hot IR signal is brandished exclusively for rattlers—smart, since the rattler
hunts its prey with highly sensitive IR-sensing thermoreceptors. Next, Rundus will use his custom built “Robo 
Squirrel” with a remote-control IR-emitting tail to test how rattlers react to cool-tailed squirrels.—LAURA ALLEN

The Vulcan ears of Star Trek fans
perked up this summer when two
research teams announced that
they had successfully performed
teleportation. But the scientists
hadn’t beamed William Shatner 
to Pluto (alas); their feat was solid-
particle quantum teleportation,
which doesn’t transport matter
itself but instead transmits the
quantum state of a single atom to
another atom without a direct link
between the two. This, experts say,
is a breakthrough in the march
toward the first quantum com-
puter, a still theoretical machine
that could take seconds to crunch
the same numbers that today’s
best processors chew on for years.

Quantum teleportation—the
instant transmission of informa-
tion—is conducted through a 
phenomenon called entangle-
ment, the mysterious connection
between paired particles in which
a change in one particle instantly

causes the same change in the
other, regardless of the distance
between them. The experiments,
which took place at the National
Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST) in Boulder, Colo-
rado, and at the University of
Innsbruck in Austria, used three
ions and one set of entangled 
particles to transfer the quantum
state of the first ion to the third
with help from the second.

Scientists at the California Insti-
tute of Technology demonstrated
quantum teleportation of light
photons several years ago, but this
is the first time solid matter has

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS

ATOMS
BEAM UP!    
Scientists teleport atomic
particles and push quantum
computing closer to reality.

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR

FIGHTIN’ SQUIRRELS 
DARPA take note: an unassuming rodent harbors a surprisingly high-tech defense.

been beamed. The latest success is
“a major step forward,” says Carl
Williams, chief of NIST’s atomic
physics division. The end result—
in perhaps 25 years, Williams
says—might be a new type of
computer that replaces traditional
binary bits (1’s and 0’s) with quan-
tum bits, or qubits, which would
transmit and process data using
entanglement instead of circuits.
A mere 80 entangled qubits will
pack an impossible 151 trillion
gigabytes of processing power—
roughly correlated, 2.3 trillion
times more than today's best 64-
bit architecture.—JOSHUA TOMPKINS

YOUR DESKTOP QUANTUM COMPUTER? 
NOT QUITE. BUT SCIENTISTS SAY THIS MONSTER CONTRAPTION HOUSED
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF INNSBRUCK IN AUSTRIA IS A PROMISING START. THE
DEVICE IS THE FIRST TO TELEPORT DATA FROM ONE ATOM TO ANOTHER.

A GROUND SQUIR-
REL GETS HOT-

BLOODED—FROM
HEAD TO TAIL—IN

THIS INFRARED-
CAMERA SHOT. 
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2015 INTEL ABANDONS THE DESKTOP MARKET 
In a surprise move, Intel announced today that it will no longer manufacture computer
processors for the legacy desktop market. The chip giant will instead invest heavily in
new low-power processors for the wearable and embedded markets. The financial
rationale for the switch is clear: Since 2003, processors for on-body computers such as
cellphones and MP3 players have outsold desktop and laptop processors combined by a
factor of 3 to 1. Stationary monitors have taken a dive too, thanks to booming sales of
laser projectors embedded in cellphones that transform flat surfaces into a virtual screen.

HEADLINE FROM THE FUTURE BY THAD STARNER

PREDICTION

Thad Starner is an assistant professor in the college of computing at the Georgia Institute of Technology.

ROBOTICS

FAMOUS MACHINES WE LOVE 
It’s been a good year for roboticists, but the biggest challenges are still to come.

This October Carnegie Mellon University will celebrate the 25th anniversary of its renowned Robotics Insti-
tute and welcome a few new members into its Robot Hall of Fame. The fact that two of this year’s
inductees—Astroboy and C3PO—are imaginary is typical in a field that lingers somewhere between science
and fiction. One of the ultimate goals for roboticists, a machine that’s as easy to talk to as a human, is still 
far off, but the field has come a long way in 25 years—and the Robotics Institute continues to break new
ground: A robot receptionist named Valerie greets visitors to the school’s computer science building, and
“Red” Whittaker’s self-steering Sandstorm whipped the competition in the DARPA Grand Challenge, a dri-
verless desert race. The limitations of both (Sandstorm crashed 7.4 miles into the race, and Valerie listens
only to keystrokes) highlight the immense challenges of building thinking machines. “Right now, you need
to program a robot to deal with every eventuality,” says Jim Morris, former dean of Carnegie Mellon’s
School of Computer Science. But in the future, he contends, robots will be able “to change their perceptions
of the world and adapt accordingly”—a handy skill for any robot, whether it’s charged with cleaning your
rug or exploring Mars. Below, our favorite ’bots of the past year, plus what’s up next.—ED FINN

Spirit
(NASA)

One of two rovers
charged with 

searching the Martian 
surface for signs of

water and life.

Rock-abrasion tool,
spectrometer,

panoramic camera
and microscopic

imager.

Low temperatures can
damage electronics.

After going off-line for
a few days, Spirit
bounced back.

The 2009 Mars 
Science Lab may be
nuclear-powered for
greater endurance.

To drive unaided over
a 142-mile desert
road with scant

knowledge of the 
terrain or course.

Mapping software
stores data on road

features. Radar, lidar
and video cameras
provide the eyes.

Rough terrain can
destabilize sensors—a
prerace crash and a
difficult turn defeated

Sandstorm.

Sturdier sensors; soft-
ware that helps distin-
guish a boulder from

a harmless bush.

To vacuum floors and
carpets on its own,
without missing a 

spot or causing you
back pain. 

Infrared sensors,
bumpers, and a 

bargain-bin electronic
brain that keeps it

affordable.

Takes five times as
long as a human to

vacuum a room; 
has trouble in tight

corners.

Manufacturer iRobot
is developing military
’bots, which will lead
to smarter Roombas. 

To entertain, provide
companionship and,
naturally, showcase
Sony technology.

Walks, dances, rights
its own falls. Tossed

out the first pitch at a
baseball game.

Batteries run out 
in only an hour.

Amounts to a very
expensive toy.

Wireless networking;
rumors of a super-
computer uplink for
brainpower boost.

Sandstorm
(Carnegie
Mellon)

Roomba
Discovery
(iRobot) 

QRIO
(Sony)

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

ROBOT MISSION UPGRADESSKILLS FLAWS
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THE WORLD’S POWER PLANTS COMBINED/// 07.02.04 TITAN’S CLOSE-UP THE INTERNATIONAL CASSINI-HUYGENS SPACECRAFT BEAMS HOME PICTURES OF SATURN’S MOON, TITAN ■
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Mind-reading cars. An end to traffic jams. 

Big Brother behind the wheel. A live-aboard 
“recreational-utility vehicle.” The tinkerer who’s going 

to save the world. Upside-down racing. And statistical 
evidence that this is the Golden Age of Driving. 

YOU’D BETTER BUCKLE UP.

VISION
INVENTION

INTELLIGENCE
OBSESSION

TECHNOLOGY
DESIGN

INSPIRATION
SPEED



THE FUTURE OF THE CAR

We have reached an odd, maybe unique point in the his-
tory of technology, when the distant future is easier to

imagine than the more proximate months and years ahead.
Fifty years from now, most parties would agree, hydrogen
fuel cell technology will power our world—everything from
artificial organs to cruise ships and certainly our automobiles.
By then we will have figured out how to pro-
duce cheap, CO2-neutral hydrogen—per-
haps by using renewable energy sources
such as wind and solar power to electrolyze
water, perhaps with synthetic fuels (bio-
ethanol and bio-diesel), perhaps by seques-

tering carbon from fossil feed stocks such as coal, perhaps
with some fairy dust as yet undiscovered. By then the fuel cell
industry will be sufficiently advanced to build very compact
hydrogen tanks with enormous energy density, and fuel cells
that are cheap enough for economy cars and robust enough for
chilly northern climates—assuming global warming hasn’t

already taken care of that problem for us.
The possibilities are tantalizing. Consider

that, if America’s current rolling stock of
some 230 million vehicles were powered by
fuel cells, the fleet would represent around 17
terawatts of electrical production capacity
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THE FANTASTIC FUTURE
See how fun prediction can
be? Illustrator Kenn Brown
conjures a fully morphable,
flexible-skinned insect car.

OUR DRIVING CONUNDRUM
Cars that think for us! Cars that change shape at will! Cars that scream along underground at twice

the speed of sound! It’s a cinch to predict the future of the automobile. But how do we get there?
By Dan Neil

Illustration by Kenn Brown
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(assuming an average fuel cell capacity of 75 kilowatts, about
the current peak of the unit in the Honda FCX). That exceeds
by a factor of 21 the nation’s current total electrical produc-
tion of about 800 gigawatts. Fuel cell vehicles could be the
rolling infrastructure of a new energy paradigm, the ultimate
in distributed power generation. When parked, cars with fuel
cells could act as pocket power plants, supplying power to the
homes and offices to which they are docked, or feeding elec-
tricity into local grids during hours of peak demand.

You want some real future-car porn? Fifty years hence, the
automobile will be a kind of transportation prosthesis, a
semi-organic interface of man and machine that will, with its
great reserves of energy and intelligence, be at the center of
human existence. Today’s clumsy interface of steering wheel
and pedals will be replaced with neuronal seats that will read
your mind and navigate accordingly. Road-keeping and 
collision-avoidance technologies—the synthesis of GPS, traf-
fic tracking, automatic cruise control and braking, and other
here-and-now tech—will eliminate the need for “crash-
worthiness” as our primitive minds now conceive of it, as
rigid but bendable steel construction. The automotive chas-
sis will be built from nanocomposites whose molecules will
be arranged for maximum strength and lightness. The skins
of future cars will be stretched over the vehicle like a silk
stocking, adjusting dynamically according to load—expand-
ing to accommodate four passengers, contracting to envelop
the single driver like the suit of a downhill skier.

The automobile will at last fulfill the promise resonant in
the words “autonomous mobility.” Mass transit as we think
of it now will seem as wrongheaded as eugenics. Automo-
biles’ quantum-computer cores will be the archives of our
memory, our machine adjuncts, our confidantes, in ways so
profound and personal as to mock today’s limited PDA
phones. We will have merged with our cars.

And they/we will be fast. As speeds increase, aero-
tunneling “pores” will open up under the vehicle to increase
downforce. The tail of the vehicle will draw back in the
windstream, decreasing resistance and enhancing stability.
There will be no rigid glass windows. The exterior world will

be re-created inside the cockpit with panoptic verisimilitude
like that described by David Gelernter in his book Mirror
Worlds, offering infrared imagery, magnification, map over-
lay and other kinds of machine vision—for instance, virtual
billboards or menus of restaurants along the route.

In many cases, however, there won’t be much to see. By
midcentury, dense urban centers will be honeycombed with
high-speed transportation tunnels made possible by the kind
of automated boring technologies we are seeing emerge
now. The dire traffic congestion of Beijing will be a tale of
hardship told by parents to disbelieving children. Over-
ground highways will be torn down, opening up vast tracts

of real estate in land-poor cities. The great cities of the future
will be webbed with greenways where once freeways stood.

Speeds inside the tunnels will exceed those of today’s bul-
let trains. At the entrance, cars will surrender control to auto-
mated highway systems that will manage vehicle speeds,
merging and spacing for optimal flow. Intercity tunnel con-
duits—and perhaps intercontinental megatunnels—could
be depressurized to reduce aerodynamic drag, allowing
speeds that ol’ Chuck Yeager could only dream about.

WELL, THAT WAS FUN. BUT AS I SAY, THAT SORT OF FAR-
horizon prognostication is fish-in-a-barrel stuff. Between here
and the utopian ever after lurk dozens of interlocking issues
of cost, technology and environmental impact for which
there are no easy answers and a lot of complicated arithmetic.

Here’s a for-instance: It appears that in the short term, the
hydrogen economy is seriously overdrawn at the bank. We
do not now have—or even foresee—an affordable, climate-
neutral means of producing hydrogen in sufficient quantities
and distribution to achieve energy nirvana in the transporta-
tion sector. If you burn coal to generate the electricity needed
to obtain hydrogen from water, you’re polluting in order to
create a nonpolluting energy source. Indeed, if the goal is
greenhouse-gas mitigation, it makes the most sense to begin
by tightening emission controls on electrical generation,
which accounts for about 40 percent of CO2 emissions in the
U.S., compared with 20 percent from cars and light trucks.

Bottom line: Fuel cell technology is gimpy and expensive
and is likely to stay that way for years to come. There is a
wonderful, probabilistic slap-fight going on right now in
journals among engineers, energy experts and policy wonks
about just how far or near that time horizon might be. 

The technological hurdles to generalizing hydrogen—the
sheer scale of the challenge—argue for an effort on the order
of the Manhattan Project or the Apollo space program, but
don’t bring that up around electric-vehicle (EV) advocates,
who are royally ticked off that the car companies abandoned
EVs in favor of hybrids and hydrogen research. Why the loy-
alty? Because even if you count the emissions from the 

fossil-fuel power plants that charge them, EVs are cleaner
than the cleanest hybrids. Not a few in solar-rich California
are charging their EVs with roof-mounted photovoltaic pan-
els and wind turbines, achieving in their guerrilla way the
ultimate goal of cheap, zero-emission transportation. Others
are trying to hide their beloved EV1’s from GM, which began
collecting and destroying the leased vehicles after a 
2000 recall in which the company said that a design problem 
with charge ports could cause fires. Honda, too, ended its
California-mandated electric-car program in 1999, blaming
the demise on feeble consumer demand for the mere 330
cars the company had produced.

By midcentury, we will have merged 
with our cars. And they/we will be fast.
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EV advocates argue that if only a small fraction of 
the billions spent on hydrogen and fuel cell research were de-
voted to battery research, EVs could surmount their greatest
obstacle: range. Who’s right? Everybody. Hydrogen doubters
are right to question the cost-effectiveness of fuel cell tech-
nology to mitigate emissions and dependence on foreign oil;
hydrogen backers are rightly optimistic that the technology
will emerge to answer the need, as technology always does. But
who will win the argument? Follow the money: The oil and
car companies are investing heavily in hydrogen research, and
these organizations are not known for their dreamy idealism.

WHILE WE’RE WAITING FOR OUR HYDROGEN SHIP TO COME
in, efficiency is the cheapest and best means to improving
energy security, emissions and performance. In the past

decade, potent fuel-saving technologies have emerged,
such as variable valve timing, common-rail diesel, direct
injection and continuously variable transmissions. Hybrid
gas-electric powertrains, which capture energy through
regenerative braking, offer even more substantial gains. 

But automotive engineering will hit a wall: the American
love of weight and power. It isn’t only drivers who have been
getting fatter in this country. Average engine horsepower has
bulked up by 84 percent since 1981, offsetting the engine’s
efficiency gains, while average vehicle weight in the U.S. has
risen by more than 20 percent in two decades. One argument
the auto industry has used against higher corporate average
fuel economy (CAFE) standards is that such higher standards
would require making vehicles lighter, leaving them less safe
in collisions. This position puts General Motors, for one, in an
awkward spot. Taking the lead among its Detroit brethren in
fuel cell research, GM has promised to bring hydrogen-
powered vehicles to market by 2010, but it’s unlikely that
these vehicles will have adequate range unless and until they
are made from lightweight materials.

Thus, I boldly venture this near-term prediction: In the
next decade, polymer-composite materials, particularly those
reinforced with carbon fiber, will emerge from niche manu-
facturing to be used widely as a structural material. Accord-
ing to a study by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, carbon-
composite body construction could reduce vehicle weight by
40 to 65 percent. The new Ford GT is aluminum through and
through and accelerates from 0 to 60 in 3.3 seconds, yet the
two-seat sportscar weighs more than 3,400 pounds. Think
what it would do if it weighed 1,700 pounds.

Carbon-fiber composites are already used in golf clubs,
bicycles and jetliners, but there are technological challenges to
employing them in cars, chief among them the slow, costly,
labor-intensive process of laying up carbon-fiber composites
and curing them piece by piece in autoclaves. 

Meet the Revolution. The brainchild of Amory B. Lovins,

CEO of the nonprofit Rocky Mountain Institute, the Revolu-
tion (HyperCar is the name of the for-profit company spun
off from RMI to promote its ideas) is a computer-modeled
concept for an ultralightweight vehicle that, Lovins says, illus-
trates the potential of carbon-composite vehicles. The Revo-
lution would be constructed using a process Lovins calls
Fiberforge, which stamps out carbon-fiber blanks and layers
them assembly-line-style in large molds, into which resins are
injected at high speed. McLaren is using a similar process to
build its Mercedes-Benz SLR supercar. 

Lovins’s conceptual fuel-cell SUV would be about the same
size as a Lexus RX330 and would offer the same amount of
interior space and comparable safety and performance, but
would weigh about 1,900 pounds, a little more than half as
much as an RX330. Lovins predicts that the vehicle would

have a torsional rigidity 25 percent higher than premium
sportscars and pass all federal crash requirements. 

Similar approaches are being developed in the U.K. in a
project called the Aero-Stable Carbon Car that involves,
among other groups, Lotus Engineering. The ASCC project
has patented a process wherein bundles of foamcore sleeved
with carbon fiber are impregnated with resin and bonded
together to form parts of a composite spaceframe.

Besides weight, another big drain on the efficiency of an
automobile with an internal combustion engine is heat.
Only about 20 percent of the energy content of gasoline
reaches the driven wheels; more than half is wasted in the
engine as heat. What if you could recapture that energy and
turn it into electricity? The Borealis Company, based in
Gibraltar, has patented a “thermionic automobile,” which
uses waferlike devices based on something called quantum
mechanical tunneling to convert heat to electricity. 

Sounds neat. Where can I buy one? Ah, but that’s the prob-
lem with the future: It’s never around when you need it.

Whatever the future brings, one thing has already
changed, and it is so fundamental that we might not have
even noticed the changing. Gone forever is the time when we
thought of a car as discrete from the world in which it oper-
ated. Consumers are beginning to understand the automotive
ecology, and it runs deeper than greener-than-thou Holly-
wood stars glorifying themselves by buying Toyota Priuses.
Guilt—low-voltage but steady—must nag at the lone driver
of the supersize SUV as he fires up the six-liter engine in his
three-ton truck (12 mpg city, 16 highway) for his morning
commute. Perhaps he turns the key and looks at the sky.

The automobile is, after all, not just a machine but the tan-
gible part of a global energy system, vast and abstract and
hard to comprehend. But we are starting to get the picture. ■

Dan Neil won the 2004 Pulitzer Prize in criticism for his car
reviews in the Los Angeles Times. 

Automotive engineering will hit a wall:
the American love of weight and power. 
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THE FUTURE OF THE CAR

For a century now, the world has embraced the auto-
mobile. We commute in them, take them on vacation,

and build our towns around them. We customize, show off,
and trade up. We yearn for the high-tech marvels of tomor-
row—the visions of performance, versatility and efficiency
that the automotive industry is forever pursuing. POPSCI

tapped industry thinkers to help create our own visions of
future cars, which we present on the following eight pages.
We explore and enhance four vehicle types that are ripe for

vast improvement: the supercompact urban commuter, the
sport-utility vehicle, the high-performance sportscar and
the environmentally friendly family car. In each case, we
push the vehicle’s basic premise to the absolute limit, fold-
ing in the new technology that we and many in the indus-
try see coming down the line and that is essential to pro-
ducing these ultimate vehicles. Our illustrators bring them
to life. But only time—say, 10 or 20 years—and progress
will bring them to you.

IN
VEN
TION

THE FAR-OUT FUTURE OF AUTOMOTIVE INNOVATION
Want a 350mph
supercar? 
A Japanese 
commuter pod?
These and more
are coming—
integrated, wired
and ready to roll.



Gridlock is a problem of density—
too many cars, not enough road-

way—so proposed solutions have taken
two forms: Reduce the number of cars
(by carpooling or public transportation),
or build new roads. These solutions 
have proved unfeasible or expensive 
and have provided little relief. Now tech-
nology offers us a third option: Make our
cars into trains. By joining into a virtual
platoon—linked to one another by wire-
less rather than physical connections—
we can increase the density of cars on 
the road without slowing them down. 
So-called pod cars could charge through
cityscapes with no assistance from the
humans inside, who would then be free
to read the paper or watch TV. Elements
of this technology are on the roads today.
Automatic cruise control uses radar to
gauge the distance to the car in front of
you and to slow down if you’re approach-
ing too quickly. The Japanese versions 
of certain Nissans can be ordered with 
a “lane-keep” system, which uses digital
cameras to monitor lane markers and
ensure that you stay in your own. Com-
bine these systems for basic autopilot
with steering, gas and brake controls.
Then add car-to-car communications,
and you can link up to 10 vehicles 
into a fast, dense chain acting as one. 
The technology needed to make pod 
cars thoroughly safe is still a decade 
off; until then, ideas borrowed from 
them will seep into modern cars and,
inevitably, into the way we drive—
or don’t.—MICHAEL MOYER
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Pod car-control technology can be integrated
into any vehicle; future pod cars will look as
varied as the cars on the road today. We based
this design on Toyota’s PM concept car, which
showcases some of the communications tech-
nology needed for a networked platoon.

UBIQUITOUS POD

THE FUTURE OF THE CAR

The Egg That 
Drives Itself

SPACING 
Sensors will
watch for cars
ahead and 
slow the car if
necessary

CONTROL
Once on auto-

pilot, the driver’s
controls—steer-
ing, accelerator,

brake—will
cease to function

MONITORING
Small optical

sensors on 
the front 

of the vehicle 
will monitor 

lane markers
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“With automated systems, we can get double to
triple the carrying capacity out of our highways.”

—STEVEN SHLADOVER, 
INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORTATION 

STUDIES, UC BERKELEY 

KEYS TO THE AUTOMATED HIGHWAY
POD LANES: Cars entering specially marked lanes must be pod-
equipped—that is, they must have the necessary equipment to
drive in the platoons. Small gates on the entryways will check
entering vehicles, then let only pod cars in.

SWITCHING DRIVERS: Drivers will preprogram their destination
into their navigation systems. As the destination nears, the vehicle
will make the driver perform a task, such as pressing a button on
the dash, before leaving the pod and relinquishing control.

COMMUNICATION: Cars in the line will maintain contact with
one another through wireless technology similar to Wi-Fi. Your
car will receive commands and information from all the others
in the chain, effectively making it a component of a distributed
computer. Each car serves as one processor, working to determine
where and how fast the group should go. The chain acts as a unit,
taking in data from cameras and radar systems, as well as the
occasional input from the roadway itself. The end result: gridlock-
level car density, with everyone moving at the speed limit.

INVENTION



This is the future of the recre-
ational vehicle, its logical next

step—incorporating RV features into 
a stylish and versatile family wagon.
Call it an RUV. These new models will
look as cool as any car and have high-
tech functionality: a hybrid engine; a
hydrogen fuel cell powering onboard
systems; composite materials to reduce
weight and increase strength and fuel
efficiency; and plenty of communica-
tions and entertainment options for
even the longest road trip. Not to men-
tion that overnights will never be the
same: “When you stop,” says Scott
Grafft, a strategic planner at Fleetwood
RV, “you can expand it like a balloon.”
This new breed of car will adapt to any
need and will integrate its technology
seamlessly—owners will be able to do
everything but drive the car through 
a simple PDA.—GREGORY MONE
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> The Suburban AssaultVehicle
“We’re in the early stages of the SUV. True

innovations are on the way.”
—SCOTT GRAFFT, STRATEGIC PLANNING, FLEETWOOD RV 

SCREENS
Organic light-emitting diode

technology turns windows
into entertainment centers 

WORK
Seatbacks house detachable 

laptops for mobile offices 

STORAGE
Tables and chairs

are stored on 
vehicle, serving as

exterior panels
until needed

THE FUTURE OF THE CAR

SHOWER
Seat permits taller users 
to get clean comfortably
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The expanded RUV becomes a luxurious, high-tech
campsite. There’s room enough for a family meal, and
space to stretch out for a nap or check e-mail through

one of several Wi-Fi–enabled detachable laptops. Sink,
oven, shower and toilet fit snugly in the back, and the

table folds up from the floor. The table is filled with
reactive fluid, which hardens or softens when the 

temperature is altered so that it can double as a bed.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

EXPANSION
Motorized exten-
sions slide out
from vehicle
frame, adding
interior space

INVENTION

STRUCTURE
Honeycomb body panels 
save weight, add strength

PATIO
Doors lock onto a
floor and ceiling
that slide out from
the middle, creating
a mini sundeck

KITCHEN
Fridge/oven combo for
preparing small meals

On the road, the RUV 
handles with the stability of

a car. A hybrid engine 
keeps gas consumption

down, and sensors monitor
vehicle systems. Smart 

sensors in the wheels, for
example, alert drivers when
the tires need to be refilled,

rotated or realigned. 

ROADWORTHY
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34
5

It’s a mind-bendingly fast supercar: a 2,000-horsepower, shape-changing,
350mph missile. Outrageous? Sure, but cracking the 300mph barrier is

inevitable, made possible by new technology and extreme aerodynamics. “Such a car will have to
be substantially longer to better control the air flow and high-speed stability,” says Steve Saleen,
creator of the racecarlike Saleen S7.  As the driving environment changes, the car will morph into different
configurations—longer for straight-line driving, shorter for curves—and alter wing shapes to modulate
downforce. Driving at 350 mph will be far beyond the skills of most drivers, so active suspension,
active steering aids, and collision-avoidance systems—the latter imported from the aircraft indus-
try—will ensure that drivers’ reaction times won’t result in accidents.  With such
performance and versatility, the car will be a thrill at any speed.—ERIC ADAMS

The 350mph Supercar

6

1. POWER 2,000hp engine for performance driving, plus a hybrid electric for around town 
2. CONTACT Gel-filled tires made from new composites prevent disintegration at high speeds
3. CONTROL Manual transmission controlled by paddle shifters on steering wheel
4. STABILITY Active suspension analyzes road ahead and adjusts for ride and downforce
5. SAFETY Electronic steering and braking aids augment reaction to turns and other vehicles 
6. AWARENESS Sensors detect obstacles in road ahead, displaying graphics on head-up display
7. ADAPTATION Morphing technology stretches car at top speeds and shortens it for turns
8. WEIGHT Structural composites eliminate need for bracing, minimizing overall weight

8 STEPS TO 350 MPH

AWARENESS

CONTROLSTABILITY
SAFETY
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Movable panels and wings, com-
bined with numerous inlets, will

channel air in and around the car
(shown at left in its stretched 

configuration), generating down-
force and cooling the massive, 

furnace-like engine. 

AIRFLOW CONTROL

7

2

8

1

INVENTION

“Future sportscars will be 25 percent lighter 
than today’s. The driver won’t feel 

surrounded by this incredible mass.”
—ALOIS RUF, JR., RENOWNED PORSCHE MODIFIER

POWER

CONTACT

WEIGHT

ADAPTATION
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> The Ultimate Green Machine
Eager buyers are waiting up to a year for a new Toyota Prius, the hot hybrid sedan that
gets around 50 mpg and has negligible emissions. Imagine, then, the excitement that

could be generated by our proposed GreenCar, an eco-mobile that’s bigger than the Prius but
gets more than twice the mileage—without emitting a single milligram of air pollution.
“It’s all about resistance and aerodynamics,” says Catherine Greener of the Rocky Mountain
Institute, a nonprofit energy-policy think tank. Improvements in composite materials will
be critical, as will computerized aerodynamic modeling. But it all hinges on fuel cells, which
won’t proliferate until their cost comes down and their capacity goes up. When that 
happens, the impact will be tremendous. With electronic mobility possibly more important 
than physical mobility in a fuel-constrained future, the electricity-generating GreenCar 
will be perfect for powering homes. Blackouts? No sweat.—DAWN STOVER

“The fuel cell lets you redefine 
the architecture of the automobile.”
—DAVID COLE, CENTER FOR AUTOMOTIVE RESEARCH

THE FUTURE OF THE CAR

AERODYNAMICS
Windshield is highly

sloped and the tail
end tapered to create
a low-pressure zone

behind the car, reduc-
ing turbulent (drag-

inducing) airflow

TIRES
Low-rolling-resistance

tires reduce friction
but not traction

SPACE
Fuel cells replace

conventional engine
and powertrain,

freeing space 
for storage or 

other uses
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A Proton Exchange Membrane
(PEM) fuel cell powers the GreenCar

and all its systems. Compressed
hydrogen gas reacts with oxygen

to form water, generating electricity
in the process. When the car is

parked, it doubles as a generator.
Electricity produced by the fuel 

cell and regenerative braking is
shunted to ultracapacitors, which 

collect charge and, with their
faster release capabilities, make

high-demand activities such as
starting the car much easier than

with a standard battery. The energy
is stored by building up an electro-

static charge between the two
plates and then transferred to the
vehicle system through conduits. 

GREASED
LIGHTNING

INVENTION

Extreme fuel efficiency is largely a matter of
reducing weight and drag. Less power will be
needed to push cars down the road, bringing
triple-digit fuel economy within reach. Making
the GreenCar lighter will require a transition to
structural carbon composites, which will be used
to make both frame and body. Significant ad-
vances in production techniques and technology
will be necessary. Composites have already
appeared in a few car parts, but making an
entire body out of them is currently too expen-
sive for a mass-market vehicle. Aerodynamic
improvements will come out of computerized
wind tunnels, which will squeeze out drag.  

SLIDING SCALE

WINDOWS
Plastic windows on
sides and rear weigh
less than glass and
help block ultraviolet
radiation

DRAG
Wheel covers, a panel on the car’s belly
that makes air flow more smoothly
across the underbody, and the use of
cameras instead of side-view mirrors
further improve aerodynamics

POWER
Most accessories—vent
fans, radios—are powered
by solar panels on roof

WHEEL MOTORS

FUEL CELLS

HEAT 
DISSIPATION 

POWER
CONDUIT
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Radar, lasers, wireless radio 
networks and other embedded tech
will enable our cars to sense
faraway traffic and stop accidents
before they happen. But who 
will be in the driver’s seat?

By Paul Horrell
Illustration by Jeff Soto

BEHOLD THE ALL-SEEING, SELF-PARKING, SAFETY-
ENFORCING, NETWORKED AUTOMOBILE
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THE FUTURE OF THE CAR

’M DRIVING THROUGH EASTERN FRANCE, THE 
blip-blip of the lane markers zinging backward
through my peripheral vision at about 90 mph.
I check the mirrors: nothing there. Pretending to
doze off, I let the car drift gently to the left. Just
as it begins to veer over the dotted line, the left
side of my seat vibrates, activated by an infrared
sensor looking at the road paint. Meander right,
and it’s my right thigh that gets the warning. If

this really had been a case of inattention rather than journal-
istic inquiry, I can assure you that the buzzing seat would
have jolted me back to the job at hand. The car I’m driving is
a prototype from the French automaker Peugeot Citroën, but
a showroom-ready copy isn’t many months away.

Flash back five months: I’m at a test track at the base of
Mount Fuji in Japan, in a Lexus fitted with a pre-crash safety
system. I drive down the track
at about 40 mph toward a rub-
ber post. Instinct and education
make it hard to keep my foot off
the brake, but a group of earnest
engineers insist that I aim their
$70-grand sedan straight for the
post. At the last fraction of a sec-
ond, when the car’s radar sen-
sors and microprocessors have
determined that the idiot at the
wheel really isn’t going to steer
around the obstacle, the safety
system shoots into action. Seat-
belt pre-tensioners cinch up,
and the front and rear suspen-
sion dampers stiffen. As soon as
I touch the brake pedal—better
late than never—the car’s brake-
assist tugs them on at max effort. It isn’t enough to avoid the
crash, but the impact speed is about half what it would have
been without the new system.

The next generation of environment-sensing cars will use
more than just radar and infrared sensors to watch for signs
of trouble. Video cameras will look for stoplights that have
turned red and for children who are running toward the road.
Distance-sensing lasers will check for vehicles in the driver’s
blind spot and the passing lane. These sensors won’t do any-
thing that a vigilant driver can’t already do, but what if they
could? What if your car could sense road conditions and traf-
fic problems that are out of your sight? That’s coming too.

The next giant leap in sensing will be radio networking

that enables cars to exchange information. “Communication
[between cars] will be like an additional sensor,” says Ralf
Herrtwich, director of vehicle IT research at DaimlerChrysler.
Car-to-car communication will ensure that your automobile is
impeccably informed about road conditions ahead. And this
extra “sensor” will have almost unlimited range, because
information can be instantaneously relayed from one vehicle
to the next, to the next, and so on.

No one doubts the extent of information-gathering and
communication features that will be built into the net-
worked cars of the future. Some of these features will merely
assist the driver by, for example, pointing out a patch of
black ice around the next bend. But what about the driver
who fails to act on the warning? Should his car be empow-
ered to “take the wheel”? Some automotive experts foresee a
day when our cars will be so well informed that we’ll be bet-

ter off leaving some of the driv-
ing to them.

TIME FOR ANOTHER DEMON-
stration. It’s Berlin, and I’m in a
Smart car, DaimlerChrysler’s
tiny two-seater that has become
a familiar sight in Europe’s
cramped city streets. But this
Smart is different: It’s smart.
On the dashboard, a flashing
display warns me of an accident
two streets away, and the 
navigation system suggests a
detour. My car, outfitted with a
GPS position finder and an off-
the-shelf wireless local area 
network (WLAN) communica-
tion system, was tipped off by

another car carrying the same gear.
If knowledge is power, then the intellectual-horsepower

rating of tomorrow’s vehicles is going to be tarmac-
shreddingly high. Say just one car’s stability-control system
is activated at an unusually slow speed on a highway off-ramp.
It’ll send out a slippery-road warning. All WLAN-equipped
cars in the vicinity then get the message, but they’ll warn their
drivers only if they’re headed for the same off-ramp.

The system will also provide traffic information on a
need-to-know basis. Imagine there’s a truck unloading in the
next street on your route. It would never make the radio
reports, but you could be trapped fuming for 10 minutes.
WLAN—“traffic radar,” as Herrtwich puts it—will let you

LUXE CRUISE 
Radar and laser tech
has been integrated
into cruise control units
in luxury cars such as
the Jaguar XKR and the
Infiniti Q45. Onboard
computers automati-
cally relax the throttle
to keep a safe distance
from the vehicle ahead.

REVENGE ON THIEVES
Telematics-based 
AirIQ goes further than
LoJack: It doesn’t just
track stolen cars, it em-
powers owners to dis-
able their starter motors
remotely. The device,
used in commercial
fleets, is now available
to consumers.

SPIED ON BY ACME
Rental companies are
using telematics to 
enforce their contracts. 
A jury recently ruled in
favor of Acme Rent-
a-Car, which used GPS
data to ding a renter
$450 for speeding—
though he hadn’t been
stopped by police.

PARENTAL LIMITS
Road Safety Interna-
tional sells aftermarket
black boxes that beep
insistently when drivers
exceed a preset speed
or G-force. Parents can
download data from
the units to see how
their teenagers have
been driving.

PAY AS YOU GO
You pay for electricity
based on usage; why
not auto insurance? In
a recent pilot program,
Progressive Insurance
billed customers 
by where, when and 
how far they drove, 
as recorded by GPS
units in their cars.

PARKS BY ITSELF
The Toyota Prius sold 
in Japan features a
rear camera that helps
it parallel park. Intelli-
gent Parking Assist isn’t
fully autonomous: Dri-
vers must start in the
right spot and enter the
destination on a touch
screen.—PRESTON LERNER

SOME CARS ARE ALREADY OUTSMARTING THEIR DRIVERS. A FEW EXAMPLES:

THE CHATTY CAR Ralf Herrtwich of Daimler-
Chrysler in a Smart car that talks to its “friends.”

AI FOR AUTOS

I
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drivers in a running commen-
tary about what’s happening
on the other side of town
(unless the other side of town
is the destination they have
programmed into their navi-
gation systems).

Of course, the system will
not work well if there aren’t
enough vehicles outfitted with
the gear. The question is how to
reach critical mass. Fortunately,
WLAN networks are good for
more than just traffic radar;
they’re also useful for down-
loading entertainment. “Ten
years from now, we’re talking
about a radically changed way
of listening to music, watching
TV and videos,” Herrtwich says.
Once WLAN is adopted for in-
car entertainment, the technol-
ogy could also be used for road-
safety and traffic-networking
functions. Herrtwich puts the
cost at much less than the navi-
gation system it will be paired
with. Call it a couple hundred
of today’s dollars.

But don’t hold your breath.
Technical standards are still a
few years away—Herrtwich
predicts 2008. If the first net-
worked cars roll out in 2010,
such features won’t be standard
for at least another decade. 

THIS GLACIAL RATE OF ADVANCE
might give us time to settle
some of the arguments that
have begun to brew over the
limits of driver-assist techno-

logies—the point at which the car, having sniffed out 
a veritable wealth of information about the world around it,
switches (perhaps unbidden) to autopilot. 

Try this thought experiment: Your smarty-pants car is fit-
ted with something called intelligent speed adaptation. It
knows the speed limit everywhere—permanent limits are on
the navigation system, temporary ones are sent through the
wireless link. And it punctiliously obeys, its gas pedal falling
limply ineffective as you approach the limit. Also, your vehi-
cle can upload its position to road authorities, so they can use
variable road tolls as a traffic management tool—raising the
price on busy stretches during rush hours. How do you like
the notion that someone somewhere always has the position
(and speed) of your car logged? Meanwhile your vehicle can
sense highway lane markers and the position of the car ahead.
It can even put on the brakes if it senses a hazard. Who’s in
charge here? Sure doesn’t seem to be you, the so-called driver.FA
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know and reroute you. What’s really new here is the way
traffic will behave almost biologically, like a swarm of bees,
a self-educating network.

This is a killer app, because it doesn’t require expensive
infrastructure. No traffic-control center or information ex-
change. No need for roadside beacons that the authorities
would have to install. Instead cars will seamlessly set up 
ad hoc networks, passing information from car to car.

Virtually all of the necessary hardware is already on the
shelf at companies such as Bosch, Delphi and Samsung.
What’s needed now is the software to tie everything together:
sensors, wireless radio networks and GPS navigation sys-
tems. Together these technologies create a system that pro-
vides immediate warnings of delays, accidents, temporary
speed restrictions and road conditions—the everyday haz-
ards that lie in wait just around the corner. And because the
system knows exactly where each driver is, it won’t drown

ELEMENTS OF THE INTELLIGENT CAR Future cars may
be fitted with sensors and warning systems including
[1] a mirror that lights up when a car is in the driver’s
blind spot, [2] a LIDAR sensor that uses laser beams 
to measure the distance and speed of approaching vehi-
cles, [3] an antenna for communicating with other cars
via wireless radio networks, [4] a GPS navigation sys-
tem that warns the driver of hazards ahead and plots
alternative routes, [5] infrared sensors that watch lane
markers and signal the driver’s seat to vibrate when 
the car drifts too far to one side, and [6] radar sensors
and video cameras that check for potential collisions.
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Some researchers insist that drivers simply can’t be trusted
and that external intervention is the only way to save them
from themselves. In 1997 Oliver Carsten, a professor of trans-
port safety at the University of Leeds in England, coordinated
a major European research project on intelligent speed adap-
tation. He concluded that if drivers were physically prevent-
ed from breaking speed limits (including temporary ones
imposed because of bad weather or traffic), there would be a
59 percent reduction in fatal accidents.

But other experts insist it’s the controls, not the drivers,
that can’t be trusted. Raymond Freymann, managing direc-
tor of BMW’s research and technology group, gets decidedly

agitated at the mention of speed restrictions, and not just
because customers are unlikely to pay top dollar for a hob-
bled Ultimate Driving Machine. All the critical systems in 
a modern car—engine, transmission, brakes, stability controls
—are linked to a single electronic system called the Con-
troller Area Network bus, or CAN bus. If the CAN bus can be
programmed to control the speed of your car, Freymann says,
it could also be vulnerable to hackers—which, at 70 miles per
hour, is chilling to contemplate. A roadside assassin, he notes,
could disable your brakes by remote control. “If somebody
wanted to kill you, that’s just the way he would do it.”

German technocrat though he is, Freymann also has

FROM “BOOM” TO “POP” Northrop
Grumman eght is critical to ter, says
quiet supersonic flight is critical to both
military and corporate execs it’s the only

What’s really new here is the way traffic
will behave almost biologically, like a   

swarm of bees, a self-educating network.
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doubts about the reliability of auto-
matic collision-avoidance systems.
He argues that with antilock brake
and stability systems, 100 percent reliability is possible
because they merely survey signals from within the car:
wheel speed, pressure applied to the brake pedal, and so on.
“The moment we go outside the car and look at the environ-
ment, it becomes very complicated. There is no time to react.
All the decisions must be taken within a second.”

Ford’s chief of environmental and safety engineering, Sue
Cischke, is similarly cautious. “We could do collision mitiga-
tion by reducing collision velocity. But we have to give such
systems lots of time under the development curve. You need
perfect knowledge of an impending accident, and that’s
what we don’t have.”

Despite these limitations, Ford and other automakers are
moving ahead with experimental systems that could help cars
anticipate accidents. That Lexus pre-crash safety system is no
more than a toe-in-the-water stage in a worldwide rush of

R&D effort to support—or usurp—the driver in moments of
danger. Video-processing algorithms will soon be powerful
enough to recognize another vehicle on a collision course. And
if the driver is oblivious to the peril posed, the vehicle can
apply its own brakes in time to stop. But oddly enough, no
automaker yet has public plans to fit such a fully autonomous
system to a showroom vehicle. There are two reasons: One,
drivers like to think they’re in charge. Two, if something goes
wrong, drivers like to sue. And they tend to “sue the money,”
the money being deep-pocketed automakers.

“People say they never want the car to take control,”
Cischke remarks, though she adds that with the hindsight of
having had an accident avoided, they’ll probably take a dif-
ferent view. When antilock brakes were new, some people
feared the technology would lengthen stopping distances,
but today most drivers wouldn’t be

WHEN AN ONCOMING train struck
a Cadillac at a Georgia railroad cross-
ing, three occupants were killed. The
lone survivor filed a $12-million wrong-
ful-death claim against the railway, 
but her case was quashed by an un-
usual “witness.” The jury rejected the
survivor’s suit after hearing evidence
downloaded from the car’s onboard
data recorder, or “black box.” The de-
vice revealed that the car had stopped
on the tracks before it was hit.

This case, decided in 2002, was
among the first in which an automobile
data recorder played a pivotal role. But
it won’t be the last: Black boxes, long
required in airplanes, are now standard
in more than 65 percent of new cars.

General Motors began installing
black boxes in the 1970s as part of the
airbag system. The devices continuously
monitor information such as speed, 
G-forces and seat-belt tension to deter-
mine when a crash is imminent. But un-
beknownst to most drivers, black boxes
preserve these details for the seconds
preceding an airbag “event.” In recent
years such data have been cited by
prosecutors in criminal trials and by 
carmakers in product-liability suits—to
show that drivers were speeding, for
example, or not wearing seat belts.

The jury is still out on whether drivers
“own” their black-box info. Attempts by
the feds to require the boxes and stan-
dardize their data sets have so far been
rebuffed. But last year, recognizing this
new potential for privacy invasion, Cali-
fornia became the first state to require 
a court order to download black-box
data without owner consent.—P.L.

MOTOR MOUTH

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 162)
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WIRED Raymond Frey-
mann of BMW with 
one concept for a traffic
radar network.
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WHAT YOUR CAR KNOWS 
MAY BE USED AGAINST YOU.

The idea behind 
“traffic radar” is sim-
ple: Other cars report
where they are and
how fast they’re going;
your car takes that
data, figures out where
the traffic is, and
routes you around it.
Imagine you’re in the
blue car on the left [1].
Many of the cars near-
by are broadcasting
their position and
speed to you wirelessly.
Slow-moving cars [2]
clog the most direct
route to your destina-
tion [3]. Cars on nearby
roads are moving 
a bit faster [4], while
others move even more
quickly [5]. Your navi-
gation computer uses
this information to
reroute you onto the
fastest path [6].
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ADVANCED R & D “I am no great genius man, no man with
letters after his name,” Somender Singh says, “and what 
I have invented is really very simple.” At his workbench in
Mysore, India, he uses a Dremel tool to work his magic.

MR.SINGH’S SEARCH
FOR THE HOLY GRAIL

American visionaries, cranks and con men have long
sought the simple key to boosting the efficiency of 
the gasoline engine. Now a barefoot tinkerer in India
believes he has unlocked the door. Is he for real?
By Charles Graeber
Photographs by Jonathan Worth
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can neither sell nor surrender. Mostly, he seems to have dis-
covered the hard way that in 2004, it takes more than a
patent and personal conviction to reinvent the automobile.

EVEN THOUGH MYSORE IS ONLY A FEW HOURS SOUTH OF THE
Indian IT epicenter of Bangalore, most of its 700,000 inhabi-
tants lead traditional lives seemingly untouched by technol-
ogy. The poor still work the fields and factories as they have
for centuries, weaving silk or hand-rolling sandalwood in-
cense; the last raja still lives in a whitewashed fairy-tale palace
framed in stained glass and 97,000 lightbulbs. And every fall
rich and poor alike make their pilgrimage up Chamundi Hill
to pray to the mountain goddess who has watched over their
tile-roofed city since time began. This is a place of yoga and
vegetarian food, of barefoot men swathed in traditional white
longhis and women draped elegantly in colorful saris.

In such a place, Somender Singh has long been an eccen-
tric—a blue-jeans rock-’n’-roller, a leather-jacketed motor-
cycle race champion and homegrown Evel Knievel, an 
autodidactic birdman who soars above the palaces and red
clay roofs in Mysore’s first and only motorized hang glider.
Like most Indians, he is a reverent man; he prays to the
mountain goddess for strength and wears a green ring from
his guru to cool his fiery heart. But unlike most Indians, he
also worships at the altar of the speed demon.

Singh has craved it for as long as he can remember: real
bad-ass, teeth-gritting speed. And when, at age 10, a cricket
ball to the eye destroyed his chances of following his father
into the air force, Singh was destined to find that speed on the
ground. So in 1968, following the time-honored tradition, he
dropped engineering college for the old-school curriculum of
trial and error and the dog-eared hot-rod canon of J.E.G. 
Harwood’s Speed and How to Obtain It and Gordon Jennings’s
Two-Stroke Tuner’s Handbook. He bought a motorcycle and
then dedicated his health to racing it. When the sponsors
wouldn’t touch him, he started his own team and called it
Speedwell—and it did, winning more than 120 trophies for
him as a racer in national and international events, and some

400 more for the machines he tuned.
Winning made Singh a local celebrity,

to the point that when the first movie
musicals were being made in the local
Kannada language, the producers tapped
him for typecast guest appearances—first
as a pompadoured rocker strumming an
electric guitar to Elvis’s “Hound Dog,” then
as a daredevil motorcycle stuntman jump-
ing stairs and cars. When a 1986 cycling
accident left him with a broken shoulder
and collarbone, Singh traded his helmet
for a wrench and hung out his shingle as
a mechanic. Now if you own a perform-
ance vehicle and are passing within a
day’s drive of Mysore, Singh’s garage is a
pilgrimage site of its own.

To get there, simply follow the Mysore
road to a small sign announcing the
headquarters of Speedwell Tune Up Cen-
tre and Garuda R&D. Beyond the sign

NDIA IS BOOMING. THE EXPANDING POPULATION
has overwhelmed the Bangalore-Mysore road 
the way a river floods its banks, and the flow of
two-way traffic is choked with a living history of
human transportation. There are belching herds
of diesel trucks, diesel buses and iron-framed
diesel tractors. There are wooden-wheeled carts
pulled by brightly painted Brahma bulls, and
two-stroke-motor rickshaws fueled by kerosene

or cooking oil or whatever else is flammable and cheap. There
are mopeds and bipeds and bicycles and motorcycles, and
every conceivable type of petrol-powered, internally com-
busting automobile, from doddering Ambassador cabs to
gleaming 16-valve Mercedes miracles. But there’s only one car
like the one Somender Singh and I are riding in right now.

That’s because Singh invented it. Or rather, reinvented a
piece of it: a small detail on the engine that he calls “direct
drive.” He claims that his invention makes an engine 
cleaner, quieter and colder than its internal-combustion cou-
sins around the world—while using up to 20 percent less gas.

“Some people say to me, ‘Singh, why are you wasting your
time on such a thing?’” he yells, his singsong Indian English
barely piping above the tooting traffic. “But I tell you sir—I tell
the world: I have conquered the internal combustion engine!”

To hear Singh tell it, his story has all the makings of a
Bollywood movie, a classic heartwarmer about a small-fry
Indian grease monkey who challenges the big boys armed
only with a dream and a dirty wrench. And there’s no doubt
that he has come up with something new, at least in the eyes
of the U.S. Patent Office. But has a potbellied philosopher-
mechanic from Mysore really discovered the efficiency 
El Dorado sought by every auto manufacturer, R&D center
and thermal engineer from Detroit to Darmstadt?

Well, maybe. So far, all Singh’s invention has earned him
are a few polite rejection letters from presidents, professors
and auto manufacturers—while costing him tens of thou-
sands of borrowed rupees and an untold number of sleep-
less nights. His eyes are glazed with the heat of an idea he
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Squish-Bang! Why Somender Singh thinks his nicks
and grooves make fuel burn better.

1 2

I

Singh notches his cylinder heads
with nicks and scratches [1] 
to help create turbulence and
quickly spread the flame front
to the outer reaches of the nar-
row squish band [2], creating
a more thorough burn. Above,
a standard hemi combustion
chamber, without squish band.



from Swiss engineer Francois Isaac de Rivaz’s wonky four-
wheeled hydrogen thingamabob (1807) to the fairly familiar
gas-fuel innovations of Karl Benz and Gottlieb Daimler (late
1880s) and then wrapped under the familiar body shapes of
Henry Ford (early 1900s).

Since then, gas has risen in octane, and the carburetor
has been invented and largely discontinued. Engine empha-
sis has shifted from deep power to muscle to fuel economy
and back, engineers have realized that compression is a key
to maximizing thermal efficiency, and inventing the auto-
mobile has grown from an amateur’s obsession to a multi-
national juggernaut. But all of that is really just window
dressing. The basic concept—the boom that turns a crank—

has not really changed at all. And one of the physical fun-
damentals of that basic concept is turbulence.

Turbulence is the chaotic movement of fuel and air
through the ICE’s combustion chamber—the swirl and tum-
ble that makes hydrocarbons and oxygen combine fast and
furiously in an efficient engine. Compressed fuel stagnates
and separates and burns inefficiently, if at all—imagine 
trying to burn a phone book without fanning the pages. 
Turbulence mixes it up, fans those pages. It’s what allows
modern high-compression engines to go boom.

A hundred years ago, turbulence was to automotive engi-
neers what chaos is to the Old Testament: a raw randomness

you’ll find a little metal gate and a 50-foot yard containing a
few cars, more motorcycles and the familiar open darkness
of a working mechanic’s garage. Singh’s workshop doubles
as the family home he shares with his wife and 10-year-old
daughter. Out front, sleeping dogs and rusting car chassis lie
in the shade of a rain tree. His assistants—four kids, their
hair in modified d.a.’s, wearing rolled dungarees—peer into
the mystery revealed beneath an open hood.

Singh’s office is in the back, separated from the greasy
piles of engines and parts by a beige shower curtain. On the
walls, competing for space between the pictures of Christian
saints and Hindu gods and the standard mechanic’s warn-
ings against urgent jobs and requested credit, are yellowed
clippings celebrating Singh’s earlier life of speed. “Singh
Takes the Day,” one reads, and “5,000cc Man Machine.” The
grainy photocopies show a man who seems a lifetime
younger, his eyes black and staring, his rugged mug framed
with thick black hair. Below the photos, and a menacing
poster of two jets about to collide in midair, is a sign bearing
Singh’s motto: WE SPECIALIZE IN WORK WHICH FEW UNDERSTAND. 

“And this has been my problem sir,” Singh says with a
shrug. He settles in behind a metal desk heaped with paper
and parts. “It has been my problem ever since I started this
whole business of whatever I started doing in my life.”

IT’S ON THIS DESK, SOMEWHERE UNDER THE TOOLS AND 
parts and the notebooks crammed with letters and diagrams,
that you’ll find a concave bit of steel, with rough grooves
scored through the four axes like the points of a compass. It
looks a bit like a homemade ashtray. In fact, it is Singh’s prob-
lem—his invention. Even as a prototype, it’s high-concept but
exceptionally low-tech, the sort of thing you might be able to
make in your own garage with a steady hand and a Dremel
tool. Which is, essentially, what Singh did.

“I am no great genius man, no man with letters after his
name or fancy institutions, and what I have invented is really
very simple,” he admits, as he pushes aside the clutter to
reveal a child’s chalkboard. “But to understand even so sim-
ple a concept, you first must have a basic understanding of
the forces at work within the combustion cylinder, the con-
cept of turbulence and combustion which define the engine.”

Singh takes the chalk and draws a rectangle with a domed
top: a combustion chamber and the cylinder head, the ash-
traylike piece of metal he has modified. Then he draws a diag-
onal line across the edge of that dome, then another, repre-
senting the grooves he has carved—his invention. The grooves
are supposed to better mix the air and fuel inside the chamber.
Singh is convinced that it makes combustion more efficient.

If a child’s chalkboard seems an overly basic tool for
explaining a new engineering concept, remember that the
internal combustion engine is itself hardly rocket science. Its
fundamental conceit—a boom in a closed chamber, a zoom
translated through piston, rod and crank—has remained pret-
ty much unchanged since 1673, when the Dutch physicist 
Christiaan Huygens designed a brilliant, nonfunctional,
closed-cylinder, piston-driven engine that ran on gunpowder.
The functional, liquid-fueled version of that invention—the
internal combustion engine (ICE)—has been with us for
about 200 years, over which time it has transformed itself
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SPEED WELL A few of the bikes
that Singh rode to racing glory
before injuries led to his retirement.



BOOM TIME An array of modi-
fied cylinder heads exhibit
Singh’s signature scratches—the
grooves that, he says, enhance
fuel turbulence and boost engine
efficiency by upward of 20 
percent. Opposite: Still life 
with Ambassador cab, down 
the road from Singh’s shop. 
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ungoverned by words or math, an unordered whirlwind of
particles as inexpressible to engineers as angels dancing on
the head of a pin were uncountable to Sir Thomas More.
Then came a Cambridge don named Harry Ricardo.

Like Singh, Sir Harry was a bit of an eccentric and was
obsessed with motorcycles—though back in 1906, Ricardo
was forced to create his own bike, by equipping his velocipede
with a steam-powered engine fueled by coal fed from his own
bulging pockets. As a proto–grease monkey, Ricardo intu-
itively recognized that air and fuel burn best when mixed. He
then became the first to test the notion in the lab, measuring
burn rates against the speed of a fan. The faster the fan, the
better the burn; Ricardo had found the key to the boom.

Modern automotive engi-
neers want turbulence, and
they can describe it, just as

modern mathematicians can
describe chaos. What you
want are swirling eddies of air
and fuel mix, each variegated
into smaller sub-eddies, and so
on, down to individual mole-
cules. Imagine it as a cascading Mandelbrot set of air and fuel
inside the chamber. Then there’s a spark, and the whole thing
goes off like a daisy chain of fire, a giant fractal fuse.

Engineers have devised all manner of technologies to cre-
ate this particular form of chaos in their combustion cham-
bers, from ornately angulated fuel injectors and domed
cylinder heads to swirl-and-tumble-inducing atomizers. But
100 years ago, Ricardo found a far easier way to make the air-
fuel mix in an ICE more turbulent. He built a combustion
chamber that was domed in the middle and tapered on the
edges, like a derby hat, so that the edges of the rising piston
would come very close to the angled edges of the cylinder
head. The piston goes up, and the fuel along the edges
squirts into the center, to mix and swirl near the spark plug.

Imagine pinching the edges of a jelly doughnut. He called
this concept “quench.” Today we call it “squish.”

Squish! A laughably simple idea with a laughable name,
but now almost every one of the billions of internal com-
bustion engines operating around the planet employ some
version of it—including virtually every engine Singh ever
straddled in his 30 years in motorsports.

Singh knew that to get his precious speed he had to fire
the heart of the engine, the center of its mystery: the com-
bustion chamber. It was here that fuel was turned to
bang—and here that the efficiency of that bang had stalled
out at around 28 percent. The vast majority of the fuel was
dissipated as engine heat or exhaust.

In the history of auto-
mobiles, manufacturers had
experimented with all sorts

of shapes and valve arrange-
ments to improve efficiency,
but nobody had ever dramat-
ically altered the surface 
of the chamber itself—per-
haps, Singh reasoned, because

engineers couldn’t see inside its metal walls and eyeball 
its forces. The combustion chamber was a mystery 
shrouded in plate steel. The very soul of the engine
appeared ripe for improvement.

“FROM THE BEGINNING OF TIME, WHATEVER I DID WAS GEARED
toward taking an engine, polishing the rough edges out of it,
and getting some more performance from it,” Singh remem-
bers. “And I certainly knew that it was not God who was
manufacturing these engines in a factory. It was just human
beings, men set on a time frame, assembling parts. So there
is, then, great room to improve.”

Singh needed his engines to work as efficiently as possi-
ble—he wanted the fuel to burn cleanly and under the 
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PILGRIM’S PROGRESS Singh’s small office at the back of his
garage, where he has composed dozens of letters trying 
to draw attention to his innovation. Left: The Tata Indica
transformed by “direct drive.” Right: The humble sign
directing pilgrims to Singh’s temple of automotive tuning.



maximum compression. But like most tuners, he had run up
against compression’s upper limit, above which pockets of
unburned fuel explode spontaneously, or “knock,” under the
pressure. He knew that the flame front from the spark plugs
wasn’t reaching all the fuel at the edges of the cylinders.

One way to fight knock is with high-octane gasoline,
which racers in countries like India have no access to. If
Singh wanted more compression, he’d have to decipher the
problem his way. So he started imagining: “My whole thing
was, how on earth could one do something to mix it better?”

The simplest answer was Ricardo’s squish, which Singh,
like many tuners before him, maximized into a sort of super-
squish by making the rising piston head come as close as
possible to the squish band. But the knock just got worse;
either the chaos of the supersquish turbulence was too
much, or the exploding hydrocarbons he was hearing were

trapped inside the squish band, isolated from the spreading
flame at the point farthest from the spark plug. The com-
pression was stagnating his air-fuel mix. He needed to stir it
up, to make that eddied, fractal fuse between the edge of the
squish band and the center of the spark.

And so, armed with this intuition and a toolbox, Singh
scratched his own small mark on Ricardo’s 100-year-old con-
cept—through the squish band from the cylinder edge to the
spark plug. Then he scratched another, and another. The first
channels were shallow, and they quickly filled with hydro-
carbons. Tentatively, he made them deeper. “We were very
scared,” Singh confesses, and as he says it he sets down his
nub of chalk in favor of a Gold Flake cigarette. “Maybe we
were actually putting an induced crack into the head.”

But the engine didn’t crack. It changed. The compression
went up, but the engine noise went down. And it seemed to
be using less fuel: Measuring with a drip syringe and a stop-
watch, Singh determined that it was between 10 and 20 per-
cent less. “Most definitely and immediately, sir, something
was very different,” he says. “My combustion was so stable
that I could bring the idling down to such a point that you
could actually count the blades on the fan as it turned.”

He felt the exhaust with his bare hand and noticed that it
was running cooler. Yet when he removed the spark plug, he
discovered that it had become blue, apparently from intense
combustion-chamber heat. And when he ran his finger along
the inside of the exhaust pipe, he noticed something else, or 
a lack of it: unburned hydrocarbons. His engine seemed to 
be running cleaner. In automotive terms, his squish-band
channels seemed to have maximized combustion by propa-
gating the laminar flame front from the spark plug to the
edges of the cylinder at its top dead-center position, convert-
ing more fuel to expanding gases and piston work while
avoiding the spontaneous combustion of unburned hydro-
carbon emissions. In layman’s terms, they boomed better.
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So much better, in fact, that he was able to keep his car in
fourth gear at 500 rpms without sputtering or pinging, even
while navigating the local congestion of bullock carts, rick-
shaws, bikes and cars. His engine ran so slow that it nearly
didn’t need the gearing of a transmission—thus,“direct drive.”

He modified a motorcycle, then a two-stroke, then a four-
stroke, then a car, then 50 cars. Finally he borrowed money
from his mother-in-law and bought a spanking-new Tata 
Indica in which to showcase his design. He decorated it with
“direct drive” in stick-on letters on the steering wheel and a
bull’s head above the grill. Then he tested his idea on a few
customers, including N. Bhanutej, a writer for a national
weekly newsmagazine who owns a pokey 1.2-liter Fiat Palio.

“Essentially, the whole car changed,” Bhanutej recounts. “It
was zippier. And in third gear I could slow down to 20 kph
with no engine knock, then press the petrol and just speed

up smoothly, like you would in first gear.” He also found that
his modified engine was strangely quiet. “At the stops, I
sometimes needed to peek at the dashboard to make sure 
it was still running. It seemed like a different car.” The
mechanic at Bhanutej’s Fiat dealership thought so too. “He
told me it was impossible for this type of car to perform this
well,” Bhanutej says. “He kept asking about fuel additives.”

Singh seemed to be onto something. Although he couldn’t
prove scientifically that it worked, he felt sure that it did.
Certainly, it was novel—Singh applied for a patent in Janu-
ary 1999, and the U.S. Patent Office issued him No. 6237579
in May 2001. Two months after his application hit the patent
office Web site, engineers from General Electric applied for
a nearly identical patent for an aftermarket design, which
they claimed, as Singh had, would result in increased turbu-
lence, and thus better fuel efficiency, with fewer emissions.

“It’s very interesting, I think, that General Electric devel-
oped this idea after my patent became public,” Singh says
with a smile. “But their design is very stupid. An add-on will
never survive the intense forces of the combustion chamber.
If I had come up with this idea, I would have been too embar-
rassed to tell anybody about it, let alone apply for the patent.”

This roadside mechanic in Mysore had seemingly beaten
a billion-dollar R&D department. But what had he actually
invented? Did it really work? Singh had his patent and his
prototype. Now all that remained was to introduce his
invention to the world.

SO SINGH WROTE LETTERS—DOZENS UPON DOZENS OF LET-
ters, each accompanied by an 8 x 10 glossy of his spark plugs.
He wrote to presidents Clinton and Bush, to no effect. He
wrote to Tony Blair and got a nice thank-you form on 
10 Downing Street stationery. (“The British are a different
lot,” he says proudly. “They respond to a letter.”) He wrote to 
President A.P.J. Abdul Kalam of India and received a series of

On the wall is a sign bearing Singh’s motto:
We specialize in work which few understand.

OBSESSION
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letters and promises for follow-up, none of which bore 
fruit. He wrote to auto manufacturers from Dearborn to
Pune, from Ford to Tata Motors. Tata, an Indian car company,
expressed interest in the vague, noncommittal way that
Singh had come to recognize as a mannered blow-off; Ford
responded with a note wishing him “good luck,” which Singh
didn’t much like, and the recommendation that he submit 
his “suggestion” through the company’s dedicated Web site 
(fordnewideas.com), which he liked even less.

Ford Global Technologies generates most ideas internal-
ly, employing 1,200 innovators—an alphabet soup of Bach-
elors and Masters and Ph.D.s from more than 60 countries,
who file around 500 patents a year from gleaming Death
Star–size facilities such as the
Scientific Research Laboratory
in Dearborn, Michigan, and
the Forschungszentrum in
Aachen, Germany. Outsiders
like Singh are encouraged to
submit through the Web site,
and every year, 5,000 ideas
pour in from inventors, aca-
demics, mechanics, customers
and even children.

But of course, submitting
with the masses was not
Singh’s style. After all, he had
conquered the internal com-
bustion engine; he didn’t want
to just click through a legal
waiver and throw his life’s
work, his lottery ticket, into a
virtual wishing well, with no
promise of return. Instead he
wrote directly to the company
president, and he did it by mail,
with stamps and a typed letter
and his standard spark plug
photograph. He wanted to be
recognized, singled out, and
ushered through the front door. When he found himself
repeatedly referred to the public portal, Singh simply took
his business elsewhere.

Mostly, Singh spent his hope and energy writing to sci-
entists. Surely, he thought, engineers would understand the
significance of his idea! Or at least offer insight to what was
happening inside his scratched cylinders. Singh writes the
way he thinks, and his letters were excitable, florid docu-
ments in which his theories on combustion, turbulence and
the environment were drawn in multiple colors and empha-
sized with triple interrobangs and exclamation marks. 

The scientists’ replies were more compact. He claimed to
have conquered the internal combustion engine? Using
poor fuel on engines of antiquated design, evaluated with-
out scientific instruments and in third-world conditions?
Had he tested the design for 500,000 miles, they wondered,
as a proper R&D lab would? He hadn’t—none of his 
modified engines had done more than 65,000 road miles.
Had he tested it on non-Indian vehicles or with the kinds of

fuel used in the developed world? (He hadn’t.) Had he put it
on a proper dynamometer, tested horsepower and torque?
(No, but there’s a reason. . . .) Could he send them an official
printout from a five-gas analyzer indicating the oxides of
nitrogen and carbon and the unburned hydrocarbons and
total fuel economy? In a word, no.

It was possible that Singh’s invention was useful for the
inefficient engines and poor-grade gasoline that crowd the
Bangalore-Mysore road—but of course, any modern modifi-
cation would improve on those ICE dinosaurs. So how, the
scientists asked, did he know that his modification really did
anything? Singh explained about the quiet and the low rpms,
the blue spark plugs and clean tailpipes. “What more proof

do we need?” he’d ask. “What
more does the world need?”

AS THE SCIENTISTS HAD
made clear, what the world
needed was proof of concept,
in the form of hard, numeri-
cal data. But in Singh’s India,
getting numbers is not as
easy as you might imagine.
First there’s the price: The
most basic dyno test costs
25,000 rupees, or about $550,
plus the cost of the engines,
parts, assistants and fuel.
That’s real money to ama-
teurs anywhere; in India,
where the average person
earns around $250 a year, it’s
real close to impossible.

Even if you can manage
the money, testing in India
is a difficult proposition.
Singh repeatedly beseeched
Mico-Bosch, a Bangalore
subsidiary of the German
dyno-testing giant, to let

him pay for an afternoon’s test, and was just as repeatedly
blown off. As he quickly learned, there are only three gov-
ernment-authorized dyno-testing facilities in all of India,
each used almost exclusively for manufacturers. An ama-
teur inventor here—even one with 25,000 rupees in his
pocket—can’t just walk in off the street and test any old
engine he likes, at least not without the written permission
of the engine’s manufacturer.

“I imagined that these great men would say, ‘OK, let us get
down to the bloody bottom line! Let us see about what on
earth can be happening!’” Singh says. “Or perhaps, at the very
least, be willing to take my money.”

The rule requiring manufacturer consent is apparently an
effort to prevent individuals from disputing the official data
on horsepower and emissions, as published by importers,
manufacturers and the Indian government. “They don’t want
any Ralph Naders popping up here,” Singh explains weakly.

In November 2002 Singh actually received one such per-
mission from a manufacturer to (CONTINUED ON PAGE 165)

y

CHECK-UP Singh at his most comfortable: opening the
hood of one of his modified creations, ready to work.

http://fordnewideas.com


http://www.shellus.com


http://www.craftsman.com


Congratulations, America: You live in a time when your station wagon has more horsepower than a
’60s-era Ferrari, when your Corvette gets better gas mileage than a ’92 Hyundai and when your 

Toyota runs, at least part of the time, on batteries. The reason for all of this, the reason that automakers
can give us precisely what we want (and what we want, increasingly, are vehicles that perform) is, of
course, technology. Advances in engine dynamics, safety systems and handling tech have made the aver-
age automobile faster, safer and more efficient than ever before. And as relatively new technological mar-
vels, such as active suspension systems, trickle down through the model lines, cars should only get better.
Of course, until we can overcome our dependence on foreign oil, there will always be the possibility of a
catastrophic short in our vehicular freedoms. But for now, the future looks bright. Enjoy it while you can.
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IS THIS THE GOLDEN AGE OF DRIVING? 
The automobile is faster,
smarter and safer than ever
before, and we have 
the numbers to prove it.

FOLDOUT, NEXT PAGE 
THE NUMBER-CRUNCHED CARD

RESEARCH BY AARON CLARK
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To date, have 

saved more than 
14,500 lives 

CLEAN AIR
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Average fleet fuel mileage: 1970–2010

FUEL CRISIS
BEGINS
1973 

CATALYTIC 
CONVERTER
1974
Reduces smog-
forming gases
from exhaust 

END OF THE MUSCLE CARS: 1970–1973 OIL CRISIS: 1

Cheap gas, big V8s, little regulation: Muscle
cars embodied pure love of driving yet

lacked proper suspension or safety systems.

1970 Dodge Charger 1975 Hond
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Vehicles per 1,000 people
US (     ) compared with other countries

Dots (  ) show the 2001 ratio of cars to people 
in other countries. For example, in 2001 
China had the same ratio of vehicles 
per 1,000 people as the U.S. 
did in 1912.
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Wealth, geography and
manufacturing ability have led to 

our obsession with cars: There’s about one 
for every man, woman and child in the U.S.
Unsurprisingly, we also consume the most oil,
aided in part by our relatively low gas taxes.

UNITED STATE OF THE CAR

230 MILLION
VEHICLES AND 
COUNTING

THE FLOW OF GLOBAL OIL
The balance of oil around the world, in thousands of barrels per day

DRIVING

Source: Transportation Energy Data Book/Stacy Davis
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1980 1985’81 ’82 ’83 ’84 ’86 ’87’79’77 ’786

15 mpg

Americans turned to cleaner, more fuel-
most direct path to better fuel economy:
e era of 10mpg muscle cars was over.

American automakers responded to the demand for fuel efficiency with joyless,
unreliable small cars such as the Pinto and Chevette, and sales suffered.

MODEL T FORD
20 miles per gallon
40 miles per hour top speed
$10,185 in today’s dollars
10 inches ground clearance
20 horsepower
4 seats
1,200 pounds

HUMMER H2
11–12 miles per gallon
110 miles per hour top speed
$51,800 in today’s dollars
9.7 inches ground clearance
325 horsepower
5 seats
6,400 pounds

MARIO ANDRETTI BECOMES LAST
AMERICAN TO WIN FORMULA 1

CHAMPIONSHIP 1978

JAPAN SURPASSES U.S.
IN AUTO SALES 1980

KNIGHT RIDER
DEBUTS 1982

ANTILOCK
BRAKES

1978
Prevent 

lockup on
slick surfaces

MULTILINK SUSPENSION  1982
Allows engineers to better tune
a car’s handling characteristics  

NEW YORK BECOMES 
FIRST STATE TO REQUIRE 

SEATBELT USE 1984

CONGRESS BANS
LEADED GAS

1985

Z-RATED TIRE  1987
Designed not to explode at

speeds of more than 149 mph

1973–1979 DOMESTIC WOES: 1979–1985 NEW MONEY, NEW CARS:          

da Civic 1982 Chevy Chevette

THE ORIGINAL
SUV VS. THE
ULTIMATE SUV
What hath
technology
wrought? 296 
more horses 
pulling 5,200 
more pounds

Six manufacturers 
and their major 
subsidiaries make 
58.8% of cars 
worldwide.

Others include:
Nissan
Honda
Renault
BMW
Avtovaz
Changan

*

Some representative model lines
Cadillac
Chevrolet
Hummer
Pontiac

Daewoo (44.6%/2002)
Isuzu (12%/2002)
Saab (100%/1990)
Subaru (20%/2000)

Land Rover (100%/2000)

Lincoln
Volvo (100%/1999)
Jaguar (100%/1989)
 

Lexus
Scion
Daihatsu (51.2%)
Hino (50.1%)

Audi
Bentley (100%/1998)
Skoda (100%/1991)
Seat (100%/1999)

Chrysler
Mercedes-Benz

Dodge
Mitsubishi (37.1%) 

Hyundai (10.5%/2000)

GM
14.7%

Ford
10.9%

Toyota
12.0%

Volkswagen
8.7%

All
other

makers *

DaimlerChrysler
7.1% (For recently acquired

makes, we list the 
parent company’s percent 
ownership and the first 
year it made significant 
investments.)

Citroën

PSA Peugeot
5.5%

1980: 160 models available

2004: 280 models available

With the economy booming,
buyers demanded luxury

along with reliability. 

1989 Lexus LS 400

As our appetite for cars has grown, so
have our options: We have 75 percent

more models to choose from than we did a quarter of 
a century ago. Yet with mergers and takeovers, 
these models are produced by ever fewer companies.
Compare the epitome of the modern niche product 
with the Model T, which stood alone in the showroom.

FREEDOM OF CHOICE

MODEL CANDIDATES
A car for every taste and every budget: Model lines for sale in the U.S.

OPTIONS

Sources: Global Insight; Automotive News Data Center
Sources: Henry Ford
Museum; General Motors

Source: JD Power and Associates

WHO MAKES WHAT
The Big Three aren’t what they used to be: Global vehicle sales, by manufacturer

I L LUSTRAT IONS BY NIGEL  HOLMES



1990 1995’88 ’89 ’91 ’92 ’93 ’94 ’96 ’97 ’98

15 mpg

20 mpg

Cheap gas and big suburbs led to the explosion of the SUV.

Amount of energy
from fossil fuels
(internal combustion 
engine = 1)

Greenhouse gas 
emissions
grams per mile

1.00

Traditiona
internal 

combustion en

403

HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Use gas engine and electric
motor combo for power 

SCHWARZENEGGER
BUYS HIS HUMMER

1992

NATIONAL
55MPH
SPEED LIMIT
REPEALED
1996

DYNAMIC STABILITY CONTROL  1995
Modulates power and applies brakes
to specific wheels to enhance traction

VARIABLE VALVE TIMING  1995
Adjusts valve timing for efficient

combustion across the rpm range

1985–1990 THE RISE OF THE SUV: 1990–1997 INTERNET MONEY 

Increasingly sophistica
without miserable fuel ec

a market for the exp

4.7 deaths per
100 million miles

1.5 deaths per
100 million miles

2002

1970

NEW TECHNOLOGY SAVES LIVES
Airbags and ABS make an impact: Fatalities are down by 68 percent

1991 Ford Explorer 2000 BMW M5

A U.K. insurance 
company recently 
found that:

Drivers‘ reaction 
times are 30%
slower when talking 
on a handheld phone 
than they are when
the driver is drunk.

At 70 mph, 
drivers need an 
extra 46 feet
when talking 
on a cellphone.

Drivers need 
an extra 26 feet 
to stop when  
talking on a 
hands-free phone.

Oh, *#@*!

17,41917,419

1,400,000 people 
were arrested for 
driving under the 
influence of alcohol 
or narcotics. (That’s 
one for every 137 
drivers in the U.S.)

In 2002, 41% of all
fatal crashes involved 
alcohol use.

alcohol-related traffictrafficalcohol-related

There 
were 

fatalities in 2002. 
(That averages one

There 
were 

fatalities in 2002. 

every 30 minutes.)

Average mpg

Average weight

Average horsepower

Average 0–60

1975 198

13.1

4,060 lbs

137

14.1 secs

22.1

3,22

118

13.1

Safety
technology
such as airbags
and antilock
brakes has
reduced the
number of 
fatal crashes 
by two thirds
since 1970.
Fatalities today
are most often
the result of
driver failings,
misjudgment 
or distraction.

Engines are
powerful, w

result: a big hurdle for alte
require significant amoun

IT’S NOT THE CAR’S FAULT
ANYMORE

GASO
NOWH

BOTTLE
BLINDERS

Booze: Still the
dumbest thing

behind the wheel

SAFETY ENERGY

Source: Center for Transportation Research

Source: Environme

Sources: U.S. Department of Transportation; National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration

Source: Direct Line Insurance
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15 mpg

2000 2004

23 mpg

20 mpg

’99 ’01 ’02 ’03 ’10’05 ’06 ’07 ’08 ’09

Rising gas costs and advances in hybrid
technology made hybrids a no-

compromise option for the first time.

The preceding decades of advances in safety, 
suspension and engine tech have led us back to 340hp 

rear-wheel-drive muscle cars for $30k.

And from here? Car lovers should be optimistic about the future: 
The pace of R&D is quickening, and the market for performance-
focused automobiles shows no sign of slowing. But, as in the early
’70s, unforeseen external factors could suddenly flip the automotive
world around. Anything from economic disruption to a massive ter-
ror attack could change the auto industry’s trajectory. More likely:
another oil crisis. We’re somewhat protected from sudden fuel short-
ages by the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, but a deep, prolonged 
cut in oil supply could double or triple the price of gas and send the
industry scrambling to redesign cars for economy, not power.

al

ngine

Ethanol E85 
(in an internal

combustion engine)

Gas/electric
hybrid

Fuel cell
(hydrogen produced 
from natural gas)

0.670.71 0.59

287 325
196

1997
c

LIGHT TRUCKS
(INCLUDING

SUVS) OUTSELL
CARS 2001

DALE EARNHARDT DIES
2001

ACTIVE SUSPENSION ABC 1999
Continuously adjusts the suspen-
sion based on road conditions 

AND POWER: 1997–2001 GLOBAL GREEN: 2001–2004 MUSCLE CARS & THE NEW GOLDEN AGE: 2004–?

ated engines created power 
conomy. The tech boom created
pensive cars with the juice.

2004 Toyota Prius 2005 Dodge Magnum RT

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2005

$1.50

$2.00

$2.50

$3.00

87 2004

0 lbs

 secs

20.8

4,066 lbs

208

10.0 secs

1975 2004

HORSEPOWER

208

137

ENGINE SIZE
(liters)

4.9

3.42

e growing smaller yet more
while gas gets cheaper. The
ernative fuels, which still
nts of fossil fuels to produce.

LINE’S END:
HERE IN SIGHT

TECHNOLOGY

BIGGER
CARS, NOT
BETTER
MILEAGE
Jumps in vehicle
size and engine
horsepower,
1975–2004

NEW FUELS,
SAME OLD
FOSSILS
Hydrogen and
other alternative
fuels aren’t all
green once we
account for the
net, or “well-to-
wheel,” energy
used, which
includes the
energy needed to
extract, refine and
distribute the fuel.

GASOLINE AND ITS COST
The price of a gallon of gas in the U.S. just keeps going

down, important exceptions aside

h/Michael Wang Source: Environmental Protection Agency
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THE GURU OF IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING 
CREATES A CAR

MATERIALS MAN Architect Frank Gehry in a cardboard chair of his own design. 
Gehry is collaborating with a group of MIT students to make a new type of concept car.

The colorful wood-block models behind him were built by one of the students.

DESIGN

What would happen if an architect renowned for his unruly,
twisted-metal structures decided to craft a new kind of
automobile? We’re about to find out.

By Jessie Scanlon
Photograph by John B. Carnett
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WO YEARS AGO, FRANK O. GEHRY STRAPPED
himself into the driver’s seat of a V8 Dodge
Dakota pickup with bald rear tires and
drove onto a skid pad at the Mazda Race-
way Laguna Seca in Monterey, California. It
was a clear day, but the pad’s surface was
wet, and within seconds he was sliding out
of control—which was the point. Gehry—
the world-renowned architect of the titani-

um-clad Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain, and the Dis-
ney Concert Hall in Los Angeles—had come to this Skip
Barber Racing School along with a group of researchers
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to learn the
tricks of the pros: skid recovery, heel-and-toe downshifting
and the advanced braking techniques of For-
mula 1 drivers.

“It was scary,” the 75-year-old architect says
of the 110-octane weekend. But he wasn’t
there for the adrenaline rush. He was there to
research a new project: building an automo-
bile. Gehry is collaborating with the MIT
Media Lab to design a concept car unlike any-
thing Detroit would produce by itself.

The idea is to leverage the Media Lab’s
knowledge of advanced technologies and
Gehry’s knack for building the impossible to
produce a vehicle that challenges the conven-
tional wisdom of how a car is designed and
what it can do. General Motors, a Media Lab
sponsor, has signed on to provide technical
support. “GM knows how to design automo-
biles, and it does that very well,” says William
Mitchell of MIT, a professor at both the school
of architecture and the Media Lab, in whose
classroom the concept-car idea was concocted.
“But it’s hard to step out of the box. That was
our mandate.”

Ever since Harley Earl, GM’s first design
chief, unveiled the company’s earliest concept
cars—including the LeSabre of 1951, with its
fully automatic convertible top—the industry
has used show cars to hint at the future. But prophesies can
be wrong. In hindsight, the bold vision of the 1956 Firebird
II—a turbine-powered, titanium-skinned prototype engi-
neered for the automated highways of tomorrow—showed a
naive optimism. “If you go too far out, you lose credibility,”
admits Wayne K. Cherry, who recently retired as GM’s vice
president of design but is on contract to see this project
through. “But if you don’t go far enough, then why bother?”

GEHRY FREES WALLS THE WAY JACKSON POLLOCK FREED
paint. His swirling, curvilinear forms pushed the technical
boundaries of 20th-century architecture and forced steel-
workers, roofers and others to reinvent their crafts. Seen
from the surrounding hillside, the Guggenheim Bilbao un-
furls in metallic waves; closer up, you can see the 0.38-
millimeter-thick sheets of titanium almost flutter. Some
observers have called it the first building of the 21st century.
More recently, Gehry has earned headlines for the steel-clad

Walt Disney Concert Hall and for MIT’s Stata Center, with its
tilted brick towers and crumpled metal.

An unconventional approach to materials has defined
Gehry’s career, yet it has also earned him derision, especially
in the early years, when he experimented with chain link
and plywood. “Being accepted isn’t everything,” he once 
said. His reputation grew, and in 1989 he won the Pritzker
Prize—the Nobel of architecture—though it was the 1997
Guggenheim Bilbao that brought him worldwide celebrity.

Gehry’s work is enabled by a software tool known as
CATIA, which stands for “computer-aided three-dimensional
interactive application.” Gehry discovered it while experienc-
ing a frustrating false start on the Disney Concert Hall, which
he first designed in 1990. The hall’s curved facades seem

almost tame post-Bilbao, but back then, such warped struc-
tures had never been realized. Gehry was trusted to serve only
as the design architect at the time; an executive architect was
hired to translate his two-dimensional designs into detailed
construction documents. Based on those documents, which
did not accurately represent Gehry’s plan, projected construc-
tion costs spiraled out of control, and in 1994 the client balked.
In the meantime, Gehry’s partner Jim Glymph had joined the
firm and, exploring ways for Gehry to better document his
designs in three dimensions, found CATIA.

The program was originally developed in France by Das-
sault Systèmes to assist aerospace engineers in building com-
plex curved shapes. Although CATIA is now the industry
standard for auto engineers, it is not generally used by their
colleagues in the design department. That’s because the soft-
ware’s strength is in making fine mechanical and engineer-
ing adjustments; it doesn’t allow for intuitive sketching and
image-driven studies. CATIA is a parametric system: The

DRIVING FORCE MIT’s William Mitchell studies a foamcore model of a 
car whose seats are attached to the door, rotating outward for easy entry.

T
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relationships among components are built into the model.
When a designer makes a change, all the other components
that are affected by that change are adjusted automatically in
a sort of ripple effect—the axles lengthen, for instance, when
the car gets wider. The software can also simulate the behav-
ior of various materials under stress.

Gehry still starts his design work by making sketches and
physical models. But as the building’s form solidifies, those
prototypes are digitized and converted into CATIA models.
This gives Gehry unprecedented control over not only
design but construction: Contractors download the CATIA
models directly into milling machines, laser cutters and
other computer-controlled manufacturing equipment.

The hope is that Gehry’s tech-assisted daring will yield a
car that’s as fresh and surprising as his buildings. But the
goal is not a Bilbao on wheels. The car’s engineering is being
developed by a team of MIT students—from the Media Lab
and the school of architecture, along with one stray neuro-
biology postdoc. They are looking beyond aesthetics to fea-
tures such as novel chassis designs, new suspension systems,
alternatives to the seatbelt, and hubless wheels. 

GM HAS COLLABORATED WITH SEVERAL UNLIKELY DESIGNERS
in recent years. In 1992 the company unveiled the 1,400-
pound Ultralite concept, developed with aviation pioneer
Burt Rutan. The innovative aluminum structure of last year’s

The foil-quilted soft car, a prototype
developed by the MIT student team,
would allow for kinder, gentler traf-
fic jams: Think bumper cars at rush
hour. The wheels point in any direc-
tion, including sideways and diago-

nally, making parallel parking 
a cinch. Motors and suspension 

are stuffed within the hubs. 

THE BUBBLE-LIKE SOFT CAR
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A dynamic digital skin 
(below) would be opaque to 
outsiders except in the area
where the driver is looking.
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Cadillac Sixteen was built in partnership with Alcoa. And the
sporty Hummer H3T was created with help from Nike.

“Anytime you ask a nonautomotive designer to create a car,
you end up with something different,” says Frank Saucedo,
design director of GM’s North Hollywood studio. “The stuff
Gehry is doing in his buildings, those motion-induced shapes
—a car designer thinking about aerodynamics would never
make that, so we may see a very fresh vocabulary emerge.”

Gehry, who has designed watches, chairs, even a line of
doorknobs, says this challenge holds particular appeal. “When
you think about it,” he muses, “the car represents so much
about American society. It’s got social issues. It’s got style. It’s
got symbolism. So it’s fascinating from that standpoint.”

For GM, the project provides a rare opportunity. Bottom-
line pressures have forced the Big Three to cut costs by
streamlining the manufacturing process. A few years ago, GM
had 40 kinds of door handles in its parts bin; today it has five.
The company is also building cars as different as the Corvette
C6 and the Cadillac XLR on the same basic architecture, leav-
ing less leeway for radical design or engineering innovations.

Moreover, the company’s concept cars—with the ex-
ception of the breakthrough Autonomy and its second iter-
ation, the Hy-wire—are now closely aligned with its pro-
duction vehicles. “Concept cars have become strategic
messages that aren’t about getting the public to dream,” says
Geoff Wardle, the acting chair of transportation design at
the Art Center College of Design in Pasadena, California.
“They are more of a test bed to see how a design direction
or new technology will be perceived.”

The Gehry creation
will be another sort 
of concept car. It is
unlikely to turn into a
new line of produc-
tion vehicles, but the
exercise may inspire
some dreaming. “The
car industry needs so
much help in extract-
ing itself from its view of how a car should be designed,”
Wardle says. “Just the fact that Gehry is doing this will stir
people up and get them thinking.”

Gehry is more circumspect. “It’s not likely that a creature
from another culture is going to come in and come up with
anything new,” he says. “The only thing that’s possible is that
you bring to it a new way of looking at something. You ask
stupid questions, and that might trigger ideas.”

SEATED IN HIS SPACIOUS CORNER OFFICE ON THE FOURTH
floor of the MIT Media Lab, William Mitchell is discussing tri-
angular wheels. It’s an inauspicious, if not absurd, starting
point, but his students still produced several solutions—
including an equilateral triangle with arced sides and a central
gear that ensures that the axle remains the same distance from
the ground. “We didn’t spend much time on that, though,”
Mitchell says. “We had more important things to get to.”

That was last September, three years after one of
Mitchell’s Ph.D. students, Ryan Chin, proposed that the
Media Lab build a concept car. Mitchell ultimately con-
vinced Gehry, an old friend and occasional co-teacher at

TEAM EFFORT Clockwise from top: Recently retired GM design chief
Wayne Cherry brings four decades of experience to the project; MIT
administrator Betty Lou McClanahan and student Ryan Chin, origi-
nators of the concept-car idea, in the studio; Gehry partner Jim
Glymph, whose technical genius makes audacious forms buildable;
MIT’s Stata Center, the Gehry-designed haven for comp-sci students.
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IM MIT’s architecture school, to sign on. GM, already a Media
Lab sponsor, agreed to provide engineering support and to
build the vehicle. Mitchell’s goal was to have his students fin-
ish basic R&D in a year, leaving another year for Gehry to
create his design. 

In consultation with GM and Gehry, the student team
began with certain assumptions: The car would be drive-by-
wire: Mechanical linkages would be replaced by digital con-
nections. And it would incorporate a hybrid or fuel-cell
propulsion system. Everything else was to be determined.

Their first step was to build crude digital diagrams of pos-
sible chassis configurations—including where the passengers
sit and the placement of doors and wheels. Axel Kilian, an
architecture Ph.D. candidate, then camped out in Gehry’s
product design studio to make prototypes of each configura-
tion for the architect to play with. Back in Massachusetts, the
students built hundreds of scrappy models of their own, from
metal screws, foamcore, plaster, starch, welded copper wire

and even plastic Easter eggs. They mocked up a driver’s seat
and connected it to a PlayStation running Gran Turismo for
full driving effect. They made miniatures of wheels and other
parts on the stereo lithography machine in the basement.

At the same time, the team was using CATIA to build 3-D
digital models of the car. During my visit, Kilian offered to
show me how the software works. He clicked open a drawing
of a three-seater with the driver and a passenger in front and
a second passenger between them in the second row. Then
he dragged the third seat behind the driver, making it float
outside the car’s tapered body, and slooowly the model 
shifted the car’s form—reshaping the shell, widening the rear
wheel base. Next Kilian narrowed the car so that there was
no longer room to house three hydrogen storage tanks side by
side. The system reacted again, raising the height of the pas-
senger compartment and stacking the hydrogen cylinders.

In June, after an academic year’s worth of R&D and a week
of sleepless nights, Mitchell’s group opened a work-in-
progress exhibition of the concept car. Visitors to MIT’s Wolk
Gallery previewed new propulsion systems, drive-by-wire
interfaces, vehicle architectures and a smart outer “skin” with
networked, embedded intelligence. The posters and proto-
types lining the walls—physical answers to scores of what-if
questions that Mitchell’s team had considered over the course
of the year—were intended to serve as fodder for Gehry,
techie starting points from which he could begin his design.

Some of the renderings in the exhibit illustrate novel sur-
face materials. Organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) are a
low-power display technology that is self-luminous and thus
requires no bulky backlighting. An OLED skin could be pro-
grammed to change the color of the car or to indicate where
the driver is looking; it could make mechanical indicator
lights and metal license plates obsolete. Other drawings on
display show the students’ idea of the “soft car,” covered with
a flexible, quilted plastic foil called ETFE (ethyltetrafluo-
roethylene). This material is layered, and the spaces in
between are filled with air the way a down comforter’s feath-
ered squares are. The car would have a hard inner shell to
protect passengers, and the soft ETFE-based outer shell
would allow for bumper-car-like traffic patterns that the MIT
team has termed “gentle congestion.”

In another concept on display, a lightweight passenger
compartment is suspended from the car’s exoskeleton. Decou-
pling the passenger cabin from the car body creates opportu-
nities for more flexible designs. It also allows for new safety
features. Today’s auto bodies are built with crumple zones
that compress during an accident and absorb the energy of
the impact. In one proposed additional safety system, the
cabin hangs from an internal ceiling beam and a layer of fluid
separates it from the car’s exoskeleton. In a collision, the
swinging of the cabin and the fluid buffer would act as shock
absorbers. Mitchell’s group is patenting yet another safety fea-
ture: a robotic “wearable seat.” In a crash, the edges of the seat
wrap around passengers in a partial embrace, far exceeding
the protective power of seatbelts and airbags.

The group is also trying to patent a new wheel design. In
1990 Osmos, a French company, introduced the hubless
wheel, in which steering and braking components are inte-
grated into the outer ring. The MIT

MIT students used CATIA software to generate a novel seating
plan—driver, two passengers behind, one in rear. Boxes stand
in for seats, powertrain, battery and other components; 
axial lines indicate the geometries of each object. When any
element is moved, adjustments are calculated automatically.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 168)

y

Another MIT vision is an expandable car. A hydraulic device
stretches the vehicle’s skeleton from Mini Cooper to minivan
length; it collapses back down for easy parking and storage.
Foil-covered pneumatic air bladders on the exterior inflate to
provide cushioning in case the car hits a biker or pedestrian.

THE ACCORDION CAR

GEOMETRY IN MOTION

DESIGN
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For 64 years, concept
cars have wooed 
and wowed the driving 
public. Many made
empty promises, but the
best foreshadowed real
technological change. 

By Stephan Wilkinson

Although concepts and prototypes
date to the birth of the auto indus-
try, the 1940 Buick Y-Job, created
by General Motors’s Harley Earl and
built for his personal use, is widely
considered the first full-blown con-
cept car in the modern sense. Earl
thought outside of the boxy designs
of his day to produce a low, stream-
lined car with concealed headlights,
flush door handles, an automatic
convertible top, power windows
and an unheard-of horizontal grille.

THE FIRST:
1940 Y-JOB

Hybrid cars are
associated with
pokey nerd-chic city
cars such as Toyota’s
own Prius, but the
elegant carbon-fiber
Volta, created by
Italdesign for Toyota,
runs on a V6 hybrid
powertrain that gets
40 mpg. Result: 408
horses, 0–60 in 4.03
seconds, estimated 
150mph top speed. 

THEFUTURE ON
FOURWHEELS   

(MORE OR
LESS)

<

THE LATEST:
2004
TOYOTA
VOLTA
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T WAS A MAGNIFICENT MACHINE,
a stunning glimpse of the future made
manifest in Detroit steel. The Y-Job, an
experimental Buick roadster that
appeared in 1940, is widely consid-
ered the first full-blown concept car in
automotive history. Its sleek, low,
chrome-slathered body parted the
American automotive sea at a time

when most cars were tall, bustle-trunked Bonnie-
and-Clyde rides with running boards and acorn-pod
headlights. Yet the Y-Job was not built for bragging
rights at car shows, as concept cars are today. It was
built so that design chief Harley Earl could drive
around Detroit in the coolest ride in town.

In the 64 years since the Y-Job, concept cars have
served too many masters and purposes to count.
Some have been credible technology demonstra-
tors: automatic and hidden headlights, power win-
dows, cruise control, rearview TV, parking sensors,
keyless ignition, LED brake lights, variable-opacity
roof glass, navigation systems, rain sensors, folding
metal roofs and dozens of other now common fea-
tures first appeared in concept cars as early as the
1940s. Other concepts have been pure fancy: At 
the 1996 British Auto Show, a design team from
Coventry University displayed Concept 2096, a
wheel-less, windowless, driverless vehicle that
looked much like something you might find suck-
ing your thigh after you’d waded through a swamp.
The power plant? “Slug drive,” which the creators
admitted hadn’t yet been invented.

Some concepts have been public opinion polls
or previews—Do you like this new design direc-
tion? Others have been extreme-makeover ver-
sions of production vehicles, designed to answer
the “Jeez, what are we gonna do for the Detroit
show?” question: next year’s pickup truck, say, but
with 26-inch wheels, rubber-band tires, a 15-liter
V12 from the company’s earthmover division and
a $40,000 iridescent paint job. But the most impor-
tant goal of the concept exercise is to produce a
machine—sometimes a working, rolling vehicle,
sometimes a plastic shell—that appears to be an
artifact of the future. At a time when every mod-
ern car company feels it must have the future in
its crosshairs, the concept car retains its potency.

“There’s an arms-race quality to it today,” says
David Laituri, a principal industrial designer at the
Massachusetts firm Design Continuum, which
counts BMW among its clients. “It’s blinding, the
sheer number of concept cars today. It’s the price of
entry. You have to do something to be competitive.”

IN THE 1950s—THE GOLDEN AGE OF THE CONCEPT
car—and the decades that followed, the best of 
the concept cars were technology forecasts and test-
beds, although designers interested in flash could
always simply pimp their future rides by loading
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ALTERNATIVE POWER PLANTS

What happens when most of the working parts—fuel cells,
electric motors, powertrain, etc.—can be forced into a six-
inch-thick “skateboard” that sits below the driver’s and passen-
gers’ feet? Answer: a concept for interchangeable body types
and variable cabin configurations that can be snapped onto a
common platform. A docking port simplifies the connection,
and variable drive-by-wire controls offer an unprecedented
degree of customization. In the wildest vision, owners could
simply trade in a body—say, a four-person sedan—for a pick-
up truck or sports car. Problem: Fuel cells were and remain too
bulky to fit into the skateboard and provide the juice required.

AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

2002 GM AUTONOMY

I

PREVIOUS PAGE,  FROM TOP:  COURTESY GENERAL MOTORS;  COURTESY TOYOTA. 
THIS SPREAD, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:  COURTESY ARCHIVIO STORICO ALFA ROMEO (2) ;
COURTESY DAIMLERCHRYSLER HISTORICAL COLLECT ION; COURTESY GENERAL MOTORS
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The BAT 7 was the most exciting of the Alfa Romeo BAT (Berlina Aerodynamica Tecnica) series produced
from 1953 to 1955 under Bertone designer Franco Scaglione. The signature tail fins direct airflow to 
the back of the car, holding the drive wheels to the road at high speeds. The design was extraordinarily
advanced, delivering a drag coefficient of 0.19 (modern sedans average 0.35) in an era when other
concept cars considered “aerodynamics” to be fake rocket exhausts and gunsight hood ornaments.  

1954 ALFA ROMEO BAT 7

Looks ordinary enough, but there’s a 
jet engine under the hood. In a 1963
test program, 203 ordinary folks took 
three-month shifts cruising around in
Chrysler/Ghia Turbine Cars (50 were
produced). The simple fourth-generation
turbine engines, a product of Chrysler
research that dated back to the 1940s,
ran vibration-free on practically any-
thing that burned, with relatively little
required maintenance. The program
was nearly successful—most testers
said they would buy one if the price
were right—but high costs, noise and
poor acceleration soured the deal.
Chrysler stuck with the turbine engine
research for years to come, finally 
giving up in the late 1970s.

LOW DRAG Curved tail fins cosseted the
airflow to minimize the drag-producing vortex
behind the car and to generate downforce.

1963
CHRYSLER/GHIA
TURBINE CAR
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Though it bore the galloping-horse logo that has graced Mustangs for
nearly 40 years, the Mustang I concept car was substantially different
from the production model that followed. It reflected Ford’s desire to pro-
duce a sporty car, but the company ultimately decided that a two-seater
had limited market appeal. The production model, introduced in 1964,
had four seats and a front engine, either an inline-6 or a V8, instead of
the midengine V4. Dan Gurney did demonstration laps in one of the 
two Mustang I’s produced, with 
impressive times at both 
Watkins Glen and 
Laguna Seca.

PERFORMANCE DRIVING
1962 FORD MUSTANG I

Coventry University students glimpsed 100 years into a
future without wheels, windows or drivers to model the
teardrop-shaped Concept 2096 for the 1996 British Auto
Show. It runs on the mysterious (and totally fictitious) “slug
drive.” The ultimate example of all concept, no car.

1996 2096 SLUG

NEW SHAPES AND FORMS

cars up with phony jet exhausts, rocket fins and
fighter-plane bubble canopies. Today concept car
designers are dealing with technologies—wireless
navigational networking, for example—that oper-
ate under the skin of the machine: They’re invisible.
The future needs to be seen to be believed, but the
sheer complexity of new technology can be hard 
to communicate. “One of the reasons hybrid tech-
nology is so successful is that it’s fairly easy to
understand,” says Alan Mudd, senior designer at
consulting firm Design Continuum in Boston. “Peo-
ple understand an electric motor plus a gasoline
engine, and they don’t need to know all about
regenerative braking. But hydrogen and fuel cells—
it’s much more difficult to grasp that technology.”

Still, there have been recent showstoppers. 
GM’s Autonomy prototype, introduced in 2002, is 
probably the most noteworthy of the past decade:
automotive design according to a post-internal-
combustion-engine paradigm. Autonomy jammed
the power plant, fuel tank and steering controls of
a vehicle into a six-inch-thick “skateboard.” No
intrusive engine, no drive shaft, no bulky fuel
tank—for that matter, no fixed place for the steer-
ing wheel, and no steering wheel either if you 
didn’t want one. The skateboard freed designers to
imagine snap-on bodies and radical new configu-
rations for seats, control systems and the like. Only
problem: The technology is years away. 

Even when a concept car is an immediate suc-
cess, as was American designer Grant Larson’s
1993 Boxster concept for Porsche, turning it into a
production model is not always straightforward.
In the real world, regulations impinge. “What you
can afford to do with a concept car is ignore the
legal demands, like bumper regulations, emissions
regulations and pedestrian-safety ratings,” says
Lars Erik Lundin, vice president of Volvo’s concept
center in Camarillo, California. “So you may be dis-
appointed when you go from concept car to real
car, because the design suffers.”

Note that Lundin is far from Volvo headquarters
in Gothenburg, Sweden. Almost without exception,
modern concept cars are designed not by salary-
men sitting in Toyota City or cubicled workers in
Detroit but by free-thinking stylists in southern
California, Barcelona, Milan, Paris and other
vibrant culture centers. The sun is bright, and the
suits are a thousand miles away. “If you’re in the
middle of headquarters,” Lundin says, “your best
designers are constantly pulled into fixing produc-
tion projects. They’re never in peace and quiet long
enough to make a concept car. Today’s work is
always more important than the future.” Clearly
not the right formula for concept car designers: For
them, today’s work is the future. ■

Stephan Wilkinson is POPSCI’s contributing 
automotive editor.
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NEW MATERIALS

Designer Marcello Gandini experimented
with an ambitious aerodynamic form 
for the midengined 1970 Bertone Stratos. 
The windshield doubled as the only door
in this working concept. The vehicle was
the basis for the first-ever purpose-built
rally car, by Lancia. Gandini went on to
design the famous Lamborghini Countach.

1970 BERTONE
STRATOS ZERO

Looking at third-world markets, Chrysler pushed
the envelope on lightweight materials and fast
construction for its rudimentary Composite Con-
cept Vehicle (or CCV, the name a nod to the
lookalike “ugly duckling“ Citroën 2CV). The body
consisted of just four panels made from recycled
plastic. The panels were made in less than three
minutes using a computer-controlled injection
process. The sections were glued together and
mounted on a steel frame, a process that cut 
the number of parts required by 75 percent.   

1998 CHRYSLER CCV

The 1997 Mercedes F-300 Life Jet was a three-wheeled two-
seater that leaned into turns like a motorcycle. The computerized
Active Tilt Control system sensed speed and driving conditions,
then commanded the hydraulics to tilt the car body up to 
30 degrees for tight cornering. It was the first concept vehicle
to be designed exclusively on a computer. 

1997 MERCEDES F-300

INSPIRATION
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> FORMULA NONE
If racecar designers weren’t constrained by speed-stifling rules, they’d 

create monsters of suction capable of doing 300+ mph . . . upside down.  
By Preston Lerner

Illustration by Mika Grondahl

THE FUTURE OF THE CAR
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REVOR HARRIS IS LAUGHING SO HARD, A
waiter stops by to make sure everything’s
OK. Harris can’t speak, so he just waves him
away. Ten seconds pass. Twenty. Thirty.
Finally he masters his breathing and dabs at
his eyes. “And the crowd would be going
crazy,” he says, still chuckling despite his
best efforts, “because the driver would be
near death.” Another laughing jag. “Not

because the racing is so dangerous,” he wheezes, the words
escaping in a rush, “but because his blood vessels are on the
verge of exploding!”

Harris isn’t a contemporary Caligula salivating over a
twisted 21st-century blood sport. He’s an innovative engi-
neer who’s designed some of the most successful and icon-
oclastic racecars in motorsports history. But nothing he’s
created during a career spanning the Daytona 24 Hours and
the Baja 1000 comes anywhere close to the bizarro vehicle
he is now envisioning for the racecar formula I’ve suggested.
Imagine, I’d said, a series with no
rules. None. Zero. Zilch. The sky’s
the limit. Any technology you can
imagine. All the time and money
you need to develop it. What kind of
car would you create?

Harris’s salad goes uneaten. His
wine goes undrunk. Thinking on the
fly, he methodically works his way
through the aero package, the chas-
sis, engine options, braking systems,
you name it. The conversation
ranges far and wide. Then, suddenly,
it stops. With Harris, a world-class
talker, this is cause for concern. “This
is ridiculous,” he says, snorting with
equal parts derision and amusement.
“Oh, this is going to get ugly.”

“What?” I ask him. “What’s going
to get ugly?”

Pretty soon we’re both laughing
uncontrollably, although to be hon-
est, I’m not sure what’s so funny.
“Preston, this is what’s going to hap-
pen,” he says. “For the first time ever, we’re going to have
racecars that test the limits of human endurance. So instead
of engineers in the pits watching telemetry from the cars,
we’re going to have a bunch of guys in lab coats monitoring
the drivers’ vital signs. We’ll have Dr. Blood Pressure and Dr.
Blood Oxygenation Level and Dr. Heart Rate.” This prompts
a new wave of laughter. “It won’t be racing at all!” he says.
“It’ll be a war of drug companies and Ph.D. medicos!”

FOR MUCH OF THE 20TH CENTURY, RACING WAS TO AUTOMO-
biles what war was to airplanes—the crucible for technolog-
ical breakthroughs. The rearview mirror debuted at the Indi-
anapolis Motor Speedway in 1911, and disc brakes were
proven on the road circuits of Europe in the 1950s. “Racing
improves the breed” wasn’t mere advertising; it was a truth
revealed every Sunday from the chicanes of Le Mans to the

salt flats of Bonneville to dirt ovals in Podunksville, U.S.A.
It all started to go wrong in the ’60s, when engineers

brought new technical sophistication to the sport, and the
influx of millions of dollars in corporate sponsorship allowed
them to play Mr. Wizard. Speeds made a quantum leap. Ditto
driver fatalities. Ever since, Job One of the rule-makers has
been to slow the cars down. And they’ve done it, for the most
part, by banning leading-edge technology.

The result, ironically, is that contemporary racecars are, in
many respects, less sophisticated than everyday econoboxes.
“People talk about technology trickledown,” says British aero-
dynamicist Mark Handford. “But it’s tosh, really. If you look
at the spec sheet for an E-Class Mercedes, you’ll find elec-
tronic stability control and next-generation antilock brakes
and all sorts of other things that are illegal in Formula 1. It’s
so frustrating to have all this technology and not be able to
use it. If you want racing to be dynamic, to encourage inno-
vation and get people excited about engineering, then the
ideal formula could be written on a single piece of paper.”

Modern motorsports rule books
are tomes of dense engineering spec-
ifications. But historically, the least
restrictive rules have produced the
most imaginative racecars. So what
would happen, we at POPSCI won-
dered, if we trashed the rule book? “It
all depends on what kind of circuits
you’re going to race on,” says Tony
Southgate, a British designer whose
cars have won at Indy, Le Mans and
Monaco. “And realistically, you have to
have some rules, or you could design
a car so wide that nobody could pass
you or something ridiculous like that.”

OK, so the car’s got to have wheels;
any number will do. It has to be able
to run a two-hour race at Le Mans, a
circuit that features a challenging mix
of long straights and tight corners.
Dimensions? Bigger than a breadbox
and smaller than, say, a Hummer. 

Where do you start? Three words:
Aerodynamics, aerodynamics, aerody-

namics. “I have a nasty feeling that aero will squash every-
thing else in terms of importance,” says Kia Cammaerts, a
motorsports software supplier who’s spent countless hours
analyzing racecars in wind tunnels.

THE AERO FRONT IS WHERE ENGINEERS FACE THE TIGHTEST
restrictions. Ergo, it’s where, unfettered, they can make the
biggest gains. The first step, paradoxically, would likely be to
clip the wings. Say what? Don’t wings produce downforce,
exerting a vertical load on cars and enabling them to corner
like they’re on rails? They sure do. In fact, the first genera-
tion of wings—inverted wings, to be accurate—caused lap
speeds at Indy to skyrocket from 170 to 196 miles an hour
between 1970 and 1972. But by the end of the decade, aero-
dynamicists had discovered a far more efficient way to 
generate downforce. Known as ground effects, this entailed
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ICONOCLAST Trevor Harris gazes at his
most radical creation, the notoriously
tiny-tired Shadow Can-Am car of 1970.
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fashioning an underwing—venturi-shaped tunnels carved
from the bottom of the chassis—that creates a traction-
enhancing low-pressure zone between the car and the road.

Ground effects worked so well that rules were immediately
instituted to limit the size and shape of the underwing. But
absent any restrictions, designers would create huge tunnels
to corral as much air—and generate as much downforce—as
possible. To increase efficiency, the tunnels would be sealed
with “skirts” that would descend on command to rub against
the pavement. Modern Formula 1 cars can generate about
2,500 pounds of downforce at 150 mph. With an anything-
goes format, 10 times that much would be within reach.

But wait, there’s more! Besides ground effects, designers
would use suction—think vacuum cleaner—to develop addi-
tional traction. “It’s so much more effective than anything
else,” says Paul VanValkenburgh, a car journalist and former
engineer at Chevrolet Research and Development. There, in
1968, VanValkenburgh rigged a test chassis with a fan that
sucked the car to the ground. A similar system was imple-
mented in the Chaparral 2J Can-Am racer in 1970, and
although the “sucker car” didn’t win any races, it was so fast
that vacuum technology was immediately banned. (In For-
mula 1 racing, a conceptually similar fan car won its only race
in 1978 before being legislated into oblivion.)

The suction fan would either be powered by an auxiliary
motor or run off the main engine. Unlike ground effects, vac-
uum suction isn’t speed-dependent, so it develops great gobs
of grip even in slow corners. Put vacuum technology and
ground effects together, and you’re looking at negative lift-
over-drag ratios of as much as 20-to-1. (Modern racecars top
out around 3-to-1.) And maximum G-forces in the turns, which
now range from 3 to 5, would easily double or even triple.

This will translate into cornering speeds so preposterous
that humans may not be able to keep up. Three years ago, an
Indy car race at Texas Motor Speedway was canceled after
most of the drivers experienced headaches and dizziness—
and that was at a mere 235 mph. It turned out their symp-
toms were probably caused by inner-ear imbalances due in
part to high G-forces. And as speeds ratchet up beyond 300
mph, G-loads are going to get worse, making drivers look like
those poor astronauts-in-training wearing ghoulish, stretch-
face grins while riding high-speed centrifuges.

And drivers aren’t the only ones who might look weird.
Another consequence of a no-rules aero package is that cars
wouldn’t resemble the missiles we’re accustomed to seeing.
The wheels would be enclosed to minimize drag. So would
the cockpit. But ground effects and suction technology work
best in big areas rather than small, arguing for a large, boxy
shape. “The ideal sucker body is a pickup truck,” says Lee 
Dykstra, technology director for the Champ Car series. Then
again, the bodywork could be designed to change shape as
circumstances warrant—angling straight up to serve as an air
brake, for example. “Computers would allow you to use vari-
able aerodynamics,” says designer John Ward, a race engineer
in the Indy Racing League, “so you’d decrease drag on the
straights and increase downforce in the corners.”

AFTER AERODYNAMICS, POWER PLANTS TAKE PRIDE OF PLACE 
in the no-limits race. Rockets merit consideration—retro-

OVERDRIVE In 1968 Joe Leonard came within 10 laps of winning the Indy 500 in a four-wheel-drive car powered by a Pratt & 
Whitney gas-turbine engine that was geared to the transmission. Rules were immediately changed to make turbines uncompetitive.  

DFOLDOUT, NEXT PAGE 
TEXT CONTINUES ON PAGE 128
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kless, we at POPSCI decided to take the wild racecar
n “Formula None” (page 120) a few steps further. The
ased on a Le Mans racer, but the extensive modifications
ge in concept cars and jet fighters. All the technology
ast in the laboratory.

Today’s racecars must find a balance between downforce and drag:
Too much of the first in the corners leads to the second in the

straights. One way to overcome these compromises is through
instantly adjustable aerodynamics. Flaps on the spoilers and 

vertical wings move
along with the steering

and brakes, cutting 
a small profile at high
speeds and whipping

up as airbrakes before
the corners. The verti-

cal wings help to swing
the car around 

medium-radius turns.
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The biggest speed increase will come from the two-part ground-
effects system. A channel running through the center of the car

traps air underneath. As the air passes down the length of the
vehicle, the channel widens, creating a tube of low pressure that

sucks the car to the ground. In addition, a vacuum system pulls
air into channels along the car’s sides. The suction keeps the car

grounded in the corners, allowing for massive lateral G-loads.

INSPIRED BY A SUCTION CUP

Turbines, with their tremendous power-to-weight ratios, seem perfect for
racing. They aren’t nearly as responsive as piston engines, though, which
has helped keep them off the track. To overcome this, we’ve created a
hybrid turbine-electric powertrain. The turbine runs continuously, but its 
driveshaft is connected to an electric generator instead of directly to 
the axles. The generator powers four in-wheel electric motors and keeps 
a supercapacitor fully
charged for an extra
boost when necessary.
The supercapacitor
stores energy like a
battery yet discharges
it much more quickly.

THE MOTHER OF ALL HYBRIDS

Turbine engine

Supercapacitors

Vacuum intake

Central venturi

Fans

1. Upside-down section
2. Grates through chicanes
3. Narrow corner
4. Start and finish lines
5. Outward-banked turn

In-wheel electric
motors

Two-piece adjustable
front wing

Another strategy
racetrack designers
might use is to 
simply make the
track exceptionally
difficult—by means 
of sharper turns,
shorter straights 
or, creatively, bank-
ing turns to the 
outside so that the
racers’ centripetal
force works against 
them. Such turns
would put a higher
premium on a light-
weight chassis 
than on tire grip.
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If there are no rules on the track, the track must become the rules. This
design, based on the Road Atlanta raceway, suggests how a future race-

track might be modified to constrain and challenge the cars. Narrow turns
limit vehicle size; grates in the asphalt mitigate ground effects; and reverse-
banked corners regulate speed. The downforce of the racecars will be so
strong that we included an upside-down section, just for fun.

At speed, these racers will generate around 20 times their weight in aerodynamic downforce. The
most obvious way to demonstrate this grip is to twist a section of the track until the cars are upside 

down (think geckos on the ceiling). Dangerous, yes, but the loop could actually prove to be a relief for
drivers: After multiple high-G banked turns, inversion would pull the blood back into their heads.

OVER THE TOP

Unconstrained racecar designers might be tempted to vary the dimen-
sions of the car, lengthening it for stability at speed, widening it simply to
make it more difficult to pass. By including at least one exceptionally nar-
row corner, the track designers would effectively restrict cars’ dimensions.
In addition, ventilated
grates in the turns could
nullify suction or venturi
systems, reducing down-
force and, consequently,
cornering speeds. 

CORNER GIRDLE

NING IN
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degrees
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rockets might be used to help a car turn and stop—and even
nukes get a few votes. Hey, while we’re at it, why don’t we dust
off the flux capacitor in Michael J. Fox’s DeLorean? But seri-
ously, folks, small gas turbines are the most attractive alterna-
tive to conventional four-stroke piston engines. In fact, cars
powered by modified Pratt & Whitney helicopter turbines
coulda woulda shoulda won the Indy 500 in 1967 and 1968
before (stop me if this is getting repetitious) being effectively
outlawed. Turbines boast superlative power-to-weight ratios,
and they’re smaller and torquier than four-stroke piston
engines. Also, thrust could be vectored, or angled, to help turn
the car. What’s not to like? Well, turbines suffer from throttle
lag: They take time to spool up to speed, and they take more
time to slow back down—not a good combo for racing.

That problem isn’t unsolvable. But why bother? A quar-
ter of a century ago, using exotic fuels and turbochargers
running unlimited boost, Indy engine builders pumped
1,000 horsepower out of the venerable Offenhauser, a 
piston-engine design whose architecture predated World
War II. The gargantuan engines in today’s Top Fuel–class
dragsters, which aren’t much younger, make a whopping
6,000 horsepower (though, admittedly, only for a few awe-
inspiring seconds). Contemporary Formula 1 cars get 900
horsepower out of 3.0 liters, or 300 horses per liter, without
forced induction. “If we could use turbochargers and super-

chargers,” says Robert Clarke, vice president of Honda Per-
formance Development, “1,000 to 1,200 horsepower per liter
wouldn’t be unreasonable.”

But the issue, it turns out, isn’t how much horsepower we
want. It’s how much we can use. “The first limitation might be
the temperature-absorption capability of the tires’ rubber,”
VanValkenburgh says. “The second limitation might be how
long the rubber can sustain that abuse. The third limitation
might be how long the track can sustain that sort of abuse.”

Loads on a tire, whether vertical (from downforce) or lat-
eral (from cornering), cause temperatures to rise. This is a
good thing—up to a point. Dale Harrigle, an engineer at
Bridgestone/Firestone’s Akron technical center, says his com-
pany’s Indy car tires develop maximum grip at 180° to 200°F.
But if the rubber gets much hotter than that, it starts to blister.
Then it chunks. Then it explodes. Not a good thing. “We’re con-
stantly thinking about how to dissipate heat,” Harrigle says.

Some of the tire load can be relieved by using high-tech
materials to trim the weight of the car, perhaps by as much as
half. On the other hand, cornering loads will double or triple,
and speeds will spike alarmingly, so new rubber compounds
and construction techniques will be required. Wider tires—
much wider—would help, at least until drag and rolling resist-
ance outweigh improved traction and durability. Four-wheel
drive would help. Come to think of it, why not six-wheel
drive? Or eight-wheel or 12-wheel drive, for that matter? Extra

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 121)

CUT DOWN TO SIZE The Chaparral 2E Can-Am car—driven here by its creator, Jim Hall, in 1966—was the first to methodically exploit 
the benefits of downforce. It was outlawed because the rear wing was mounted to the suspension and could be adjusted by the driver.
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wheels bring disadvantages too, such as weight
and complexity, but since they’re not legal, no
one has done a cost-benefit analysis.

ONE THING EVERYBODY AGREES ON: THE RUN-
what-you-brung racecar of the future will pack
more computing power than your local Comp-
USA. To maximize performance, an “active”
suspension (banned from Formula 1 racing a
decade ago) will adjust ride height and manip-
ulate the angles at which tires contact the road,
as well as shock-absorber valving and spring
rates. Driver inputs will be drive-by-wire. “The
driver will make a request,” Cammaerts ex-
plains. “The computer will interpret that
request and endeavor to give him what he asks
for.” If the driver slams on the brakes, the com-
puter will take steps to achieve maximum decel-
eration (apply brakes, extend air brake, lower
chassis, deploy skirts, etc.) without locking the
brakes. If he floors the throttle, the computer
will go for max acceleration—without spinning
the tires. Very clever, these computers.

Safety is a vexing issue. Aside from Buck
Rogers stuff such as encasing the driver in a
fluid-filled pod, nobody has compelling sugges-
tions for improving crashworthiness. Ejection
seats? Not so fast, say experts at Wright-Patter-
son Air Force Base—or not fast enough, to be
more accurate. “After you pull the lever, nothing
much happens for the first 300 milliseconds,”
says Ted Knox, a principal scientist at the
Human Effectiveness Directorate. “Well, 300
milliseconds is a long time on the racetrack.”

OK, so maybe the racetracks can be modi-
fied. A course consisting of sharp corners con-
nected by short straights would limit speeds but
bore spectators. Harris, my mad-scientist lunch
partner, wants to see circuits that compel cars to
drive an upside-down section—a no-brainer,
theoretically, as long as downforce exceeds the
weight of the car. This would be entertaining
but insanely dangerous, says racetrack designer
Alan Wilson. Wilson says a dramatic increase in
speeds—300 mph at Indy, anybody?—would
demand a new breed of circuit in which specta-
tors are situated far from harm’s way. “You
would need vast distances for runoff areas,”Wil-
son notes. “But instead of grass or gravel, maybe
we could develop a silicon-based version of
mud. Yes, mud. Believe it or not, that’s the safest
runoff surface I’ve ever seen.”

But spinning into a sea of synthetic goo may be the least of
drivers’ concerns as they grapple with G-loads more savage
than anything experienced by fighter pilots. “One G equals 22
millimeters of mercury of blood pressure,” says Bill Albery,

a team leader at Wright-
Patterson’s Crew Protection
Branch. “So around 5, 51/2
Gs, most people will have
zero eye-level blood pres-
sure.” Vision turns gray and 
narrows; then comes uncon-
sciousness. G-LOC—gravity-
induced loss of conscious-
ness—can be delayed by
physical training and the
straining maneuver, which
entails clenching major mus-
cles and breathing explo-
sively. Coupled with G-suits,
which fill with air to prevent
blood from leaving the head,
training enables airplane
pilots to stay conscious at up
to 9 Gs. And a pilot testing
the new Libelle G-Multiplus
flight suit has withstood 12
Gs, thanks to four columns of
liquid that are more protec-
tive than the compressed air
in conventional G-suits.

The heaviest G-loads most
people will experience are 
on extreme roller coasters,
which generate nearly 5 Gs. 
In the 1950s, aerospace-
medicine pioneer John P.
Stapp withstood 40 Gs while
strapped to a rocket sled. And
Indy car drivers have sur-
vived crash impacts of over
100 Gs without much more
than a good massage to recu-
perate. But sustained G-loads
are another matter. Even if 
a combination of next-gen 
G-suits, high-tech drugs
and—what the hell—genetic
engineering allowed future
drivers to cope with 10 or 15
Gs, they still might not 
be able to muster enough
strength to turn the steering
wheel. Which raises the
question: What hath POPU-
LAR SCIENCE wrought? “It’s

troubling,” Harris admits, “but we’ve created a vehicle that
would be outlawed before its first race because drivers would
black out under acceleration, cornering and braking.” He sips
his wine and grins. “I didn’t anticipate this being the bottom
line,” he says. “But some rules, clearly, are a good thing.” ■

POPSCI contributing editor Preston Lerner is a devoted student
and undistinguished practitioner of the racing arts. 

Get the lowdown on G-forces at popsci.com/exclusive

WHEN RACECAR engineers dream of
a perfect world, they don’t imagine Brit-
ney Spears disrobing from a Sparco fire
suit. What they fantasize about is a uni-
verse without the prima donnas behind
the steering wheels. “The driver is not
your friend,” says Kia Cammaerts, who
creates racing simulations. “Because
unless he’s [world champion] Michael
Schumacher, all he’s doing is slowing the
car down.” So would engineers ever
attempt an automotive version of Deep
Blue, the supercomputer that in 1997
humbled chess champ Garry Kasparov?

Computers already influence vehicle
dynamics: when sensors detect tire 
slip, for example, the problem may be
resolved without driver input. But total
computer control? “Racing isn’t as clear-
cut as chess,” says Jim Hamilton of Chip
Ganassi Racing. Deep Blue was a static
exercise; racing involves many shifting
variables—from fuel load (which affects
weight) to humidity (which affects
power)—not to mention the challenge of
responding to other cars on the track.

The recent DARPA Grand Challenge
unmanned-vehicle race is a case in
point. Despite sophisticated sensors 
and GPS systems, over half the ’bots
didn’t get past the starting line. Many
floundered on undetected obstacles; 
their onboard computers were unable
to “see” and react the way people do
instinctually. “It isn’t just getting the algo-
rithms to work,” says Dave van Gogh,
head of the Caltech team. “It’s getting
them to work together at the same time.”

These tech limitations will quash ro-
botic motorsports, at least for now, van
Gogh says: “Getting the speed up will 
be difficult, and watching robot cars go
around a track at 30 mph could get bor-
ing.” On the other hand, eradicating the
human interest in self-preservation might
have some entertaining, if unintended,
consequences. “You’d have the occa-
sional spectacular wreck,” Cammaerts
says, “especially if the cars are based on
the Windows [operating] system.”—P.L.

GO, ’BOT, GO! 

j

WILL WE EVER CHEER 
DRIVERLESS RACECARS?
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You have every right to think your car stereo is hot. After all, the dealer said it was the
“upgraded” system, with speakers all over the place and a name you actually know on
their grills. There’s probably even a screen in the dash.

Sorry, but in all likelihood, your factory-installed stereo is a dud. And that’s the irony of
mobile audio: The place where you probably spend the most time listening to your favorite
music, and the place where a high-quality system can have the most impact—namely, by
rising above the endless din of road noise—is the same place automakers scrimp the most. 

Fortunately, virtually every option available in the aftermarket is an order of magnitude
better, and significantly more versatile, than what came with your car. Today a/v afi-
cionados can outfit a car with everything you’d find in a living room: from widescreen
LCDs, wireless headphones, videogames and surround sound to the latest in DVD-Audio,
satellite radio and digital file playback. >>  

HOW2.O

TECH: Mobile 
entertainment
COST: $100 and up

Beta Final

DEPT: Geek Guide    INVESTIGATOR: Eric Adams

UPGRADE YOUR CAR’S A/V 
FINDINGS: Factory-installed car entertainment generally sucks,
but aftermarket upgrades abound—if you have the cash.

YOUR LIFE ON TECH >
HACKS, UPGRADES,
PROJECTS, GRIPES, 

TIPS & TRICKS

ADVERTISED MILEAGE IS
A PIPE DREAM.
In Consumer Reports road
tests, the Civic Hybrid got
only 26 mpg in the city—46
percent below the estimated
EPA rating. But both carmak-
ers and the EPA say the dis-
crepancy is the result of the
EPA’s 19-year-old lab-based
mileage tests, which don’t
accurately simulate real-
world driving. 

YOU MIGHT HAVE TO WAIT.
The Toyota Prius is currently
the hardest car to find on 
an auto lot, with a three- to 
six-month wait list. Other
hybrids aren’t as rare, but
they‘re still scarce enough
that you probably won’t 
get any special deals. 

IT’S NOT ABOUT
THE MONEY.
Even with gas savings and
tax breaks, it could take
you eight years or more to
recoup a hybrid’s higher
sticker price. You’d have
to drive the Honda Civic
Hybrid more than 140,000
miles just to break even
with the cheaper Civic EX. 

RESALE IS TOUGHER.
Because the technology is
still rapidly evolving, hybrids
are likely to depreciate more
quickly than conventional
cars. To gauge what you’ll
get in five years, check out
the True Cost to Own calcu-
lator at edmunds.com.

THEY’RE NOT SO HOT
IN THE COLD.
Toyota found that the Prius
got 26 percent worse
mileage at 20˚F than it did
at 75˚F, because chemical
reactions in the battery hap-
pen more slowly when the
mercury dips.—KATE ASHFORD
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Formats Galore
The head unit is where you’ll
make most of your major
choices. Some boxes, such as
Panasonic’s $2,000 CQ-
VAD9300U, have widescreen
LCDs that slide out and up to
display music-track information
or video (not to be watched
while driving, of course). 
It’s both Sirius Satellite Radio–
ready (you’ll still need to sub-
scribe) and equipped with a 
TV antenna, so you can pull
down broadcast stations. Other
receivers take up both the fac-
tory radio slot and the spare
slot often found below it with
“double-din” (twice as thick)
units that use fixed LCD screens
for a more factory look.

If MP3s are your bag, Ken-
wood now offers the $700
Excelon Music Keg, a portable
20GB music storage unit that
you can pull out of the dash
and plug into your PC. If that’s
too much work, the 60GB
Omnifi DMP2 ($700) uses
Wi-Fi to automatically sync to
your PC’s music library when
you pull into the garage.

Passenger Perks
Backseat entertainment took a
big leap forward with the in-
troduction of flip-down moni-
tors, the cheapest way to turn
your backseat into a theater.
Seven-inch screens start at
$375 installed, and for an-
other $200 you can get a
DVD player in the dash or 
between the front seats.

Headrest-mounted screens
are typically smaller (five to
seven inches) and more ex-
pensive ($500 to $800) and
can be linked either to the
car’s central DVD player or to
their own. Most also have
multiple inputs, so camcorders
and game systems can be
connected as well. Wireless
remotes and wireless head-
phones are de rigueur.

If you have more than one
car, consider one of the new
tablet-style slot-loading
portable DVD players, such as
the $300 TF-DVD7705 from
Coby. They can be easily
mounted on headrests, or just
hand-held by the antsy kid
most in need of a video fix.

Bring in Da Noise
Speakers are where the auto
manufacturers truly pinch their
pennies. Most still use paper-
cone speakers, which are sus-
ceptible to humidity and dry
rot. (Better speakers use more
durable polypropylene cones.)
And rarely does a factory 
system include amplifiers.

The upside: For less than
$100, you can pop in new
speakers and greatly improve
your car’s sound. Add an 
amplifier or two to get high 
volume without hiss and 
distortion. Just make sure the
wattage rating on your ampli-
fier is less than the maximum
wattage your speaker can 
handle or you’ll be running 
the speaker too hard too often.
That’s why most pros recom-
mend a separate, smaller amp
for the little tweeters in the dash.

For the ultimate backseat
theater, install 5.1 surround
sound—four corner speakers,
one in the front, and a sub-
woofer connected to Alpine’s
PXA-H700, an $800 Dolby 
decoder and processor. 

H2.0 How 2.0 > Geek Guide // H2.0 on the Road

> Before you go racing off to your aftermarket shop, determine whether serious upgrades
are even possible. Auto manufacturers have made significant strides in integrating

vehicle system controls into LCD-based interfaces, but they are usually wired in with the car’s audio.
When your navigation, climate controls or even suspension and engine settings are in the same system,
you can’t simply pry it out and jam in something new.
> Don’t fork out your dough unless your ear, not the sales rep’s, can actually hear the improvement.
Take, for example, this recent exchange I had with a PR guy, as we sat in a tricked-out, neon-everywhere
SUV for a product demo. Nodding his head rhythmically, he lifted his finger at some allegedly critical 
element of the bass-heavy hip-hop trance thingy. Him: “Hear that?” Me: “No.” Him: “Hear that?” Me: “No.”
Him, again with the finger: “How about that?” Me: “No.”
> The industry is rife with bogus wattage numbers on speakers and amps. Do your own research, or con-
sult an independent specialist (that is, not the 16-year-old clerk at the chain store).—E.A.

Buying Tips
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IT WAS THE FRIDAY BEFORE
Father’s Day weekend, and 
we faced a long, hot drive from
New York to D.C., fighting
beach-bound traffic and swarms
of commuters.

But we had a secret weapon:
satellite-beamed, continually
updated traffic—the latest from
sat-radio pioneers XM and Sirius.
Each covers more than a dozen
cities, and both are comprehen-
sively reported: XM uses inde-
pendent firm Traffic Pulse; Sirius
relies on local traffic feeds.

XM proved the most consis-
tently useful, with average speeds
on key corridors and smart prior-
itization: major trouble spots first,
details later. Sirius bundles cities
in pairs, so while in Baltimore 
we had to wait through the D.C.
report each rotation.

Sirius also kept flubbing 
thelocal shorthand and dialect:
Highlandtown is pronounced
“Hollantown,” and don’t waste
my time calling it the Jones 
Falls Expressway—”JFX” will do.

On our trip back home, XM
earned our love, warning of ma-
jor delays near the Maryland-
Delaware line. We hopped off
I-95 and enjoyed a brisk country
drive through Pennsylvania in-
stead, smugly checking in on
Baltimore traffic every now and
then to make sure those poor
FM-radio slobs were still roasting
on the freeway.—ERIC ADAMS

H2.0 
ON THE ROAD
TECH FOR THE TRAVELING LIFEIN
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SATELLITE RADIO TRAFFIC INFO
Free with satellite radio:
xmradio.com; sirius.com
TECH Continually updated
local traffic reports
ROADWORTHY? Yes for both,
but XM is better

•IN THE DASH •VIDEO •SPEAKERS AND AMPS
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Jirka Jirout can start his car’s
heater remotely by sending it 
a text message. He can follow
his GPS map on an in-dash
LCD while one passenger
watches a DVD on a fold-down
17-inch screen and another
surfs the Web on a laptop
plugged into the center arm-
rest’s Ethernet hub, each per-
son listening to different audio
streams. At a stoplight, Jirout
can grab the wireless key-
board to pound out an e-mail
or use the Bluetooth connection
to sync his cellphone’s calen-
dar and address book. 

Jirout, a technical manager
for a European newspaper con-
glomerate, drives what might
be the most perfectly integrated

computer-car on the planet. 
Its brain is a disemboweled
450MHz Apple G4 packed
into a windowed fiberglass
case in the trunk. Jirout replaced
a stock plastic dashboard with
a custom wood-and-leather
version that accommodates 
a seven-inch LCD, a Griffin
Powermate controller dial, and
a row of programmable but-
tons that let him call up a map
or start an MP3 playlist with
out taking his eyes off the road.
There’s a GPS unit and map-
ping software, as well as a 
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H2.0 How 2.0 > You Built What?! // You 2.0
OG

LE

TECH: Computer/car
integration
COST: $3,500
TIME: Hundreds of
hours

Practical Popcorn

DEPT: You Built What?!    INVESTIGATOR: Paul Wallich

HIT THE ROAD, MAC   
FINDINGS: This Czech geek’s Apple G4-equipped Tatra
is the ultimate computer on wheels.

YOU 
2.0

At the Intersection of
Technology and the Body 
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FORGET FUEL CELLS and elec-
tric engines. You want zero
emissions? BMW’s least ex-
pensive 2004 model gets 10
miles on a gallon of coffee and
a tenth of a mile on a gallon 
of cheap wine (trust me). Yes,
it’s a scooter, but the Slide-
carver makes your nephew’s

Razor look like a Geo. It sports
dual hydraulic disc brakes and
an independent double-jointed
swing-arm suspension bor-
rowed from the 5 Series. It’s
also about the most fun 
you can have on three wheels. 

The polished aluminum
BMW looks like it shares more
DNA with an American muscle
car than a purring autobahn
speedster, with a squat design
and macho facade, but its
handling is pure German pre-
cision. Rocket down the street,
throw the beast over, and feel
it, well, carve like a snow-
board in powder. The Slide-
carver is rock-solid stable and
ultra-maneuverable. It even
folds down so you can toss it
in the trunk of your other
Beamer. It’s neither light (26
lbs.) nor cheap ($700), but
what do you expect from an
ultimate driving machine that’s
so eco-friendly?—STEVE CASIMIRO

BMW SLIDECARVER
$700; bmw-online.com
TECH Disc brakes, swing-

arm suspension
DOES IT WORK? Beautifully—

and it’s a blast

Trunk-mounted case with
Gore-Tex air vents to
keep out moisture houses
motherboard and video
cards for both the front
and back display screens
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THE BRAINS THE CONNECTION

Custom rear armrest offers
an Ethernet port for the
Wi-Fi/GPRS Internet con-
nection; audio jacks; and a
remote-control unit for
rear-seat audio and video

Seven-inch in-dash LCD
with custom software
displays several func-
tions at once. Below 
it is a row of program-
mable buttons

Wi-Fi card and GPRS (through
the cellphone) for a near-
constant Internet connection.
He even wrote the control soft-
ware that makes all the pro-
grams work together using Mac
OS X’s programming tools, 
so his buttons and menus inter-
face seamlessly with off-the-
shelf programs such as iTunes.

Finally, the G4 is patched
into the car’s ECU, but just to
monitor—not control—engine
performance. Integration can
go only so far, lest one crash 
in this car lead to another. 

THE DISPLAY

http://bmw-online.com


http://www.tidalforce.com


When the hot-rodders who
rolled packs of Luckies in their
sleeves wanted more power,
they did stuff that took plain
old wrenching: advancing the
distributor’s timing, installing
bigger carburetor jets, playing
with fuel-pump pressure. To-
day tuners can squeeze an ex-
tra 5 to 100 hp using only a
laptop, a soldering gun and a
deft hand at writing code. 

All of a modern automo-
bile’s ignition, fuel-injection and
combustion parameters are
controlled by a small onboard
computer—the engine control
unit, or ECU, the heart of which

is a microprocessor that mod-
ern gearheads call “the chip.”
It’s programmed with all of the
instructions (or maps) that direct
the engine’s various systems. To
muster more horses, tuners just
rejigger those maps, forcing
the car to run closer to (and
sometimes over) its limits.

For pre-1996 cars, re-coded
chips can be bought on the
mail-order aftermarket and
plugged into a socket on the
ECU motherboard, not unlike in-
stalling a memory card in a PC.
In every post-’95 vehicle, by
law the chip has been miniatur-
ized and hard-soldered onto the

ECU’s motherboard, so a tuner
needs to know how to pull it off,
erase and reprogram it, and
resolder it onto the board. The
latest tuning tech is to simply
connect a laptop to the OBDII
—the On-Board Diagnostics II
socket, usually found under the
dashboard—and flash new soft-
ware to the factory chip. 

Will chipping actually void
your warranty? That’s up to
your dealer (who will know
what you’ve done). Just don’t
expect to be covered for
claims that are the direct re-
sult of your hijinks, such as an
overstressed turbo. 

> Cost is proportional to the value of the car and
to the effort required to unlock the ECU’s code.

Expect to pay as little as $500 to chip a Honda Civic, and as much as $4,000 for a twin-turbo Porsche.
> The actual boost you get will vary depending on your car, but if a chipper claims 18 hp or greater on a
non-turbocharged car, he’s blowing smoke. (Turbocharged cars leave more room for tweaking.)
> Ineptly written chip code can at best cost you horsepower and at worst lead to early engine failure, so do
your homework online and with car clubs to find a reputable chipper for your car. 

Things To Know When Chip Shopping
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How 2.0 > Void Your Warranty
HA

CK

TECH: Engine
performance chips
COST: $500–$4,000
TIME: 1 hour

Dabbler               Master

DEPT: Void Your Warranty    INVESTIGATOR: Stephan Wilkinson

OVERCLOCK YOUR CAR
FINDINGS: Want more horsepower? Put away the Snap-ons—
this is a job for a gearhead with a laptop.

H2.0
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CHIPPING AT HOME
CODING CHIPS IS NOT 
a DIY job—cracking a car’s
code can take a pro several
months—so your part of 
the chipping process is
pretty simple. To get a sense
of what’s involved, we
asked POPSCI automotive 
editor Eric Adams to chip 
his 1999 VW Passat. Adams
pulled out the ECU (a little
metal box housed in a
larger black box near the
windshield—see Photo 1 
below) and shipped it to
well-known chipmakers 
APR (goapr.com), who in
one day installed a new 
chip (Photo 2) and an ex-
ternal button (Photo 3) for
switching between stock
mode and chipped mode.
APR said the chip would
jump the 1.8-liter turbo 
from 150 to 205 hp.
See popsci.com/h20 for our
own dyno test results.

http://goapr.com
http://popsci.com/h20
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H2.0 How 2.0 > DIY // What the #@$% Is ...
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TECH: Peltier junctions
COST: $66
TIME: 1 hour

Dabbler Master

DEPT: DIY    INVESTIGATOR: Scott Fullam

THE PELTIER-POWERED
SELF-COOLING COOLIE
FINDINGS: Keep cans cold in the car with repurposed PC parts.
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Peltier junctions are amazing 
little devices that look like over-
size Chiclets and use electric 
current and semiconductors to
move heat to one side, leaving 
the other cold. They’re typically
used to cool PCs in which the main
processor has been overclocked 
to run faster (and, consequently,
hotter) than the manufacturer 
intended—a popular hack among
hardcore gamers.

I’m not really into the over-
clocking scene, but Peltiers fasci-
nate me. I recently picked one 
up just to play with it and thought,
What could I cool with this?

“Mmmm . . . beer,” my inner
Homer Simpson replied.

So with some epoxy and a heat
fan, I hacked together a quick 
prototype of a Peltier-cooled metal
stein. It worked, but required 
a large 12-volt power supply that
had to be plugged into the wall.
That’s fine for geek parties, but I
wanted something nominally
more useful. Realizing that my 
car has a great 12-volt power
source (the cigarette lighter out-
let), I modified the design and
ended up with a coolie that can
keep a standard 12-ounce can 
(of soda, of course) at a perfect
chill indefinitely.

Yes, I know you can buy in-car
devices that can cool a whole 
six-pack or heat a bowl of ramen
noodles—and that’s fine, if shop-
ping is your thing. Me, I like to
build. If you do too, here are the
basic directions, and see “Mods”
(at right) for design alternatives. 

> I thought it was a unit of measurement
for vodka drinks (turns out that’s Stoliomet-

ric), but stoichiometric is in fact tuner-geek-speak for the air/fuel ratio that creates perfect combustion—no
gas or oxygen left in the chamber. That ideal figure: 14.7/1. A sensor measures oxygen in the exhaust
and sends that info to the ECU, which adjusts the mix accordingly. Chipped ECUs will often specify a slight-
ly richer mix (more fuel) for more horsepower, but beware the chip that strays too far from stoichiometric:
Too much fuel will gunk up your engine, while going too lean can burn it up.—MIKE HANEY

• What the #@$% Is . . . Stoichiometric?

THE PARTS LIST
One 12-volt 

Peltier junction 
(also called 

a thermoelectric 
device) $25

Can coolie $1
Cigarette lighter 

plug with 
five-amp fuse $4

Two to three feet of
two-conductor,

insulated, 
18-gauge wire $5/spool

Small 12-volt CPU 
or GPU cooling fan

and heat sink $10
One square foot 
of aluminum foil $1/roll

Tube of silver-based 
epoxy $15

Heat-shrinkable 
tubing or 

electrical tape $3
Nylon tie wraps $2

TOTAL $66

See popsci.com/h20 for sources.

MODS:
•Try cooling from the
side instead of the bot-
tom. Just shape the foil to
fit the curve of the can
and carve a hole in the
side of the coolie to 
hold the cooling stack.
•Try multiple Peltier
junctions to increase the
chilling ability. You’ll
need a 10-amp fuse in
the cigarette lighter plug,
and make sure all your
Peltiers together don’t
draw more than about
100 watts. 

BUILDING THE COOLIE 
[1] Wad the FOIL as tightly as pos-
sible into the base of a soda can.
[2] Temporarily connect the
PELTIER JUNCTION to your CIGARETTE
LIGHTER PLUG (see Step 4 for con-
nections) and power it up to 
figure out which side is cold and
which is hot.
[3] Flatten the other side of the foil
ball and attach it to the cool side
of the Peltier with silver epoxy. 
[4] Solder the wires on the ciga-
rette lighter plug to the TWO-
CONDUCTOR WIRE to extend its
length, and connect the other end
to the Peltier junction: plus (+) wire
to the Peltier’s red wire; minus (–)
wire to the black Peltier wire.
[5] Use the silver epoxy to glue the
FAN–HEAT SINK COMBO to the warm
side of the Peltier device (with the
fan blowing down). Wait for the
epoxy to set, then connect the fan
wires to the Peltier wires in paral-
lel: red to red, black to black.
Cover the exposed connections.
[6] Cut a hole in the bottom of
the COOLIE just large enough to 
fit the foil ball. Push it in far
enough to completely contact the
bottom of a can placed in the
holder. Cut two small holes near
the bottom and connect the stack
with tie wraps.

FOIL

PELTIER JUNCTION

FAN–HEAT SINK COMBO

CIGARETTE LIGHTER PLUG

COOLIE

TWO-CONDUCTER WIRE

http://popsci.com/h20
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OK TECH SUPPORT

ASK A GEEK: MIKKEL AALAND

Q:Is it all right to use 
generic inks and paper to
print my photos?
A: Not if you care how they look. The high cost of supplies

from the major printer manufacturers (Canon, Epson,
Kodak, Hewlett-Packard) isn’t price-gouging; it’s reflective of
the amount of time and R&D bucks they spend matching inks
and papers to the specific capabilities of their printers.

Take printer speed, for instance. The faster the printer churns
out photos, the higher the demands on the ink and paper. If the
paper is too absorbent—or not absorbent enough—inks will
pool or smear, especially in the darker, denser areas. In a

closed-loop system (where the
manufacturer is privy to all a
printer’s specs), inks and paper
surfaces are created to prevent
this from happening. 

Other areas where generic
supplies tend to fall short: color-
matching and archival capabili-
ties. That means the red barn on
your screen might come out
magenta and fade to pink in a
couple of years. 

For throwaway photos and text, off-brand inks and paper
are a good place to save money, but for shots that you want
to show off or hang on to, stick with the goods from your print-
er’s maker. See popsci.com/h20 for tips on cutting printing
costs without sacrificing quality.

MIKKEL AALAND has
been a professional pho-

tographer for 20 years
and is the author of sev-

eral books on digital
photography, including

the recent Shooting 
Digital: Pro Tips for Tak-
ing Great Pictures with

Your Digital Camera.
Check out his site at
cyberbohemia.com.

YOUR GEAR
ARGENTINA-BASED VAJA hand-
makes gorgeous custom leather
cases for everything from PDAs to
cellphones to MP3 players. My Sony
p900 case has a magnetic closure
and slots inside the lid for extra
Memory Sticks. Best of all, the top-notch
leather feels and smells like good hide
should. ($55 and up, vajacases.com)—
R. Emory Lundberg, contributor to the
cellphone blog MobileWhack.com

THIS IS BROKEN
IF YOUR MOTHER WROTE WEB PAGES . . . 

See more examples of things broken at thisisbroken.com.
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> ATTENTION H2.0 READERS: This is your page, full 
of the feedback we get from you at h20@time4.com and
through the forums at popsci.com/h20. ASK A GEEK is your
chance to pick the brains of the Geek Chorus, H2.0’s panel of
advisers and tech wizards. THE TIP SHEET is a sampling of
your best tips, tricks and hacks. YOUR GEAR features the
gadgets you can’t live without. Finally, THIS IS BROKEN gives
you a preview of Mark Hurst’s site thisisbroken.com. 

> The Tip Sheet
MORE TREO LIFE

PDAparts.com offers a new $50 DIY 2,000 mA-h battery
upgrade for the Treo 600 that offers nearly 20 percent
more life than the phone’s stock 1,800 mA-h unit.
—Phil Torrone, H2.0 Geek

BOOKS FOR RENT
Booksfree.com is a frugal reader’s best friend. Like Netflix
for books, you pick from the site’s 40,000 titles (all soft-
cover), and it ships them to you with a return envelope to
send them back when you’re done. Memberships range
from $8 to $30 a month, depending on how many books
you want to have at one time.—Nigel Powell

http://cyberbohemia.com
http://MobileWhack.com
http://thisisbroken.com
mailto:h20@time4.com
http://popsci.com/h20
http://thisisbroken.com
http://popsci.com/h20
http://vajacases.com
http://PDAparts.com
http://Booksfree.com
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http://www.minwax.com




http://www.gmc.com/sierra


http://www.castrolusa.com
http://www.minwax.com
http://www.gmc.com/sierra
http://www.gmc.com/
http://www.minwax.com
http://www.castrolusa.com
http://www.popsci.com/
http://www.fieldandstream.com
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FACTS,
ANSWERS,
ODDITIES &
ENTERTAINMENTS
FOR A MONTH
OF SCIENCE

EXPECTORATING THE UNIVERSE

BIG BURP VS. BIG BANG
A reader inquires: Do white holes really
exist? Have astronomers seen one?

No, scientists have never observed
one, but many still believe that white
holes—the polar opposite of black
holes—do exist. In fact, two mathe-
maticians, Blake Temple of the Uni-
versity of California, Davis, and 
Joel Smoller of the University of
Michigan, think the universe might
have emerged from a white hole.

Albert Einstein’s general theory of

relativity says that if mass is squeezed
into a small enough volume, the 
gravitational attraction will become 
so great that no light or matter will 
be able to escape, resulting in a black
hole. The trick here is that Einstein’s
equations don’t care which way time
flows. So if you flip time’s arrow
around, a black hole becomes its 
opposite: a point at which matter 
and light flood only outward. “For a
black hole, everything goes in, and
nothing comes out,” Smoller says. 
“For a white hole, everything comes
out, and nothing goes in.”

http://www.gorillaglue.com


http://www.rosettastone.com/pss094


Smoller and Temple propose that
all the matter in the universe was ini-
tially confined within a white hole in
a preexisting space. A shock wave ex-
plosion within the white hole ex-
panded outward, spitting out our
universe. Their model describes a 
finite universe, which is contrary to
the accepted theory, and it has also 
attracted some unexpected attention.
Creation scientists have been known
to claim similar ideas, but Smoller dis-
misses them as nonsense. For one, he
points out, those theories don’t use
any mathematics! The whole reason
white holes should exist, he says, is
that Einstein’s equations say so: “It’s
just a fact from the mathematics.
They’re just there.”—GREGORY MONE

SPACE EXPLORATION

NO GRANOLA 
FOR THESE GUYS
The astronauts of Apollo 15 began
launch day with a hearty breakfast:
scrambled eggs, steak, toast and or-
ange juice. Or was it Tang? Such
earthly details, and others of a more
extraterrestrial nature, await space
fans in the six-DVD box set Apollo 15:
Man Must Explore (Fox, $90), which
covers the fourth mission to bring 
humans to the Moon, and the first to
pack a lunar rover. The 21-plus hours
of archival footage include many 
high points, such as the first televised
lunar liftoff, captured by a camera 
on the rover. The unnarrated footage
manages to make space work seem
both boring and sublime. It’s not 
exactly thrilling watching two men
collect rocks, until you think about
how the men—or even the rocks—
actually got there.—AIMEE CUNNINGHAM

BOOK OF THE MONTH

CATACLYSMS CONNECTED  
Sometimes it takes an outsider to bring
new perspective to a field of study.
Charles Pellegrino has made a career
of this, skipping with omnivorous 
intensity between volcanology, archae-
ology, astrobiology and paleontology. 

FYI

http://www.hydrosil.com
http://arrows.valentine1.com


http://www.sharperimage.com/offers/22814


In his new book, Ghosts of Vesuvius
(William Morrow, $26), Pellegrino
throws them all in and then some,
tracing the physics of destruction 

at Pompeii back 
to the origins of
the universe and
forward to the 
fall of the twin
towers on 9/11.

The eruption of
Mount Vesuvius,
which buried some
2,000 Romans 

under several stories of ash and rocks
in A.D. 79, is the focus of the book,
but the author hardly confines him-
self to a single topic. In jumping 
from volcanic eruptions to stellar 
explosions, he comes across as a sort
of bushwhacking polymath, combin-
ing his mastery of scientific detail
with a vivid imagination—even if 
certain questions might be better left
for another book. (Do we really need
to dwell on the Gnostic gospels?)

The most fascinating details are the
scientific connections between cata-
clysmic events. For example, much of
the physics involved in the Vesuvius
event also dictated the collapse of the
World Trade Center. The forces at
work were remarkably similar, includ-
ing roiling clouds of debris traveling
at up to 160 miles an hour and pres-
sures of 3 to 9 tons per square inch—
equivalent to the force of a speeding
.38-caliber bullet. And Pellegrino
deftly explains how the collective
force of tons of rocks or dust-laden air
can crush one structure yet leave its
neighbor eerily untouched. The ghosts
in the title emerge heartrendingly in
the book’s closing pages, in which 
survival accounts of the carnage on
September 11th provide a human
view of the incredible violence of
massive disasters.—ED FINN

OBITUARY

THE VIRTUE OF ODD IDEAS
Thomas Gold, a controversial but well-
respected Cornell University as-
tronomer, died in June at the age of

84. Gold was a career contrarian who
had a knack for proposing far-out
ideas. Some, including a revised the-
ory of hearing he developed in 1946,
later proved true; others, such as his
contention that the universe is not 
expanding and had no beginning,
were less successful. Just last year 
he declared that solar sailing—based
on the idea that photons from the 
sun could bounce off a mirror sail 
and propel a spacecraft—would never
work. Most physicists dismissed his
analysis, but Gold was never one to 
be deterred by critics. Here are a few
more of his notable stabs into the 
scientific twilight zone.—ADAM VOILAND

LUNAR DUST BOWL: Gold sparked con-
troversy in 1955 when he suggested
that the Moon’s surface was covered
with a deep layer of fine rock powder,
and warned that astronauts and Moon
landers might sink out of sight. Many
found the idea laughable, but when
samples from Apollo 11 verified that
the lunar surface is indeed covered 
by a layer of dust—albeit, at a few
centimeters deep, much thinner than
he guessed—Gold was vindicated.

DEMYSTIFYING PULSARS: In 1967 Gold
argued that pulsars—perplexing ob-
jects that astronomers observe as pul-
sating sources of electromagnetic
radiation—were actually rapidly spin-
ning neutron stars. His colleagues ini-
tially viewed the theory as so
implausible that they barred him
from defending it at a conference. The
next year, however, the discovery of a
pulsar in the Crab Nebula proved him
right. Gold’s definition has been the
reigning one ever since.

OIL APLENTY: One of Gold’s most recent
far-out theories asserts that claims
about dwindling oil and gas reserves
are wrong and that there are actually
vast amounts of fuel deep in Earth’s
crust. He argued that oil and coal 
are not the compressed remnants 
of ancient surface life but instead 
the products of a constant upwelling
of primordial hydrocarbons that have
been trapped deep in the planet’s
crust for billions of years. If he’s 
right, we have enough natural gas 
to meet our energy needs for thou-
sands of years to come, but most
petrochemists think Gold went off 
the deep end with this one.

FYI

http://www.solatube.com


http://www.stauer.com


DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN NERDS

REBIRTH OF THE BOFFIN
Behind every great invention there is
a boffin. That’s right, a boffin. Loosely
translated from British slang, the
word means bespectacled nerd, an
asocial intellectual who prefers man-
uals to human companionship and
grand thinking to grooming. “The
highest goal of a boffin is to create,”
says Francis Spufford, author of The
Backroom Boys: The Secret Return of
the British Boffin. “He is content to
spend his life arm wrestling with the
world of stuff.”

The boffin can be found worldwide
(several work at this magazine), but a
true boffin is probably British,
Spufford says. The word was coined
in England during World War II and
refers mostly to the military scientists,
also known as backroom boys, who

were secretively building bombs,
radar and airplanes. Unlike great
American eggheads such as Thomas
Edison and Benjamin Franklin, the
British boffin has typically displayed
little entrepreneurial spirit and often
lacks the means to bring his ideas to
life, hence his tendency to take on
government projects. But despite his
monkish disregard for material gain,
he does manage to achieve impressive
feats, such as the dam-busting bounc-
ing bomb invented by British boffin
Barnes Wallis in 1942. Or the leg-
endary Spitfire fighter jet, built by 
a painfully modest Brit named R.J.
Mitchell, which played a critical role
in defeating the Nazis.

Wallis and Mitchell were textbook
boffins: introverted, brilliant and so-
cially inept. Recently a more social
breed of nerd has emerged. The argu-
able star is shaggy-haired eccentric
Colin Pillinger, father of the Beagle 2
Mars lander that disappeared near 
the Red Planet last December. In 1997
Pillinger convinced the European
Space Agency to pair a full-fledged
planetary lander with its Martian
satellite, Mars Express. He devoted six

years to building the probe and,
breaking with boffin tradition, trans-
formed himself into an extroverted
fundraiser to sell it to a public and
government largely indifferent to
space exploration. He stormed the
talk-show circuits and charmed the
public with his runaway furry side-
burns and frumpy-chic clothes. He
even commissioned pop artist Damien
Hirst to make a spot painting to cali-
brate Beagle 2’s cameras and con-
vinced the band Blur to compose a
song to be beamed back to Earth once
the craft had touched down.

In the end, the 60-year-old managed
a feat far more difficult than landing
Beagle 2 on Mars: He made unmanned
spacecraft fashionable. Pillinger
seems undeterred by the mission’s
failure, which many experts attribute
to its flimsy budget. In fact, he’s still
busily rallying public support for 
Beagle 2’s successor. Will he succeed?
Can a lone boffin maintain a nation’s
appreciation for exploration? Pillinger
could single-handedly determine
whether the boffin remains a modest
backroom boy or claims a lasting spot
in the limelight.—NICOLE DYER

FYI

http://www.smokesignals.com


http://www.suntamerhat.com
http://www.suntamerhat.com
http://www.pro-trim.com
http://www.alumapole.com
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without them. Collision avoidance,
however, poses a greater likelihood of
litigation. As VW’s former head of
research Ulrich Eichhorn puts it, “Peo-
ple will sue the hell out of you—sue if
the system doesn’t stop you, and sue if
it does on a false alarm and your grand-
mother in the back breaks her neck.”

Americans are more litigious than
Europeans, which is one reason why
most experiments with “driver support
systems” are happening in Europe.
Cramped European city centers—many
were laid out centuries before the auto-
mobile was invented—also provide
incentive for adopting technology that
can help unsnarl traffic. And European
culture is generally more tolerant of
restrictions on individual freedom. A
case in point: In a European Airbus, if
the pilot pulls the stick back so far that
the plane is about to stall, the stick effec-
tively locks up. If an American-made

Boeing jet is about to go outside the
envelope, a cockpit alarm sounds, but
the stick still responds.

A Boeing-like system may be the
model for future American autos. For
example, a car could gently increase
the gas-pedal spring pressure when the
speed is too high—the navigation sys-
tem knows how tight that upcoming
curve is, remember—or apply a light
twist to the steering wheel if the car is
drifting off course. The actual driving,
though, would still be left to the driver.

Nor would drivers have to sacrifice
their privacy, advocates say, because
there’s no need for cars to broadcast
their identity in order to share useful
information. “We need to know speeds
to know if there is a traffic jam,”
BMW’s Freymann says. “But we are not
interested in which car is [sending the
message] or who is driving it.”

Sensing and networking technolo-
gies will most likely premiere on luxury

cars—their buyers tend to bear the cost
of putting novel features into mass pro-
duction. But before long, all this
onboard intelligence will undoubtedly
benefit a new crop of small city cars.
Advanced networking will make them
superhandy for negotiating urban traf-
fic snafus. And collision-avoidance sys-
tems will provide an extra margin of
safety for the driver of a small car
who’s worried about being crushed by
a larger vehicle. Light on muscle,
maybe, but heavy on intelligence.

The development path of the tech-
nologies isn’t at issue. Neither are the
motivations behind them: improved
safety and convenience. The trick will
be working out how we pesky humans
will react. Will we fall into line behind
the bureaucrats who think we deserve
nothing more than to be controlled? Or
will we assert our inalienable right to
louse things up, each in our own indi-
vidual way? ■

Paul Horrell lives in London. He’s the
consultant editor at BBC Top Gear.
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test his modification on its engines.
The manufacturer was Briggs and
Stratton, and the engines were two
149cc side valves. Singh borrowed
$3,000 and drove the 500 miles to the
Automotive Research Association of
India (ARAI) test facilities in Pune, but
day after day, his test was delayed. He
waited in a cheap hotel for two weeks,
pacing, smoking, burning money. “It
was a very frustrating experience,”
Singh says, wringing the tension from
his graying temples with permanently
grease-stained fingers. “Sometimes it
was like a bloody test of will.”

Finally he was allowed to bring 
his engines and hook them to a Benz
EC-70 dynamometer with a five-gas
analyzer and a Benz gravimetric fuel-
measuring device. A week later, he 
got his results. According to ARAI, at
between 2,000 and 2,800 rpm, Singh’s
modified engine used between 10 and
42 percent less fuel than its unmodi-
fied twin, with no appreciable losses
in torque or power. And, as he sus-
pected, it ran cooler too—as much as
16°C cooler.

This, it would seem, represented 
success on a massive scale. With record-
high gas prices at the pump and 
intimations of global warming en-
croaching on the front page, the world’s
auto manufacturers are investigating
every option to simultaneously comply
with federally mandated fuel-economy
standards yet continue to feed the mar-
ket for ever larger vehicles. This spring
GM and Ford announced a joint invest-
ment of $1 billion to develop their own
version of a six-gear automatic trans-
mission already popular in Europe, to
achieve perhaps a 4 percent increase in
fuel economy. Singh’s invention, in con-
trast, offered five times that fuel savings.

Unfortunately for Singh, Briggs 
and Stratton wasn’t interested in fuel 
economy—it wanted better emissions.
And according to the test, Singh’s mod-
ification made emissions slightly worse.
Things looked dire: Singh had lost his
only sponsor and blown his money on a
test that was essentially useless.

“The problem is, it’s a side valve,”
explains Steve Weiner, a 35-year Porsche
race-tuning veteran and the owner 
of Rennsport Systems in Portland,

Oregon. “Nobody’s been using those
things in our world since the 1950s.
Not even on lawn mowers. They’re
hugely inefficient and dirty.”

According to Weiner, what Singh
needs to prove his concept is a stan-
dard, scientific A:B test, on a standard
engine, “preferably something main-
stream—a high-efficiency shitbox
even—and dyno testing with a five-gas
analyzer. Then he needs to take one of
his modified cylinder heads, swap it
out on the same engine, and dyno test
that. A to B. Even if the emissions don’t
go down a whisker, if there’s an in-
crease in fuel economy—my god, that’s
a win. If you can even find that, the
world’s your oyster. Whether it’s valid
in the U.S. or not.”

In short, what Singh needs to prove
his ideas to the world is a test he can
neither afford nor gain access to. It’s a
simple fact, simple enough to diagram
on a child’s chalkboard, and it’s driven
him to the point of mania. He screws
the green ring round and round his fin-
ger, then grabs himself by the face.
“This bloody country,” Singh spits. “We
have millions of dollars and millions of
people for puja [a Hindu festival], but
when one bloody inventor wants to get
a simple engine tested . . .”

Singh lets his sentence trail off into
the stagnant heat of the empty garage.
He sits, face in his hands, his elbows
resting on patents and rejection letters.
Five years ago, Singh was a local cele-
brity with a young family and the
world by the tail. Now he just looks
exhausted. He has written to everyone
he can think of, he has prayed to every
god who might take an interest in his
cause. What he needs at the moment 
is a miracle.

In the movie version of Somender
Singh’s life, the phone rings. It’s a
major auto manufacturer. They’ve got-
ten one of his letters, reviewed the
patent, and they’re ready to deal.
Singh’s idea gets tested in a world-class
lab filled with computers and blinking
lights; men in white coats look at their
clipboards in disbelief, and Singh is
handed a laurel of genius and a Pub-
lisher’s Clearing House Sweepstakes–
size check for his squish-band scratch.
As the credits roll, Singh loads his wife
and daughter, Beverly Hillbillies–style,
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into his tiny direct-drive prototype and
motors—efficiently, quietly, coolly—to
a grand mansion with a gold-plated
garage. The world is just and good. It’s
hankie time. Lights up.

In real life, Singh and I just sit there
in the stifling heat of his little office.
Flies turn lazy circles beneath the life-
less fans. The dog crosses the driveway
to find a new cool spot on the garage
floor. The next day it’s the same. And
the next, and the next.

And then one day, the phone rings.
It’s Tata Motors. The $3.5-billion Indian
auto manufacturer, which supplies auto-
mobiles to Rover UK, has received one
of his letters. The Tata engineers have
seen his patent and examined the pho-
tograph of his spark plugs. And they’re
interested. If he’s willing to sign a five-
year nondisclosure agreement, they’ll
test his design further in their lab in
Pune—on a proper dynamometer, with
permission and everything.

There are no promises of checks or
mansions. But for the first time in his
life, Singh’s dreams might be spon-
sored. His squish-band scratch might
be good or not, it might improve gas
mileage or not, it might save the planet
or increase emissions and crack the
cylinder heads. But at least now he’ll
know for sure. Everyone will. Singh is
getting his chance.

Another man might start dancing
on that pile of rejection letters, or roar
off into the sunset on a modified
squish-band motorcycle. But Singh has
been riding the ups and downs of this
plot for years, and he’s too careful or
too superstitious to jinx himself with
conspicuous joy. So he just places the
phone carefully back in its cradle and
sits there, staring ahead. He reaches
for a cigarette.

“You have to understand, I have been
working at this for such a very long
time,” he says finally. “Honestly, I am no
longer certain whether it is possible for
me to be happy.” He stands, and walks
past the piles of parts and papers, to his
hand-me-down computer. “But I tell you
this,” he says. “At least now we can per-
haps tell those ‘No, no’ buggers out
there that Mr. Singh is not completely
off his rocker!”

Then he sits down and begins to
type another letter. ■

Charles Graeber is a contributing editor
at National Geographic Adventure.
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team pushed the idea further, proposing to locate an electric
motor and suspension within the empty wheel space. This
reduces the vehicle’s unsprung mass (the part of the car’s
mass not supported by the suspension), making it more sta-
ble. The motor wheel also enables tighter steering, leaves
more space for people and bags, and lets the wheels attach to
the body in new ways. “The car could have omnidirectional
steering,” Chin says. “You could pull up next to a parking
space, turn your wheels 90 degrees, and drive in sideways.”

From the renderings on display, it’s clear that the Media
Lab group drew inspiration from GM’s Autonomy and 
Hy-wire. Those concept cars housed all the equipment
needed to make the car run—fuel supply, fuel cells, electric
motors—in a flat chassis (11 inches thick in the drivable 
Hy-wire, just six inches thick in the more pie-in-the-sky
Autonomy) onto which various auto bodies could be
placed. In addition, the MIT students have suggested a pos-
sible automotive application of social-networking services 
such as Friendster. Looking for a parking space? A friend
of a friend is leaving one. Such networking capacities,
Mitchell says, will give the car “the collective intelligence of
London’s taxi drivers.”

IN MIDSUMMER, AFTER THE MIT EXHIBITION CLOSED, MITCHELL
took stock. He had never expected to end up in discussions
with MIT’s patent office. The motor wheel, in particular, had
promise. It fit with a vision of our automotive future in which
cars will be made of discrete elements (passenger cabin, sus-
pension, exterior), any of which can be swapped out—and
therefore customized. Drivers might someday be able to sport
standard wheels for commuting and then pop on stylish ones
for weekends. Mitchell realized that with more development,
his students’ concepts could become licensable technologies.
He decided to give the team six more months to refine their
engineering ideas. So for now, Gehry’s work will have to wait.

Some concept cars preview the future; others parody it.
But at the big auto shows, amid the flashy lighting and fog
machines, they all reflect the unbridled potential of emerging
technologies. A soft car with motor wheels sculpted in
Gehry’s swooping curves that finds its own parking place?
You won’t be driving it in five years—and indeed, it’s possi-
ble that, like the Firebird II, it will never be built. But there’s
no reason its modular structure and smart skins won’t even-
tually appear in production vehicles, just as the LeSabre’s
automatic folding top is now standard. As pioneering com-
puter scientist Alan Kay once said, “The best way to predict
the future is to invent it.” ■

Jessie Scanlon writes for I.D., Slate and other publications.
Sony and other unlikely car designers: popsci.com/exclusive
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FROM THE POPULAR SCIENCE ARCHIVES

DUDE, WHERE’S MY FLYING CAR? 
Despite nearly a century of invention and obsession, the flying car is still MIA.

The prototypes have sputtered and stalled, crashed and burned, but the dream of a flying car
just won’t die. And POPSCI—alternately objective, credulous and wistful—has been along for
the bumpy ride. The 1917 Curtiss Autoplane, little more than a modified production car with
wings tacked onto the roof, was the first serious attempt to get an automobile off the ground,
but it never achieved much more than a few awkward hops and skids. Others, such as inven-
tor Molt Taylor’s Aerocar—a goofy fiberglass fuselage on wheels, equipped with removable
wings and a trailer to tote them—found more success: it flew. In 1970 Ford flirted with put-
ting the Aerocar into production, but safety regulations and concern that the Aerocar would
never turn a profit ultimately caused Detroit to lose interest. Today there are some 80 patents 
for flying cars on file at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, although none has yet found the
route to commercial success. Still, the market appears to be there: An MSNBC poll reveals that
more than 90 percent of respondents said they would buy a flying car if one existed.

Why is the airborne car such an enduring dream? There’s something tantalizing about 
the freedom of a personal transportation device unhampered by roads or traffic, particularly in 
a world where gridlock and invasive airport-security checks have become the norm. If history
is any guide, we’ll be seeing a slew of new personal levitating devices in coming years—
if nowhere else, then in the pages of POPULAR SCIENCE.—ADAM VOILAND

MARCH 1926
It’s the ultimate convert-
ible: a flivver plane
boasting folding wings
and a lever that redirects
power from the wheels 
to a removable propeller.
The inventor, German
civil engineer J.H. May-
kemper, claimed that his 
vehicle was capable of 
a 100-yard takeoff and
a five-hour flight—but
suspiciously, all the avail-
able photographs of 
the craft show it resting
staidly on terra firma.

MAY 1937
This novelty-car prototype
wasn’t designed for flight,
but it employed techno-
logy from airplanes to
realize a somewhat less
liberating vision: zipping
around town in a perpet-
ual wheelie. At high
speeds, the propeller-
driven “kangaroo car”
would balance on its 
hind wheels, steer by rud-
der, and stabilize itself
with plane-like tail fins.

JULY 1959 
In 1959 Illinois physi-
cian William Bertelson’s
homemade hovercraft
upstaged the military’s
miniature lab models
and fueled POPSCI’s 
speculation. We antici-
pated a bold future of
cheap, unrestricted travel
over land and sea at
speeds of up to 500
mph. Alas, hovercrafts
have some vexing draw-
backs: The air that is
blasted downward to
produce lift kicks up dust
and spray, and no wheel-
to-ground contact means
no grip, making hill-
climbing a decided chal-
lenge. These unresolved
issues have so far con-
signed hovercraft mostly
to high school physics
projects.—DAN CLINTON
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